
   

ABSTRACT 
 
WILCOX, ANNIKA MARIE. Agentic Action Under Social Constraints: Diversity Meaning-
Making in a High-Tech Organization. (Under the direction of Dr. Steve McDonald).  
 

Diversity is a “keyword” (Ghaziani and Ventresca 2005) in the sense that it has various 

socially constructed meanings and can be mobilized to support a wide range of goals across 

organizations and fields (Berrey 2015; Özbilgin and Tatli 2011; Vertovec 2012). Researchers 

have examined how diversity workers negotiate the meanings of diversity (e.g. Thomas 2020), 

but rarely study diversity meaning-making among other organizational actors (Brewis 2019; 

Zanoni and Janssens 2015). Examining how organizational actors writ large—not just diversity 

professionals—make sense of diversity can help sociologists to better understand the disconnect 

between widespread diversity initiatives and continued inequalities in the workplace (e.g. 

Tomaskovic-Devey and Avent-Holt 2019; Vallas 2012).  

This dissertation contributes to the literatures on organizational inequalities, 

organizational diversity, and organizational change by studying diversity meaning-making 

among everyday employees and managers of a large US-based high-tech organization. I focus 

specifically on employees of a high-tech company due to the exacerbated patterns of racial and 

gender inequality in the technology industry (e.g. U.S. Equal Employment Opportunity 

Commission 2016). I draw on data collected via in-depth interviews conducted from June 2019 – 

March 2020 with 31 racial- and gender-diverse tech employees and managers. 

Findings contribute to an improved sociological understanding of how individuals 

interpret, negotiate, and (re)construct the meanings of diversity in the workplace. In chapter 3, I 

examine how interviewees generally make sense of diversity by exploring their definitions of 

diversity, justifications of diversity’s value, and accounts of learning about diversity. I find that 

many interviewees make efforts to conform a critical diversity perspective, downplaying the 



   

extent to which they value diversity for equity in order to advocate diversity in a more socially 

legitimate manner. In chapter 4, I explore the tactics that interviewees report employing to 

navigate discussions of diversity and inequality in their social interactions at work. I find that 

most interviewees say they avoid talking about diversity at work and/or make compromises 

about how they discuss it (e.g. by what I call ‘conforming critical diversity’) given anxiety about 

the consequences of saying the “wrong” thing. Only a small number of interviewees (all white) 

indicated comfort to speak assertively about diversity. In chapter 5, I investigate interviewees’ 

deliberations about the state of diversity in the technology industry. I find that interviewees 

frame the high-tech industry as both discriminatory and progressive by centering the economic 

value of diversity, highlighting the importance of companies’ intent to support diversity, and 

pointing to variation between companies’ diversity efforts. This dissertation contributes to the 

literature by broadening the study of the social construction of diversity in organizations and 

arguing for the importance of examining how everyday actors engage in this process. It also 

underscores the utility of using a relational perspective to understand diversity meaning-making 

(e.g. Roscigno and Yavorsky 2014) by illustrating how the meaning of diversity is agentically 

negotiated within and constrained by organizational, industrial, and cultural contexts. 
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION 
 
In early August 2017, a screed now often referred to as the “Google Memo” was published on an 

internal messaging board at Google, leaked, and subjected to widespread public attention. 

Written by a white man who, at the time, worked as a software engineer at Google, the viral 

memo argued that women’s low representation in the technology industry is due to biological 

rather than socially-constructed differences. Thus, the memo concluded, efforts to increase 

gender representation in high-tech are unfairly biased against men (Conger 2017). This led to a 

heated debate on social media. The employee in question was ultimately fired (McGregor 2017; 

Wattles 2017) and Google’s newly-appointed chief diversity officer made a public statement 

identifying diversity as a key component of Google’s values (Shahani 2017) in what seemed an 

attempt to rectify the company’s public image.  

The Google Memo, and the debate it provoked, is one of many instances of social 

struggle over the meaning of diversity. Diversity is a social construct with varying potential 

meanings (Berrey 2015; Collins 2011; Tatli et al. 2012; Vertovec 2012) that organizational 

actors use “as frames for allocating resources, prioritizing certain concerns while silencing 

others” (Özbilgin and Tatli 2011:1232). Uncritical frames of diversity, for example, may be used 

to perpetuate the unequal distribution of power and resources within an organization (e.g. Berrey 

2015), as the author of the Google Memo seemingly sought to do. On the other hand, critical 

frames of diversity may be used with the aim of challenging organizational inequalities and 

advancing social justice (e.g. Herring and Henderson 2012; Özbilgin and Tatli 2011).  

Though diversity meaning-making might seem like a relatively small concern, there is a 

lot at stake in this process. Official diversity programs have proliferated across U.S. public and 

private-sector companies and institutions in recent decades (Dobbin, Schrage, and Kalev 2015; 
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Ryan, Hawdon, and Branick 2002), yet employment segregation remains widespread 

(Tomaskovic-Devey et al. 2006; Tomaskovic-Devey and Stainback 2007) and discrimination 

against women, racial minorities, and other marginalized groups abounds at the individual, 

interactional, and organizational levels (e.g., Berrey, Nelson, and Nielsen 2017; Castilla 2008; 

Stainback, Ratliff, and Roscigno 2011; Wingfield 2010). These inequalities are particularly 

salient in the technology industry (e.g. Alfrey and Twine 2017; Ashcraft, McLain, and Eger 

2016; U.S. Equal Employment Opportunity Commission 2016; Wynn and Correll 2018). An 

examination of the process and outcomes of diversity meaning-making helps to explain the 

apparent disconnect between organizational inequalities and diversity initiatives. Organizational 

actors’ struggles over the meaning of diversity shapes the institutionalized meaning and purposes 

of diversity in their organization (Özbilgin and Tatli 2011; Thomas 2020). Such meanings are 

co-created with formal organizational structures, like diversity initiatives (Zilber 2008). When 

the institutionalized meaning of diversity in an organization is uncritical, its diversity initiatives 

are unlikely to have any real impact on organizational inequalities (Collins 2011; Ray 2019). 

Despite the importance of this topic, previous research does little to elucidate the process 

of diversity meaning-making (Thomas 2020) and often overlooks how employees in particular 

make sense of diversity (Roberson 2019). When social research does attend to diversity 

meaning-making amongst employees, it tends to study the meaning-making endeavors of 

diversity program professionals and workers (Zanoni and Janssens 2015; e.g. Berrey 2015; 

Özbilgin and Tatli 2011; Thomas 2020; Tomlinson and Schwabenland 2010). However, 

everyday workers also encounter situations involving concerns of diversity in the workplace (e.g. 

Mikkelsen and Wåhlin 2020), and, as the organizational change literature suggests, also 

ostensibly play a role in negotiating the meanings and outcomes of formal diversity initiatives 
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(e.g. Ezzamel, Willmott, and Worthington 2001; Kellogg 2011; Vallas 2003). Further research 

examining “regular” employees’ meaning-making about diversity is needed in order to better 

understand the social construction of diversity at work and what this process tells us about the 

reproduction of organizational inequalities.  

This dissertation therefore builds upon research on organizational inequalities, 

organizational diversity, and organizational change by studying diversity meaning-making 

among everyday employees and managers. I draw on data collected via 31 in-depth interviews 

with employees and managers of one large US-based high-tech organization from June 2019 – 

March 2020. High-tech provides an important case in which to study diversity meaning-making 

due to the exacerbated patterns of racial and gender inequality within the industry and the 

corresponding “chilly climates” that disadvantage minority groups (Alfrey and Twine 2017; 

Ashcraft et al. 2016; U.S. Equal Employment Opportunity Commission 2016; Wynn and Correll 

2018). The organization for which my interviewees worked, however, is a relatively strong 

supporter of diversity within the industry, and therefore serves as extreme case—it is as an 

organization that exists within a discriminatory profession yet also lends notable attention to 

diversity. Extreme cases such as this are useful as they enable a better examination of the social 

processes of interest (Cech and Blair-Loy 2010).  

In order to extend empirical knowledge of diversity meaning-making, this study 

examines how high-tech employees and managers make sense of diversity in general, and in the 

nested contexts of their workplace and the high-tech industry. The results contribute to a 

sociological understanding of how individuals interpret and (re)construct the meaning of 

diversity at work while navigating the constraints of organizational, industrial, and cultural 

contexts. In the following pages of this chapter, I offer a brief overview of relevant previous 
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research that provides a backdrop for this study, particularly discussing the history and 

effectiveness of diversity initiatives.1 I explain and justify the overarching theoretical framework 

that I draw upon throughout this study. I then provide an overview of the key considerations and 

contributions of each substantive chapter, prior to concluding with a summary of the collective 

contributions of this project.  

Historical-Legal Context of Diversity and Diversity Programs 

What we now think of as “diversity programs” in the U.S. initially formed and spread in the 

1960s in response to the Civil Rights Act of 1964 (Dobbin and Kalev 2013). Civil rights law 

created an unprecedented normative context that delegitimized discrimination (Edelman 1990). 

However, because the law failed to define what discrimination was, and because legal authority 

was highly decentralized, human resources (HR) professionals led the way in deciding which 

practices indicated compliance with antidiscrimination law (Dobbin 2009). Seeking to 

demonstrate their usefulness to businesses and expand their professional status (Dobbin 2009), 

HR professionals recommended the adoption of new programs and policies as protection against 

liability for discrimination (Dobbin and Kelly 2007). The 1970s saw the spread of numerous HR-

backed programs and policies, such as equal opportunity policies, management training, and 

antidiscrimination departments and officers (Dobbin and Kalev 2013).  

 In 1980, President Reagan campaigned on a plan to eliminate regulations, including those 

concerning fair employment, and during his presidency he successfully cut back the enforcement 

of antidiscrimination law (Dobbin and Kalev 2013; Kelly and Dobbin 1998). In response to this 

threat to Affirmative Action (or Equal Employment Opportunity), HR professionals shifted their 

framing of antidiscrimination practices, first as programs that helped to formalize personnel 

                                                        
1 Please note that I incorporate reviews of the relevant literature in each of the substantive chapters (3-5) in lieu of 
offering an in-depth literature review here.  
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decisions, and then as diversity programs necessary for business success and profit (Kelly and 

Dobbin 1998). In this process, antidiscrimination became equated with diversity and legally-

protected differences were grouped with non-legally protected differences (Edelman, Fuller, and 

Mara-Drita 2001).2 HR professionals’ recommendations became self-fulfilling prophecies as 

courts ultimately accepted widely institutionalized HR programs as indicators of non-

discrimination (Dobbin 2009). This legal buy-in to organizational conceptualizations of diversity 

is illustrated in judicial opinions written for U.S. federal civil rights court cases (Edelman et al. 

2011; Krieger, Best, and Edelman 2015). Since the early 1980s, judges have increasingly treated 

organizational personnel and compliance structures (such as diversity offices, training programs, 

and recruitment programs) as evidence of nondiscrimination (Edelman et al. 2011). Judges are 

more likely to rule in favor of employers when deferring to organizational structures (rather than 

examining their effects), and this is true regardless of their personal political ideology (Krieger et 

al. 2015). Despite its historical ties to antidiscrimination regulations, HR professionals now 

justify diversity based on its benefits to business organizations (Collins 2011),3 and this framing 

has altered the function of diversity programs in the legal world.  

Effectiveness of Diversity Programs 

Perhaps unsurprisingly, therefore, diversity programs are only sometimes effective—though 

here, researchers often use a restricted definition of effectiveness, defining “effective” diversity 

programs as those that lead to an increased representation of women and racial minorities in 

management. Analyzing EEOC private-sector data from 1971-2002 along with matched 

                                                        
2 For example, HR professionals expanded the definition of diversity to include not just categories of inequality 
(such as race and gender), but also other things such as cultural, attitudinal, and lifestyle differences (Edelman, 
Fuller, and Mara-Drita 2001).  
3 Though there only mixed support for this argument: Herring (2009, 2017) finds that racial and gender diversity 
have a number of positive outcomes for businesses (e.g., larger sales revenue), while Stojmenovska, Bol, and 
Leopold (2017) call Herring’s findings into question, finding that diversity has little impact on business success.  
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organizational survey data concerning establishments’ histories of personnel programs, Dobbin 

and colleagues illustrate the varying ability of diversity programs to improve the managerial 

representation of women and racial minorities (Dobbin et al. 2015; Kalev, Dobbin, and Kelly 

2006). Programs that engage managers (targeted recruitment and management training 

programs), increase transparency (job postings and job ladders), increase intergroup contact 

(self-directed teams and cross-training), or designate responsibility for diversity (affirmative 

action plans, diversity committees, and diversity staff) are effective at increasing the 

representation of women and racial minorities in management (Dobbin and Kalev 2016; Dobbin 

et al. 2015; Kalev 2009; Kalev et al. 2006). Programs that seek to counter social isolation 

(networking and mentoring programs) are less effective, and those that attempt to reverse 

managers’ bias (diversity training and diversity evaluations) can actually have negative effects 

(Kalev et al. 2006). Similarly, programs that limit managers’ ability to discriminate (job tests, 

performance evaluations, and grievance procedures) can have segregating effects unless 

monitored internally or externally (Dobbin et al. 2015). Overall, this quantitative research 

suggests that programs that aim to change organizational structures and practices generally help 

to increase women and racial minorities’ managerial representation, while those that seek to 

change or control individuals have the least promising impact on managerial diversity.  

Qualitative research examining how diversity programs are enacted and their implications 

for organizational culture and worker experiences likewise indicates their mixed effects. 

Diversity initiatives serve largely as a form of impression management, enabling organizations to 

indicate that they value and support diversity without ever altering organizational inequalities 

(Ahmed 2007; Collins 2011; Thomas 2020). Given the commonality of overly broad definitions 

of diversity as ‘all differences’ (Berrey 2015; Collins 2011; Edelman et al. 2001; Embrick 2011; 
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Thomas 2020), practically anything that one does can be used as evidence of “doing diversity” 

(Thomas 2020). However, a lack of executive support for implementing diversity in a way that 

effectively challenges the status quo (e.g. via targeted training and recruitment programs; Dobbin 

et al. 2015; Kalev et al. 2006) constrains the organizational resources available to diversity 

workers and pressures them to focus on advancing diversity in only “positive” ways (Berrey 

2015). Diversity workers may even deal with resistance to the more politically controversial (and 

effective) diversity programs on behalf of employees who stand to benefit the most from them 

(Sharp et al. 2012; Williams et al. 2014). Due to the organizational limitations that discourage a 

focus on challenging social inequalities, diversity initiatives come to focus on the “less 

controversial” concern of empowering individuals with marginalized identities, for example, as 

seen in networking and mentoring programs (Berrey 2015; Mickey 2018). By transforming 

diversity into an individual issue and placing the responsibility for advancing it on marginalized 

group members (e.g. by teaching them how to handle discrimination), and also by reinforcing 

stereotypes, the most popular diversity initiatives inadvertently contribute to social inequalities 

(Williams et al. 2014). Moreover, as it is members of marginalized groups, and particularly 

people of color, that typically shoulder the emotionally draining work of “doing diversity” 

(Berrey 2015; Thomas 2020), organizational diversity initiatives can also intensify social 

inequalities by exploiting those who they claim to support (Thomas 2020). 

Diversity is Relationally Negotiated 

This study utilizes and advocates a relational perspective as a means of understanding the mixed 

and potentially negative impacts of diversity initiatives. A relational perspective on workplace 

diversity and inequality focuses on “the ways in which workplace interactions (including 

discrimination) are conditioned by and constitutive of the organizational structures and cultures 
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within which they are enfolded” (Roscigno and Yavorsky 2014:277). This perspective 

conceptualizes organizations as “inequality regimes” (in line with Acker (2006)) and notes that 

inequalities exist in the context of relationships between organizational positions and between 

actors (Tomaskovic-Devey 2014). Previous research makes a strong case for the need to study 

the maintenance or reduction of organizational inequalities relationally (e.g., Kalev 2009; 

Roscigno and Wilson 2014; Roscigno and Yavorsky 2014; Tomaskovic-Devey 2014; 

Tomaskovic-Devey and Avent-Holt 2016; Vallas and Cummins 2014), and the aforementioned 

qualitative research on organizational diversity efforts often adopts this approach (e.g. Berrey 

2015; Thomas 2020). Relationally-oriented research tends to focus on categorical inequalities, 

symbolic boundaries, or intersectionality, however, and research unifying these three concerns is 

still needed (Vallas and Cummins 2014). Relational processes share a reciprocal relationship 

with organizational structures and cultures (Roscigno and Wilson 2014); by taking this 

perspective, researchers can better consider the impacts of worker agency, relational 

negotiations, and cultural discourses surrounding diversity and diversity programs.  

Through the lens of a relational perspective, the mixed effects of diversity initiatives are 

due, at least in part, to relational struggles between social actors over the meaning and 

implementation of diversity. Diversity is a “keyword” in the sense that it has varying meanings 

“often mobilized by different groups of social actors for different purposes” (Ghaziani and 

Ventresca 2005:524) and can be used to either support or challenge the status quo (Herring and 

Henderson 2012; Vertovec 2012). Within business organizations, social actors make choices 

about which meaning of diversity (or which perspective on diversity) to mobilize in any given 

situation in an effort to influence resource allocation (Özbilgin and Tatli 2011). As James 

Thomas succinctly summarizes: “The plurality and ambiguity of diversity’s meaning indicates 
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diversity’s status as a ‘going concern,’ where social actors struggle over how to define diversity 

and what it should look like” (Thomas 2020:12). This struggle might take place at the micro 

level, with differing perspectives on diversity operating as part of one’s definition of the 

situation, of which actors are constantly trying to convince others (cf. Goffman 1956). Yet 

diversity perspectives are also collectively constructed, similar to “collective action frames,” or 

interactionally negotiated beliefs and meanings that justify the interest-oriented actions of social 

groups (Benford and Snow 2000). Because, as Thomas notes, diversity initiatives enact 

collective understandings of diversity, their ineffectiveness might be traced to the collective 

meaning of diversity in a given organization (Thomas 2020). Moreover, as the collective 

meaning of diversity is the product of micro-level struggles between individuals who bring with 

them and reconstruct their own personal diversity perspectives (Thomas 2020), individual 

diversity perspectives also ostensibly impact how diversity is implemented. 

A relational perspective further suggests that social actors’ negotiation of the meaning 

and implementation of diversity is shaped by cognitive and cultural frameworks as well as 

organizational structures (Roscigno and Yavorsky 2014). Culture can legitimate inequalities 

(Stainback, Tomaskovic-Devey, and Skaggs 2010) and effectively provides “tools and 

constraints” on social action (Tilly 1998:21). Cultural frames such as status expectations shape 

social actors’ perceived efficacy and afford greater “symbolic power” to privileged groups to 

construct definitions of the situation (Tomaskovic-Devey 2014; Tomaskovic-Devey and Avent-

Holt 2019). Symbolic cultural boundaries identify certain paths as appropriate for advancement 

of ones’ material interests by drawing lines between “legitimate” and “illegitimate” viewpoints 

and actions (Skrentny 1996). Such cultural-cognitive influences are especially influential to 

social action under conditions of uncertainty (e.g. Correll et al. 2017; Kanter 1977; Stainback et 
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al. 2010). Moreover, these cultural and cognitive influences are enacted through and shaped by 

the specific organization in which relational negotiations take place (Tomaskovic-Devey and 

Avent-Holt 2019).   

A relational perspective likewise suggests the potential for individualized variation in 

social actors’ meaning-making about diversity. Research shows that worker negotiation of 

organizational change initiatives is shaped by expectations, self-identities, evaluations of the 

formal initiative, and normative orientations (Crowley, Payne, and Kennedy 2014; Ezzamel et al. 

2001; Vallas 2003, 2006). Similar considerations extend to an analysis of diversity meaning-

making more specifically. As Thomas notes, for example:  

We come into different contexts with our own social baggage: our definition of the 
situation paired with our own experiences from previous interactions and our 
expectations for subsequent encounters. Into every encounter, we bring the experiences 
of socioeconomic status (i.e., class), race, ethnicity, gender, religious upbringing, and 
much more (Thomas 2020:50).  
 

Also worthy of consideration, therefore, is how individuals’ personal perspectives and 

experiences factor into relational negotiations of diversity.  

Through the lens of a relational perspective, one can identify various means of examining 

the relational negotiation of diversity. For one, researchers might examine how social actors 

personally make sense of diversity and their experiences with it. Likewise, researchers might 

investigate how social actors negotiate the meaning of diversity in the midst of everyday social 

interactions at work. Finally, researchers might also consider how individuals’ meaning-making 

about diversity mobilizes resources and is constrained by broader contexts, such as that of 

professional culture. These three considerations are the focus of the three substantive chapters of 

this dissertation.  
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Overview of Substantive Chapters 

First Substantive Chapter: Conforming Critical Diversity  

The first empirical chapter of this study (chapter 3) examines employees’ general meaning-

making about diversity. Previous research draws attention to diversity’s function as a “keyword” 

(Ghaziani and Ventresca 2005) with ambiguous and variable meanings (Berrey 2015; Vertovec 

2012). In particular, previous work puts forth two major diversity perspectives: critical and 

uncritical diversity. From a critical perspective, “diversity” is about recognizing and remedying 

the social inequalities that are linked to categorical differences (Herring and Henderson 2012). 

From an uncritical perspective, “diversity” refers to all differences (e.g. Edelman et al. 2001), 

and is valuable largely for the advancement of business interests (e.g. Collins 2011). While these 

perspectives may appear contradictory, they actually can coexist, as uncritical diversity 

subsumes critical diversity (Herring and Henderson 2012).  

Extant research has only begun to delve into the conceptual blurriness between critical 

and uncritical diversity. It has found that diversity professionals may simultaneously advocate 

critical and uncritical perspectives by defining diversity as both legally- and non-legally 

protected differences, and by justifying diversity on the basis of both business and social benefits 

(Boxenbaum 2006; Özbilgin and Tatli 2011; Tatli 2011; Tomlinson and Schwabenland 2010). 

Additional research examining the meanings employees associate with diversity (Roberson 

2019) and the “complexities” of diversity perspectives is needed (Özbilgin and Tatli 2011). 

Given a previous focus on diversity meaning-making amongst diversity professionals (Zanoni 

and Janssens 2015), I argue for consideration of diversity meaning-making amongst employees 

outside of the professional diversity field. 
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The first substantive chapter therefore examines how non-HR employees define diversity, 

account for the value of diversity, and account for their diversity perspective. First, in the 

background section, I synthesize research findings from the sociological and management 

literatures to highlight the blurriness between “critical” and “uncritical” diversity. Empirically, I 

then build upon Herring and Henderson’s (Henderson and Herring 2013; Herring and Henderson 

2011) discussion of “critical diversity” to develop the concept of conforming critical diversity. I 

define conforming critical diversity as both 1) a diversity perspective that blurs the boundaries 

between critical and uncritical diversity and 2) a type of work that critically-leaning diversity 

supporters engage in (“conforming”) in order to advocate diversity in a more socially acceptable 

manner. By developing this concept, I provide diversity researchers a means of discerning 

hidden variation in diversity perspectives amongst actors who might at face value appear to be 

advancing similar diversity frameworks. This concept lends to a broader sociological 

understanding of uncritical diversity as something that may be used in attempt to not only reify 

(as previous research suggests) but also challenge organizational inequalities.    

Second Substantive Chapter: Tech Worker’s Tactics of “Doing Diversity” 

The second substantive chapter (chapter 4) examines how employees negotiate and reconstruct 

the meaning of diversity through social interactions at their workplace. Previous research 

examines “doing diversity” as a way that organizations convey a commitment to diversity and 

which often fails to translate into meaningful practice (e.g. Ahmed 2007; Thomas 2020). 

However, past research has rarely considered how individuals “do diversity,” and when it has, 

has often focused on the efforts of diversity workers (Brewis 2019). As theoretical 

conceptualizations of individual-level “doing diversity” remain quite limited, I first synthesize 

the literatures on organizational diversity and organizational inequalities in order to offer a 
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general theoretical framework of this phenomena. I note that individual-level “doing diversity” 

can be conceptualized across two dimensions: the type of diversity perspective (critical or 

uncritical) being advocated, and the extent to which such efforts are passive or agentic. I also 

discuss previous research that suggests the importance of considering organizational and cultural 

influences on how individuals “do diversity” (e.g. Berrey 2015; Thomas 2020). 

As further research examining individual-level “doing diversity” is needed (Brewis 2019; 

Thomas 2020), this chapter empirically contributes to the literature by exploring high-tech 

workers’ tactics of “doing diversity.” I identify three tactics used by interviewees to “do 

diversity” at work: avoidance, compromise, and assertiveness. I explore how these tactics reflect 

interviewees’ social identities, felt expectations of being flexible “team players” at work, and 

high-tech norms of depoliticization (e.g. Cech and Waidzunas 2011; Sharp et al. 2012). This 

chapter highlights one form of “doing diversity” that is often overlooked by previous research 

due to a focus on diversity workers: that of passively doing nothing about diversity. Such passive 

inaction served, for interviewees, as a means of managing anxiety about addressing diversity in 

the “right” way (Mikkelsen and Wåhlin 2020; Schwabenland and Tomlinson 2015), and was 

utilized even by those who advanced more critical diversity perspectives. This finding serves to 

illustrate how and why micro-level “doing diversity” in the workplace—even when done by 

critical supporters—is likely to reconstruct uncritical diversity.  

Third Substantive Chapter: Insider’s Evaluations of High-Tech Diversity  

The third substantive chapter (chapter 5) examines how interviewees make sense of diversity 

within the high-tech industry. Previous research examining diversity and inequality in high-tech 

suggests a disconnect between the industry’s efforts to portray itself as a progressive supporter of 

the common good (e.g. Alfrey and Twine 2017; Kunda 2006; Zilber 2006) and the widely-
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recognized (at least by outsiders) reality of continued discrimination (e.g. Alfrey and Twine 

2017; Twine 2018; Wynn and Correll 2018). I note that these contradictory notions of high-tech 

as discriminatory and progressive illustrate a conflict over the framing of diversity in high-tech, 

the outcome of which has implications for the institutionalization of diversity and equity work 

within the industry (Özbilgin and Tatli 2011). Little previous research, however, examines how 

non-diversity workers navigate and reconcile the varying meanings of diversity, and past work 

especially overlooks how high-tech insiders make sense of the state of diversity in high-tech.  

The final substantive chapter therefore examines interviewees’ efforts to reconcile 

competing frames of diversity in high-tech and the implications of these efforts for the meaning 

of diversity. I show that interviewees advocated both perspectives (high-tech as progressive and 

discriminatory) by foregrounding neoliberal discourse, by centering the importance of 

intentionality, and by noting variation between the diversity efforts of different companies in the 

industry. Though many interviewees had indicated critical diversity perspectives when 

discussing the meaning of diversity in general, their deliberations about diversity in high-tech 

ultimately suggested permissiveness of current inequality (because companies’ main goal is 

profit, yet they are at least trying to support diversity, some more efficiently than others) and 

portrayed progress towards equity as inevitable. This chapter contributes to the literature an 

analysis of how uncertainty about “appropriate” means of discussing politicized topics, arising 

from competing frames of diversity within the tech industry, can lead individuals who support 

critical diversity to resort to arguments that nonetheless reinforce the status quo. Secondarily, it 

also offers insights into tech insiders’ perceptions of high-tech diversity—a topic on which I 

have not yet found any other empirical research.  
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Conclusion 

Overall, this study reveals how employees outside of the diversity field make meaning of 

diversity and the implications of these efforts for organizational inequalities. By examining 

diversity meaning-making among high-tech employees, it furthers an understanding of the 

contradictions of diversity ideology and practice and the challenges faced by individuals in 

navigating these contradictions. It illustrates the promise of utilizing a relational perspective (e.g. 

Roscigno and Yavorsky 2014) to study diversity meaning-making. It also contributes to 

organizational diversity research by incorporating the three different relational concerns of 

categorical inequalities, symbolic boundaries, and intersectionality (Vallas and Cummins 2014) 

in empirical study.  

In the following pages, I first provide a detailed explanation of my research methods 

(chapter 2). The subsequent (substantive) chapters examine interviewees’ general meaning-

making about diversity (chapter 3), interviewees’ tactics of navigating diversity in workplace 

interactions (chapter 4), and interviewees’ methods of reconciling contradictory meanings of 

diversity in the high-tech industry (chapter 5). The conclusion chapter (chapter 6) discusses the 

overarching contributions of this study, its limitations and potential future research directions, 

and concludes with consideration of the theoretical and practical implications of this research. 
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CHAPTER 2: METHODS 
 
Analytic Approach 

I used an inductive approach inspired by grounded theory in order to study the meanings that 

employees associate with diversity and factors that play a role in this meaning-making process. 

As Charmaz (2014) explains, the grounded theory method seeks to generate or enrich theory 

from data through iterative movement between data collection and analysis. I followed a number 

of grounded theory strategies, for example, conducting data collection and analysis concurrently, 

inductively forming analytical categories, and identifying findings via constant comparison 

(Charmaz 2014). While I did have some general expectations about findings at the beginning of 

my project, I focused my attention on categories that arose from the data and attempted to 

minimize the impact of my preconceptions. Taking a constructivist perspective, I sought to 

develop an interpretive understanding of my data while recognizing my own role in the research 

process (Charmaz 2014). Approaching my research in this way enabled me to identify findings 

that challenged my preconceived notions and generate new theoretical contributions, as, for 

example, I discuss in chapter 3.  

Sampling 

My sample consists of 31 employees and managers who work at a large U.S.-based technology 

firm, which I refer to as “Weltech” (a pseudonym) throughout this study. I chose to focus on one 

firm in order to simplify comparisons and ensure that any differences that arose between 

participants’ responses were not explained by variation between organizations, such as variation 

in organizational culture, history, or demographic composition. Weltech offers a significant case 

in which to study diversity in tech because it is consistently recognized in the business and 

popular media as a good workplace for women and lauded as one of the most desirable places to 
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work. Weltech maintains various diversity programs and claims throughout its website and in its 

“Corporate Social Responsibility Report” that it has a diverse workplace culture and supports 

employees’ work/life balance.4 Weltech is arguably a relatively strong supporter of worker 

diversity within its industry. The findings of this study are therefore likely to provide one of the 

best case accounts of diversity in an industry that overall tends to have serious issues with 

representational and cultural inequality (Alegria 2019; Ashcraft et al. 2016; Kenny and Donnelly 

2020; Scott, Klein, and Onovakpuri 2017; U.S. Equal Employment Opportunity Commission 

2016). This confluence of factors provides a unique case for a study of the meanings workers 

associate with diversity: in this context, issues of diversity and inequality are highly salient, 

which increases the chance that individuals have developed opinions on these topics (and indeed, 

all of my participants were easily able to discuss their feelings about and notions of diversity). 

Getting Access and Recruiting 

I obtained access to the firm through a personal connection, who indirectly put me in touch with 

and helped me to set up an initial meeting with a high-level executive. At our meeting, I 

explained the purpose of my study and offered to provide the firm a general summary of the 

results at the conclusion of my research. The executive with whom I met gave me permission to 

conduct my research at Weltech and asked me to sign a non-disclosure agreement, which I did.  

Once I received IRB approval for my project in June 2019, I began working to locate 

research participants. Two connections within the firm helped me to recruit participants by 

sharing open calls for volunteers (written by myself) via company email and internal messaging 

                                                        
4 For example, in the “Corporate Social Responsibility Report” the company notes that they offer paid parental leave 
for biological and adoptive parents and domestic partners, in order to support their claim of fostering work/life 
balance. Interestingly, though, reviews on Glassdoor note that these benefits are only available to full-time salaried 
employees (which aligns with Berrey’s [2015] finding that organizational diversity may be constructed as only 
relevant when concerning high-status workers).  
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boards. These calls for volunteers explained who I was, what I was studying, what participation 

would entail, and stressed the confidentiality of the research. The text additionally instructed 

interested potential participants to contact me directly, via email, to obtain more information and 

schedule a private one-on-one interview. No incentive for participation was offered at any point 

during data collection.  

Over a time period of approximately 8 months and through many re-postings of the open 

calls, I ultimately located 27 participants. I had initially expected to identify many more 

participants in this manner, and was discouraged by the slow and limited expression of interest. 

By my eighth month of data collection, I had given up on gathering any more participants 

through the open calls for volunteers, and used snowball sampling to identify my last 4 

participants.  

Given the size of the company, which employs over five thousand people in the U.S., I 

found the difficulty I faced in gathering sufficient participants to be surprising. Though I did not 

ask any interviewees what they thought about this, a few unknowingly offered insight into this 

situation in discussing a sense of widespread discomfort arising from organizational change (e.g. 

layoffs and restructuring) during this time period. A number of interviewees alluded to being 

concerned about where the information collected in the interviews was going, which led me to 

believe that anxiety about organizational change may have been discouraging participation. 

Moreover, many interviewees suggested anxiety about how to go about discussing diversity in 

general (as discussed in chapter 4), a concern that likely similarly informed their response to 

interview requests. Finally, some interviewees also alluded to the normalization of a lack of 

accountability at Weltech, which seemed another potential explanation for the limited interest in 

my research. One participant who was especially supportive of my cause, in whom I had 
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previously confided that I was having a hard time locating participants, suggested what I 

interpreted as an explanation of my difficulties while discussing their perceptions of relational 

dynamics in the organization:  

People do not always—unless you're asking very directly, people don't always volunteer 
for things <laughs>. I have noticed, at work, if there's a big call and everybody's like, 
"yeah, we should do something," nobody is going to step up and say, "I'll do it." By and 
large.  
 

In discussing their perceptions of relational dynamics, other participants similarly suggested that 

a lack of accountability generated difficulties in their workplace. A combination of anxieties 

regarding organizational change and discussions of diversity, along with a tendency to avoid 

additional responsibilities (and perhaps also the lack of financial incentive), may have founded 

my difficulties locating participants.  

Requirements for participation included working at Weltech in a technical position or as 

a high-level manager, and these were the requirements outlined in the calls for volunteers. 

However, as I moved forward with data collection, I found that both of these requirements were 

somewhat subjective. The company is very large with a complex and extensive organizational 

hierarchy. As one employee explained to me early on, Weltech uses destandardized position 

titles across departments. One position title in one department might not mean the same thing in 

another. Given that participants knew more about their job positions than I did, I left it up to 

them to decide if they filled the requirements of “technical employees” or “high-level managers.” 

The majority of my sample ended up being employees in and managers of technical positions 

(e.g. software development, testing) that typically require a college degree in a STEM field. 

However, five managers and one employee worked more on the “sales side” of things (as one 

participant put it). The employee in sales seemed to consider their self a technical employee 

because they sold software and worked with those in more technical positions, like developers. 
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The five managers in sales met the “manager” requirement of the study and therefore did not 

need to have a technical background (though one did). There appeared to be moderate variation 

among the managers in terms of their level of authority, but none were at the top of the hierarchy 

(i.e. the VP-and-above level).  

Sample Characteristics  

The sample consists of 31 individuals who were employed by Weltech.5 13 interviewees held 

managerial positions and 18 held professional positions. However, many in professional 

positions had been with the company for extended periods of time and had job titles that 

suggested a fairly high status. The sample was almost evenly split between whites and racial 

minorities, with 15 and 16 respectively; of the racial minorities, 4 identified as Asian, 5 as Black, 

3 as Latinx/Hispanic, and 4 as another race or mixed-race. 17 participants identified as women 

and 14 as men. Only 3 participants identified as LGBTQ+ (but none of those who did identified 

as transgender or gender non-conforming), and 28 participants identified as heterosexual. The 

sample was relatively young, with 15 Millennials, 9 Gen-Xers and 7 Baby Boomers. All 

participants had at least a bachelor’s degree, and 13 also held graduate or professional degrees. 

All identified as at least middle class. In general, the sample descriptive statistics (also outlined 

in table 1) reflect a highly privileged group of individuals given their job positions, self-

identified socioeconomic status, and level of education.  

 

 

 
 
 
 
 

                                                        
5 The sample represents less than 1% of the company’s U.S. workforce. 
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Table 1. Sample Descriptive Statistics  
Position Type  
Manager 13 (42%) 
Employee 18 (58%) 
 
Race 

 

White 15 (48%) 
Racial Minority 16 (52%) 

Asian 4 
Black 5 
Latinx/Hispanic 3 
Other/2+ races 4 

 
Gender  

 

Men 14 (45%) 
Women 17 (55%) 
 
Sexuality  

 

Heterosexual 28 (90%) 
LGBTQ+ 3 (10%) 
 
Generation 

 

Millennial (up to 38) 15 (48%) 
Gen X (39-54) 9 (29%) 
Baby Boomers (55+)  7 (23%) 
 
Degree 

 

Bachelor’s  18 (58%) 
Graduate/Professional  
 

13 (42%) 

N 31 (100%) 
 

The high level of education among participants in this sample is typical: most computer 

and information technology occupations require at least a bachelor’s degree for entry-level 

positions (U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics 2020). The age representation in this sample is also 

fairly comparable to that of the wider tech industry: the tech workforce is comprised of 

approximately 45% millennials, 44% Gen-Xers, and 12% Baby Boomers (Visier 2017). 

However, the sample reflects somewhat greater racial and gender heterogeneity than usually seen 

in tech work. EEO-1 reports show that approximately 31% of tech industry employees are racial 
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minorities and 36% are women (U.S. Equal Employment Opportunity Commission 2016), while 

52% of participants in this sample are racial minorities and 55% are women. Given previous 

research finding that race and gender are correlated with support for diversity (Scarborough, 

Lambouths, and Holbrook 2019), the sample is meant to capture a range of different perspectives 

on diversity by including individuals with varying race-gender identities. While my sample is not 

(nor is it intended to be) representative of the tech industry, I am confident that I reached a point 

of data saturation as the final interviews offered minimal new or unexpected information (Guest, 

Bunce, and Johnson 2006; Small 2009).  

Data Collection  

Data were collected via in-depth semi-structured interviews from late June 2019 through early 

March 2020. The majority of interviews were conducted in-person, but five interviews were 

conducted via telephone when in-person interviews were not feasible. For all of those 

participants whom I interviewed in person, I let them choose the interview location, suggesting 

that we either meet in a private location at their workplace or a public location such as a coffee 

shop. All chose to meet at their workplace, and most chose to hold the interview in their own 

private offices, but 7 participants opted to reserve conference rooms or stake out other private 

areas at work. Interview length ranged from 53 minutes to 1 hour and 52 minutes. The median 

and mean interview length was 1 hour and 25 minutes and 1 hour and 22 minutes, respectively. 

Interviews  

Qualitative interviews enable researchers to build an in-depth understanding of participants’ 

beliefs, understandings, and lived experiences (Arksey and Knight 1999; Brinkmann and Kvale 

2015; Lamont and Swidler 2014). As I sought to examine the meanings individuals associate 

with diversity, personal experiences that shape this understanding, and perceptions of workplace 
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relationships and tech culture, qualitative interviews were especially well-suited to this research. 

I chose semi-structured interviews given the flexibility that they offer throughout the data 

collection process. Semi-structured interviews facilitate more accurate reflections of the 

interviewees’ lived experiences by encouraging researchers to maintain a sensitivity towards the 

interview topic and a simultaneous “openness to new and unexpected phenomena” (Brinkmann 

and Kvale 2015:33). They also offer participants flexibility by creating room to change one’s 

descriptions and perspective during the course of an interview (Brinkmann and Kvale 2015). My 

utilization of semi-structured interviews allowed me to better moderate the flow of the interview 

conversation and to ask new questions as they arose.6 Likewise, the semi-structured nature of the 

interviews made it easier for participants to convey their complicated and contradictory feelings 

by offering them room to change their opinions.7  

Questions centered on experiences that shaped interviewees’ understandings of diversity, 

interviewees’ perceptions of their workplace social relationships, and their feelings about 

diversity in the technology industry (see Appendix A). In order to better capture perceptions of 

relational dynamics, I also asked participants to read and interpret three short vignettes, which 

were designed to separately indicate race, gender, and age discrimination (see Appendix B).8 I 

included these vignettes in the interviews with the goal of developing a better understanding of 

                                                        
6 For example, one of my earliest participants mentioned in her interview that she had never talked about diversity 
with her coworkers. I then added a question about this to the interview schedule, and responses to this question 
ultimately provided important insight into how organizational context shapes the meaning individuals associate with 
diversity.  
7 For example, in evaluating the role of diversity in the technology industry, one participant initially said that she 
thought the tech industry did a good job at advancing diversity. When later asked about whether she thought lack of 
diversity in tech was an issue, she laughed and said, “I just realized I said no earlier, but now I want to say yes.” 
When encouraged to do so, she went on to clarify the contradictions that led to her simultaneous positive and 
negative evaluations.  
8 While I take responsibility for writing these vignettes, I did draw on some previous researchers’ findings for 
guidance. In particular, Wingfield's (2009) discussion of Black male nurses who are repeatedly mistaken for janitors 
and service workers informed my racial discrimination vignette, whereas age-based employment discrimination 
cases discussed by Berrey et al. (2017) inspired my vignette concerning age discrimination.  
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the extent to which individuals see discrimination and whether they had witnessed discrimination 

(regardless of whether they saw it as such) in the workplace. (The vignettes did not prove 

particularly useful, however, so I stopped including them around the 20th interview.) Finally, 

each interviewee was also asked to complete a brief demographics questionnaire (see Appendix 

C).  

Data Analysis 

Like other researchers who utilize a grounded theory approach to qualitative analysis (Bowen 

2006), I drew on sensitizing concepts and arguments from previous researchers’ work while 

developing my analysis. In particular, Herring and Henderson’s (Henderson and Herring 2013; 

Herring and Henderson 2012) argument for “critical diversity,” Jackall’s (1988) concept of 

“organizational moralities,” and Skrentny’s (1996) discussion of “symbolic boundaries” served 

as analytical jumping-off points for the analysis developed in third, fourth, and fifth chapters, 

respectively. I also integrated insights from previous studies of diversity in organizations (Berrey 

2015; Collins 1997; Collins 2011; Thomas 2018), research examining individuals’ 

understandings of diversity and perceptions of diversity initiatives (Bell and Hartmann 2007; 

Embrick 2011; Mayorga-Gallo 2019; Scarborough et al. 2019; Sharp et al. 2012; Williams et al. 

2014) and literature on the negotiation of organizational change initiatives (Harrison, Lopez, and 

Martin 2015; Kellogg 2011) throughout my analysis.  

With participants’ consent, I audio-recorded the interviews. I transcribed the first seven 

audio-recorded interviews on my own, but then learned of an artificial-intelligence powered 

transcription service called Trint from a peer. For the remaining audio-recorded interviews, I 

used Trint to generate initial transcriptions, and then listened to and edited the interviews within 

the Trint browser to ensure that they accurately reflected the audio recordings. I found this to be 
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an ideal balance between efficiency and immersion in the data: utilizing the Trint service 

effectively cut my transcription time in half, but still forced me to listen to the interviews very 

closely multiple times as I edited the transcriptions for accuracy. Four participants did not give 

me permission to audio-record their interviews, and in these situations, I took detailed notes and 

transcribed the interview as soon as possible after its completion. I assigned participants, and the 

firm, pseudonyms while transcribing to protect the confidentiality of their identities.  

Once each interview was transcribed, I imported it into the qualitative analysis software 

NVivo. I then open coded the data, coding “data as actions” when possible and developing initial 

codes that were substantiated by the data (Charmaz 2014:116). Following, I read through the 

interview transcripts additional times. I conducted focused coding by comparing the initial codes 

and identifying similarities and differences between them, and further coding the open codes 

(Charmaz 2014), while writing analytical memos throughout the focused coding process. Using a 

strategy of continuous comparative analysis, I identified overarching categories and codes that 

comprised them to explain what was going on in the data.  

Positionality 

My positionality played a role in the data collection process by shaping the level of rapport I was 

able to build with participants. As a young white woman, I had the easiest time building rapport 

with other people who were either 1) young, 2) white, and/or 3) women. I had the most difficulty 

building rapport in interviews with older men. However, even with these interviewees I felt able 

to build some level of rapport on the basis of our similarly privileged socioeconomic 

backgrounds. My high level of education and continuing status as a doctoral student acted as a 

resource that smoothed interactions with many of my participants. Often times, before or after 

the “official interview” took place, participants would ask me about my work, how much longer 
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I had to work on my degree, and what path I planned to follow after receiving my PhD. Some 

even related by discussing their own experiences in graduate school or how they planned to go 

back to school for a graduate degree.  

Despite covering some topics that can be difficult to talk about, I felt, for the most part, 

that participants spoke openly with me. With only a few participants did I get the sense that they 

were holding back relevant information. When I did get this sense, it was in the context of 

questions about their workplace relationships and/or their organization. In these situations, I 

worked to indirectly circle back to these difficult topics after participants became more 

comfortable in their role as interviewees, and am confident that this helped to bring additional 

and useful data to light. However, in most interviews this tactic was not necessary. Some 

participants even spoke surprisingly openly throughout their interviews—for example, I had 

some participants who jumped into detailed accounts of their experiences with workplace 

discrimination before I was even able to ask them about it. Even for those few interviewees 

whose candidness was subject to question, I maintain that their discussions are nonetheless 

valuable as accounts that provide insight into how people make meaning of things and navigate 

the social world (Orbuch 1997).  
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CHAPTER 3: CONFORMING CRITICAL DIVERSITY 

Introduction 

Diversity is a normative symbol that has become “institutionalized, internationalized and 

internalized” (Vertovec 2012:309) yet has ambiguous and variable meanings (Berrey 2015; 

Vertovec 2012). Generally, people tend to associate positive feelings with the word “diversity” 

and see diversity as simply denoting difference (Bell and Hartmann 2007). Business 

organizations construct an image of corporate social responsibility in part by putting on a show 

of “doing diversity” (Berrey 2015; Thomas 2018). Yet the specific meaning diversity takes on 

within business organizations varies by situational factors (Özbilgin and Tatli 2011; Poster 2008) 

and is shaped by social actors with varying interests who agentically construct its meaning 

(Boxenbaum 2006; Özbilgin and Tatli 2011). Diversity may be mobilized to challenge or 

perpetuate the status quo, or to achieve a range of outcomes that fall between these two extremes 

(Vertovec 2012).  

Previous research examining the conceptual blurriness of diversity within business 

organizations illustrates that diversity staff and HR professionals may use diversity to indicate 

both individual- and/or group-based differences (Özbilgin and Tatli 2011; Tatli 2011), and 

advocate it as a means to advance equality and/or business interests (Boxenbaum 2006; Özbilgin 

and Tatli 2011; Tomlinson and Schwabenland 2010). However, it tends to overlook employees 

“who are defined by diversity discourse and who represent the primary target of diversity 

management” (Zanoni and Janssens 2007:1372). Further research examining the varying 

meanings employees associate with diversity is needed (Roberson 2019), particularly employees 

who work outside of diversity or HR positions. These employees are also social actors who may 

support or challenge diversity initiatives and shape the implementation of diversity, while being 
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influenced by diversity discourse (cf. Zanoni and Janssens 2007). Also needed is examination of 

how employees of the same organization advance differing perspectives on diversity (Özbilgin 

and Tatli 2011) and account for their perspective on diversity, both of which advance knowledge 

regarding how employees construct the varying meaning of diversity within work organizations.  

In this article, I draw on data collected through 31 in-depth interviews with employees 

and managers of one large U.S.-based technology company. I examine how these employees and 

managers—who all say they value diversity—variously define diversity, account for the value of 

diversity, and account for their perspective on diversity. I synthesize insights offered by 

sociological and management literatures to note the blurriness between “critical” and “uncritical” 

diversity. Through analysis of the interview data, I also build on Herring and Henderson’s 

(Henderson and Herring 2013; Herring and Henderson 2011) discussion of “critical diversity” to 

develop the concept of conforming critical diversity, which I define as both 1) a diversity 

perspective and 2) a way of managing a critical diversity perspective to make it fit more easily 

within business organizations. In developing the concept of conforming critical diversity, I 

provide diversity researchers an analytic tool that can be used to discern whether (and how) 

actors who initially appear to advance similar perspectives on diversity may in reality have 

different underlying agendas. Being able to differentiate between those who advance a staunchly 

uncritical perspective and those who advance a critical perspective veiled in uncritical clothing 

enables consideration of how actors may mobilize uncritical diversity in attempt to challenge 

inequalities.  
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Background 

Institutionalizing Diversity 

Meanings are co-constituted with tangible organizational structures and practices (Zilber 2008). 

Institutionalist theory regards formal organizational structures as rationalized and 

institutionalized ‘myths’ that lend to organizations’ legitimacy and persistence, yet may not 

accurately reflect reality (Meyer and Rowan 1977). Actors’ struggle to define "the meaning and 

implementation of attempted organizational reforms" can generate decoupling between formal 

and informal practices (Harrison et al. 2015:255). Diversity initiatives are one potential means of 

reforming organizationally-infused categorical inequalities, yet may have little impact given that 

oppressor groups (like Whites) retain expanded agency to defy formal policies, while oppressed 

groups (like racial minorities) have reduced agency with which to hold oppressors accountable 

(Ray 2019). When the institutionalized meaning of diversity does not center on the reduction of 

social inequalities, diversity initiatives provide “good theater with minimum effort” but have 

little real impact on organizations (Collins 2011:529).  

The institutionalization of specific meanings is shaped by political contests between 

social actors advancing their personal interests and by meanings that exist in wider (societal and 

field) contexts (Zilber 2008). While many associate positive feelings with diversity and perceive 

diversity as inherently good (Bell and Hartmann 2007), its variegated meanings can be used to 

support a range of different interests (Vertovec 2012). In this sense, it is a “keyword.” Keywords 

are words that have global significance yet take on various local meanings and are “often 

mobilized by different groups of social actors for different purposes” (Ghaziani and Ventresca 

2005:524). Actors engage in a continuous “discursive struggle” to construct and challenge the 

meaning of diversity within their organization (Zanoni and Janssens 2015), using different 
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perspectives on diversity “as frames for allocating resources, prioritizing certain concerns while 

silencing others” (Özbilgin and Tatli 2011:1232). Diversity perspectives can therefore be 

considered in part to be symbolic constructs that actors utilize to support their claims on 

organizational resources (c.f. Tomaskovic-Devey and Avent-Holt 2019; Vallas and Cummins 

2014), and may support claims to either maintain or challenge the status quo (Vertovec 2012).  

Critical and Uncritical Diversity 

Previous research puts forth two key and oppositional types of diversity perspectives. One 

advocates the narrative advanced by the civil rights movement and affirmative action proponents 

(Collins 2011; Herring and Henderson 2012), using “diversity” mainly to point to axes of 

difference that are linked to social inequalities, such as race, gender, and sexuality (Henderson 

and Herring 2013; Herring and Henderson 2011). This perspective challenges “the notion that it 

is acceptable for those with privilege to hoard more than their fair share of goods, services, or 

opportunities,” and argues for equal representation of different social groups (Herring and 

Henderson 2011:635). In other words, it explicitly opposes societal patterns of social closure, 

where privileged groups’ monopolization and control of scarce resources generates and 

perpetuates inequalities between social groups (Parkin 1979; Tilly 1998). I follow Herring and 

Henderson (2011) in referring to this perspective on diversity as “critical diversity.” 

The other diversity perspective stems from HR professionals’ attempts to reframe U.S. 

equal opportunity programs as “diversity” initiatives vital for business success (Edelman et al. 

2001; Kelly and Dobbin 1998) following the Reagan administrations’ overhaul of employment 

regulations in the 1980s (Dobbin and Kalev 2013; Edelman et al. 2001). This perspective defines 

diversity as “all differences,” both legally and non-legally protected (e.g. Berrey 2015; Edelman 

et al. 2001), grouping categories of inequality such as race and gender along with other forms of 
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difference, such as cultural, attitudinal, and lifestyle differences (Edelman et al. 2001). This 

perspective tends to center the importance of individualized difference (Hartmann 2015; Tatli 

2011),9 justifying such difference via the “business case” for diversity (Collins 2011; Omanović 

2009; Vertovec 2012) given its perceived legitimacy and assumed ability to sway employers 

(Özbilgin and Tatli 2011; Tatli 2011).10 I refer to this perspective on diversity as “uncritical 

diversity.”  

Research suggests that critical diversity is marginalized in favor of uncritical diversity, a 

perspective that poses little or no threat to the status quo (Mayorga-Gallo 2019). Uncritical 

diversity overlaps with dominant ideologies such as individualism, meritocracy, and 

colorblindness (Herring and Henderson 2011), and appeals, in some way, to everyone (Berrey 

2015; Herring and Henderson 2011). People tend to associate positive feelings with such broad, 

sweeping notions of diversity (Bell and Hartmann 2007). Uncritical diversity dominates within 

business organizations (Berrey 2015; Embrick 2011; Özbilgin and Tatli 2011) and is advanced 

by Whites and Blacks (Embrick 2011; Williams et al. 2014), women and men (Sharp et al. 2012; 

Williams et al. 2014), and workers and managers (Berrey 2015; Sharp et al. 2012; Williams et al. 

2014).11 Critical diversity, on the other hand, opposes the status quo and individualistic, 

meritocratic, and colorblind ideologies (Herring and Henderson 2011; Skrentny 1996), and may 

be seen as unjust by their subscribers (Seron et al. 2018; Skrentny 1996; Smith and Mayorga-

Gallo 2017). As women and racial minorities are more likely to recognize the social foundations 

                                                        
9 For example, those who advance such definitions of diversity might portray being “being a ‘daytime’ or a 
‘nighttime’ person” as a form of diversity (Berrey 2015:43). 
10 However, research suggests that the underlying motivation for organizational “doing” of uncritical diversity 
centers on impression management and protection against discrimination lawsuits. Diversity programs function as 
symbols of “good will” even when they do not address concerns of discrimination and inequality (Collins 2011). 
Accordingly, judges in U.S. federal civil rights cases tend to “infer” nondiscrimination based on the existence of 
organizational structures meant to indicate it (Edelman et al. 2011).  
11 Research similarly suggests that political ideology shapes support for critical or uncritical diversity, as political 
conservatism is negatively associated with support for affirmative action programs (Harrison et al. 2006).  
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of inequality (Cech and Blair-Loy 2010; Hochschild 1995; Hunt 2007; Scarborough et al. 2019) 

and support redistributive policies and principles (Bonilla-Silva 2014; Scarborough et al. 2019; 

Wilson 2001), support for critical diversity appears concentrated among marginalized groups. 

Complexities of Critical and Uncritical Diversity 

Despite their obvious tensions (Özbilgin and Tatli 2011; Tomlinson and Schwabenland 2010), 

critical and uncritical perspectives on diversity are not necessarily mutually exclusive. The 

broadness of uncritical diversity means that it effectively subsumes critical diversity (e.g. 

Herring and Henderson 2011), and previous research has begun to illustrate this conceptual 

blurriness, though not through this specific lens of the “critical/uncritical” framework. Özbilgin 

and Tatli (2011) provide the most comprehensive analysis of diversity’s conceptual blurriness in 

examining what they argue are the two key realms of conflict within diversity discourse: those 

between “individualism versus collectivism” and “voluntarism versus regulation” (Özbilgin and 

Tatli 2011:1234). The authors study diversity discourse among actors who work in the UK 

diversity field, discussing the tensions yet overlap between individualistic versus collectivistic 

definitions of diversity and between the business-case versus the equity case (Özbilgin and Tatli 

2011). Limited other research similarly highlights the potential for overlap between these 

perspectives. For example, diversity managers define diversity as an individualized concept that 

includes both legally-protected and non-legally protected differences, yet when talking about 

how their organizations advance diversity, focus on efforts directed towards addressing legally-

protected differences (Tatli 2011). Those who work in diversity-related positions illustrate both 

critical and uncritical justifications of diversity, framing diversity as a means of further 

advancing equal opportunity work and creating business benefits (Boxenbaum 2006; Özbilgin 

and Tatli 2011; Tomlinson and Schwabenland 2010). These findings illustrate the potential for 
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critical (group-focused, equality-justified) and uncritical (individual-focused, business-justified) 

perspectives to coexist. The overlapping of these seemingly contradictory perspectives on 

diversity likely reflect actors’ tendency to activate and reinterpret “ambiguous cultural logics” 

(such as ideals of meritocracy, equality, respect, and the business-case) in order to construct 

accounts in support of their individual and collective interests (Creed, Scully, and Austin 2002). 

For example, diversity workers reframe diversity in order to make it more appealing to others, 

tailoring its meaning to fit their organizational field, yet also acting according to their personal 

preferences and experiences (Boxenbaum 2006).  

However, additional research examining the meanings employees associate with diversity 

(Roberson 2019) and the “complexities” of diversity perspectives is needed (Özbilgin and Tatli 

2011). The limited research that examines the conceptual blurriness of diversity, published in 

management-related journals, focuses on how diversity is constructed by employees who work in 

the diversity field (Boxenbaum 2006; Özbilgin and Tatli 2011; Tatli 2011; Tomlinson and 

Schwabenland 2010). Comparable sociological research examines perceptions of diversity 

initiatives among employees outside of the diversity field (Sharp et al. 2012; Williams et al. 

2014), but barely speaks to their perspectives on diversity more broadly. Between the 

sociological and management literatures, there is little research examining general diversity 

perspectives among non-HR employees, who also have a stake in the implementation and 

outcomes of diversity.12 Investigating how employees of the same organization may advance 

differing accounts of diversity would highlight the potential for and negotiation of conflict within 

organizations (Özbilgin and Tatli 2011). Further, I argue that investigating the experiences 

                                                        
12 As the organizational change literature illustrates, worker agency and social relations play a key role in shaping 
the outcomes of organizational change initiatives (Crowley, Payne, and Kennedy 2014; Ezzamel, Willmott, and 
Worthington 2001; Kellogg 2011; Vallas 2003).  
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employees point to when accounting for their perspective on diversity (rather than simply asking 

about understandings of diversity or the source of its value) would offer deeper insights into how 

individuals intersubjectively make sense of diversity. Given the struggle over the 

institutionalization of meanings (Zilber 2008) and the mutually sustaining relationship between 

cultural schemas and material resources (Ray 2019), employees’ diversity perspectives have key 

implications for the implementation of diversity initiatives.  

The Current Study 

In the subsequent pages, I therefore address the following: What meanings do employees 

associate with diversity? How do employees who say they value diversity account for their 

diversity perspective? I analyze data collected from June 2019 – March 2020 via 31 in-depth 

semi-structured interviews with employees and managers who worked at a relatively pro-

diversity technology company. This sample offers valuable insight into my research questions 

due to their working for a company that puts noticeable effort into portraying itself as a supporter 

of diversity, yet working in an industry that is broadly recognized as one that has serious and 

ongoing issues with inequality. This confluence of factors increases the salience of issues of 

diversity and inequality, and helps to ensure that interviewees have developed opinions on these 

topics. Further, interviewing only individuals who work for the same firm guarantees that any 

variation in interviewees’ responses is not due to organizational variation, such as in diversity 

initiatives or demographic composition. The sample is relatively diverse in terms of race (15 

whites; 16 racial minorities) and gender (14 men; 17 women). By examining varying diversity 

perspectives within this sample, I therefore capture how such perspectives reflect both personal 

and shared organizational interests.  
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In the subsequent pages, I extend Herring and Henderson’s concept of critical diversity 

(Henderson and Herring 2013; Herring and Henderson 2011) to develop the concept of 

conforming critical diversity, which I define as both a diversity perspective and a way of 

managing (i.e. conforming) one’s perspective on diversity. First, conforming critical diversity is 

a diversity perspective that reconciles critical and uncritical perspectives. It defines diversity as 

“all differences” and argues for the importance of advancing “all differences” in order to advance 

business outcomes and/or create better individuals, yet focuses on increasing the representation 

and inclusion of underrepresented social groups in particular. Second, conforming critical 

diversity is a way that actors manage their framing of diversity: they water down (i.e. conform) 

critical perspectives on diversity by matching them with less critical accounts in order to create a 

framing that is more socially acceptable and legitimate. Rather than identifying reduced societal 

inequalities as the end goal, as one might expect based on a solely critical account of diversity, 

actors claim that such reduced inequalities offer value to businesses and/or individuals. 

Conforming critical diversity is therefore a “middle ground” perspective that falls between the 

two extremes of status-quo producing uncritical diversity perspective and inequality-challenging 

critical diversity perspectives. It also captures the work that more critical supporters of diversity 

do in order to reconcile personal interests with normative orientations towards diversity. This 

concept draws analytical attention to the difference between social actors’ pro-diversity 

arguments that might otherwise seem indistinguishable. While uncritical diversity perspectives 

are typical, some seemingly uncritical perspectives belie a deeper concern with reducing social 

inequalities, suggesting a manipulation of uncritical diversity in order to challenge inequality.  
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Results 

Diversity as Difference 

When asked how they would define diversity, interviewees gave a consistent definition: diversity 

is, generally, difference. Every interviewee referenced at least one legally protected category of 

difference, most frequently mentioning race/ethnicity (28), sex/gender (23), nationality (12), and 

sexual orientation (12), but also age (10), religion (8), and ability (7). All but two interviewees 

included non-legally protected differences in their lists additionally, including different 

perspectives (19) and backgrounds (18), but also attitudinal differences like political views and 

personality (9), culture (8), education and skillset (5), geographical diversity (5), and 

socioeconomic status (4). As one racial minority woman13 explained:  

I almost feel like diversity is like, a celebration of differences, so... […] I think people 
tend to just think, like race and gender, but I think it expands out to... experiences, places 
you're from, college that you went to. I mean, I just feel like any time there's a distinct 
difference, to me, I feel like that's diversity. 

 
Her response reflects the common synthesis of legally and non-legally protected differences, 

through which respondents suggested recognition of both group-based and individualized 

differences. However, it is worth noting that there is not always a direct correspondence here. 

While many non-legally protected differences that interviewees referenced are individualized 

(e.g. perspective, background), some, such as socioeconomic status and political affiliation, are 

not.  

In discussing their general definitions of diversity, interviewees aligned social 

inequalities with other types of difference, and did so almost uniformly, regardless of their race 

or gender. In doing so, they suggested uncritical definitions of diversity. Uncritical definitions of 

                                                        
13 While “racial minority” is an oversimplification of interviewees’ racial identities, due to the small sample size and 
the fact that interviewees all worked for the same firm, I avoid identifying the specific race of racial minorities in 
order to protect their identities from triangulation. 
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diversity reduce the importance of categorical inequalities by grouping them with less 

controversial statuses and avoid distinguishing between unequal and non-unequal categories of 

difference (Collins 2011). There were only two interviewees who did not mention individualized 

(uncritical) differences in their accounts of diversity: one who identified as a racial minority man 

and one who identified as a white woman. The commonality of uncritical definitions of diversity 

across race and gender suggests a normalized and taken-for-granted definition regardless of 

one’s group membership; indeed, this makes sense considering the dominance of uncritical 

definitions within business organizations (Berrey 2015; Collins 2011; Embrick 2011; Özbilgin 

and Tatli 2011; Tatli 2011). Simply examining interviewees’ initial definitions of diversity, one 

might conclude that all maintained uncritical diversity perspectives. However, because uncritical 

perspectives on diversity subsume critical perspectives, examining individuals’ accounts of the 

value of diversity and of their perspective on diversity enables a deeper consideration of the 

extent to which they advance uncritical and/or critical perspectives (cf. Herring and Henderson 

2011).  

Accounting for the Value of Diversity  

Interviewees spoke about diversity as an inherent and presumed moral good. Their initial 

definition of diversity as not only a state of difference but also as general inclusive action was 

what enabled them to identify diversity as valuable. When asked to clarify what they perceived 

as the difference between diversity and inclusion, interviewees suggested that they saw diversity 

and inclusion as having a reciprocal relationship. They noted that in order to achieve the value of 

diversity, you cannot simply be diverse, you must also be inclusive of all “diverse” people. 

Likewise, in order to achieve the value of inclusion, you cannot simply be inclusive, you must 

also be diverse. While interviewees agreed upon the need for both diversity and inclusion in 
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order to reach a desired outcome, they provided varying explanations of what that desired 

outcome (or perceived value) was. Interviewees focused on the potential to generate improved 

business outcomes, improved individuals, and benefit marginalized groups, encouraging 

equality. However, these differing accounts of the value of diversity and inclusion were not 

mutually exclusive. Interviewees often expressed two, or even all three, at the same time.  

Diversity for Improved Business Outcomes. The most common account that interviewees 

provided in expressing the value of diversity was essentially what has come to be termed the 

“business case” for diversity: that diversity (when coupled with inclusion) improves work teams 

and the outcomes of business organizations. When interviewees were discussing the business 

case for diversity, one reason that many grouped together legally and non-legally protected 

categories in their definition of diversity became clear: they assumed that things like racial, 

gender, and sexual identities correspond to, or indicate, differing backgrounds and perspectives. 

Following, interviewees spoke of all of these different perspectives that are seen to go along with 

different social group identities as necessary and useful for work groups and businesses. The 

reasoning that supported this argument was that “diverse” individuals bring in new ideas and 

new ways of looking at problems. “Diverse” teams and business organizations are therefore 

better equipped than “non-diverse” teams and organizations to make better decisions, to create 

products that can be used by diverse customers and consumers, and to “capture as big an 

audience as possible” (as one racial minority man explained it). One white woman’s response, 

when asked about what she thinks makes diversity valuable, sums up this general line of 

thinking:  

I think that with diversity of people comes diversity of thought. We all have different 
experiences. And I think being a minority or being LGBTQ is—you've gone through 
different experiences; I think you bring different ideas. The more ideas, the more you'll 
be successful in whatever it is you're doing. Instead of just having kind of a monogamous 
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(sic), or maybe all white men. If you bring other people to the mix, they're likely to have 
different insights, different ideas, different ways to solve a problem. And you're just 
going to get maybe a better solution. 

 
This woman sees a non-diverse group—specifically, a group of “white men”—as not as well-

equipped to solve problems and produce better solutions. Note that the assumption underlying 

her statement is that these “diverse” individuals are actually being listened to and being given 

equal opportunities to contribute (again illustrating presumption that inclusion is part of 

diversity). If the ideas and contributions of “diverse” individuals were overlooked by work 

teams, then the business would not gather the benefits of having this diversity. Likewise, if these 

“diverse” individuals had nothing new to contribute to teams, they would not be seen as offering 

valuable diversity.  

Interviewees’ consistent reference to the business case for diversity was rather striking: 

26 out of 31 interviewees (13 racial minorities/13 whites and 13 men/13 women), including the 

two referenced above, argued that diversity (and inclusion) produced better business outcomes 

by creating stronger teams that could come up with better and “new” ideas and therefore create 

better business outcomes. Yet it is not particularly surprising that interviewees espouse this 

perspective. The business case has become a “master frame” that actors have drawn on to 

construct accounts that variously support and challenge anti-discrimination law (Creed et al. 

2002). It is now a common justification for the maintenance of diversity programs within 

business organizations both in the U.S. and Europe (Collins 2011; Edelman et al. 2001; Kelly 

and Dobbin 1998; Omanović 2009; Özbilgin and Tatli 2011; Tatli 2011; Vertovec 2012; Zanoni 

and Janssens 2004).14 However, as others have pointed out, this uncritical perspective is 

                                                        
14 Sociological research finds some support for the relationship between racial and gender diversity and business 
outcomes (Herring 2009, 2017; Stojmenovska, Bol, and Leopold 2017), and suggests that these benefits are at least 
partially due to the wider span of knowledge and information held by diverse teams (DiTomaso, Post, and Parks-
Yancy 2007).  
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problematic because it commodifies the “otherness” of oppressed groups in order to benefit the 

privileged (Mayorga-Gallo 2019; Smith and Mayorga-Gallo 2017; Warikoo 2016). Here, the 

value in diversity (when coupled with inclusion) exists because it presumably lends something 

new to normatively white male teams and business organizations, and is economically rational. 

A key limit of this justification of diversity is that by hinging the value of diversity solely on 

business benefits, it provides a justification for excluding minority groups if including them is 

not economically rational (Noon 2007).  

Diversity for Better Individuals. Another common account offered by interviewees 

implies the presumed moral good of diversity (Collins 2011; Vertovec 2012) by arguing that the 

value of diversity and inclusion is its ability to produce “better” individuals. Here, interviewees 

argued that diversity encourages individuals to learn how to take different perspectives and how 

to interact and communicate well with others. They stated that learning to understand and be 

aware of differences generates acceptance and open-mindedness, enabling individuals to be more 

respectful in social interactions. For example, consider one racial minority man’s explanation of 

the value of diversity:  

What makes diversity valuable? The different points of view, or the different cultures that 
make other people think about [one another]. Like, when I see people doing something 
else, I can question why it is that they do that. And usually, many of the things that 
people do, it has a reason. And even if I don't agree, I can see why people do different 
things the way that they do it. And I don't have to agree. But what makes it different is I 
get to understand more stuff that I was not aware of. When we are children, we are raised 
in one way to do things. But we learn, across life, we learn that there are so [many] 
different people in the world. We need to learn those points of view. Stuff that we were 
not exposed to when we were children.  

 
A short while later, in further discussing his understanding of diversity, this interviewee went on 

to say that in learning about diversity, he was able to learn “a way of seeing the rest of the world 

in a way that is fair.” He argues that diversity enables people to understand others’ perspectives, 
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motives, and ways of living. He suggests that this understanding enables individuals to reach a 

higher level of self-actualization, becoming an inherently better and more empathetic version of 

one’s self by learning and internalizing an egalitarian mindset. These sentiments of morality and 

self-actualization were common in interviewees’ accounts of diversity as valuable for improved 

individuals. One racial minority woman’s discussion provides an additional example:  

[Diversity] helps people to be more open to different ideas—there’s no right or wrong 
(there’s no one religion, there’s no one way to be)—there’s just what’s right for you. 
People fear that difference, but just let them be what they are, you don’t have to be it, too. 

 
This woman likewise posits that diversity is valuable because it encourages individuals to respect 

difference. However, she goes a step further in intimating that internalizing the value of diversity 

can serve as a form of transcendence, helping people to respect even those who are not as open-

minded or as morally just as themselves. Interviewees who advocated diversity as a means of 

improving individuals essentially argued that exposure to and interaction with “diverse” others 

leads to morally good and respectful people. 

This account of the value of diversity explicitly centers on its benefits for individuals. By 

focusing on the benefits of diversity for individuals, interviewees played up one of the less 

controversial aspects of diversity (Hartmann 2015) and mobilized cultural logics of individual 

value and respect for all (Creed et al. 2002). Yet when diversity is argued to produce “better” 

individuals by exposing individuals to “difference” and expanding their point of view, the 

presumed individual to benefit from diversity is one who is highly privileged. Those who fall 

into one or more categories that are seen as “different” from the norm are presumably the ones 

contributing (rather than receiving) the benefits of “difference” (Bell and Hartmann 2007). It is 

only those who have the privilege to discriminate who can construct a morally good and positive 

sense of self by acting as if they value diversity and respect such difference (Mayorga-Gallo 
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2019). Indeed, the key reason that privileged groups support diversity is that they are able to 

accrue personal benefits from it (Mayorga-Gallo 2019; Warikoo 2016). Given that this account 

of the value of diversity appeals to not just individuals, but implicitly highly privileged 

individuals, we might assume that only the most privileged offer this justification. Interestingly, 

though, racial minorities (11) and women (14), in addition to whites and men, voiced this 

account. This suggests that individuals with marginalized identities might advocate diversity as 

valuable for individuals given the indirect benefits it offers them (from diversity, those of 

privilege can learn to be nicer and more respectful people, perhaps leading to a reduction in 

discriminatory actions), or they may simply use this justification in order to couch their support 

for diversity in less controversial terms. 

Diversity for Equality and the Benefit of Marginalized Groups. The third way that 

interviewees accounted for the value of diversity was by speaking to its social justice potential. 

Here, interviewees (17 out of 31) pointed to diversity as a means of remedying societal patterns 

of privilege and oppression, discussing things like differential access to resources and biases 

within education and hiring as factors that cause underrepresentation of marginalized groups in 

the tech industry. A key aspect of this account was therefore a recognition of societal 

inequalities. For example, in discussing the causes of underrepresentation, one racial minority 

man explained all the different things that people need to be able to answer “yes” to in order to 

succeed in the industry:  

Do you see people that you identify with in that field? Do you see a person like you 
succeeding in that field? Are the people around you setting you up for success in that 
field? Are there opportunities for you to get into that field? I mean, I got lucky, I got 
super lucky working here. Not everyone has the same opportunity. 
 

This participant suggests the salience of social identities and homophily in pointing out the 

importance of having people “that you identify with” in the field and seeing people “like you” 
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succeeding in it. He also points to other structural forces that can preclude success in the 

industry: a lack of networks, a lack of support from educators, and a lack of actual routes into the 

field. Such recognition of social barriers to success faced by minority groups, particularly racial 

minorities and women, was common among interviewees who argued that diversity is valuable 

for its ability to advance equality and the interests of marginalized groups. In addition to seeing 

societal inequalities, these interviewees also assumed that these inequalities needed to be 

addressed, believing that marginalized groups are deserving of justice and fair treatment 

(Skrentny 1996).  

Interviewees who advanced this critical perspective therefore argued that “doing” 

diversity and inclusion was a way to contribute to an improved and more progressive society. 

Those who voiced this account suggested that diversity and inclusion help to eliminate societal 

inequality and patterns of unfair treatment (e.g. discrimination, stereotypes). They suggested that 

diversity is a force that opposes inequality on a macro-level, and that diversity and inclusion can 

therefore help to create supportive and comfortable climates for, and improve the experiences of, 

individuals with marginalized social identities. For example, consider one racial minority 

participant’s response when asked about the value of diversity:  

I think that when people see that people from different backgrounds and roles and 
genders have the same opportunity, they feel empowered. […] When there's opportunity 
for everyone, it's almost like your fear of you being rejected goes away. Like you 
immediately, like in your background, you think: “if they had an opportunity, so will I.” 
You know what I mean? It's one less thing that you have to worry about. You know, it's 
one less piece of your mind that you can put away and spend that piece of your mind now 
[on something else] and be creative. 

 
Though this statement does not explicitly include the words “inequality” or “oppression,” it 

reflects the interviewees’ assumption that, by default, certain categories of people are excluded 

from opportunities and that this broader context of inequality negatively impacts these 
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individuals’ self-concept. This participant suggests that being the one to experience such 

constrained opportunities generates anxiety and fear of rejection, and that therefore, patterns of 

equal treatment of people from different “backgrounds” and genders reduces threats and provides 

empowerment to individuals who would otherwise feel oppressed. Other interviewees likewise 

pointed to the promise of diversity for equality and marginalized groups by discussing that it 

helps to eliminate “toxic work environments,” give everyone “a seat at the table,” and makes 

sure that marginalized groups are not excluded from opportunities based on their social 

identities.  

This account of the value of diversity, like those centered on business and individual 

outcomes, was not determined by interviewees’ race or gender. It was advanced by whites (7) 

and racial minorities (10), and men (6) and women (11). By identifying increased societal 

fairness as a desired outcome of diversity and inclusion, these interviewees advanced a more 

critical perspective of diversity than what one might expect given their generally uncritical initial 

definitions of diversity as all differences. While this account of the value of diversity is seen as 

more controversial within business organizations than that of the business case (Özbilgin and 

Tatli 2011), it draws power from cultural logics of fairness and equality and the highly resonant 

civil rights “master frame” (Creed et al. 2002). These interviewees mobilized such cultural logics 

to portray fair treatment as the ultimate “end” of diversity (and inclusion) initiatives and diversity 

as a “social project” (Bell and Hartmann 2007) that counteracts discrimination and advances 

equality. In this sense, these interviewees’ accounts of diversity directly aligned with critical 

perspectives (Henderson and Herring 2013; Herring and Henderson 2012).  

Yet even those who espoused diversity as a means of reducing inequality made 

arguments for diversity as a means to advance business interests and/or improve individuals 
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(which, as previously discussed, largely reflect the interests of dominant groups and in effect 

serve to perpetuate the status quo). This indicates an integration of critical and uncritical 

perspectives on diversity. One participant provided a clear example, explaining that they had 

experienced barriers to upward mobility due to their social identity, and then volunteering: 

I wouldn't want that for my children, though. I mean, if I'm looking at my [kids] and the 
amount of effort that my [spouse] and I pour into them, I'd be really sad if […] they get 
the sense at some point that there's a very, very well-defined ceiling because people just 
are not comfortable with putting them in certain positions of power. I'd feel sad about 
that. Which is why I'm speaking with you right now.  

 
This participant argued (without even being asked) that the reason that they value diversity, and 

the reason that they agreed to participate in an interview about diversity, is because they want to 

see societal movement towards equality, especially for the benefit of their children. However, not 

long after this, when specifically asked what makes diversity valuable, the same participant 

stated:  

I mean, if you just look at it, all sorts of studies show that companies that are more 
diverse—I mean, it's better for your bottom line, to be frank. I mean, all sorts of studies 
show that. Companies that are more diverse, that put a higher value on that, tend to 
perform better. Because again, you've got different perspectives […]. If you've got more 
voices and more opinions to sort through, and you value each of them, as opposed to just 
dismissing them, that's going to be better for you when you're making a more informed 
decision.  

 
This participant, like many others, values moving towards a more just and equitable society, yet 

also makes the business case for diversity front and center of their account for the value of 

diversity. Interviewees’ unwillingness to offer a solely critical justification of the value of 

diversity suggests that they perceive such a perspective, when standing alone, as lacking 

legitimacy. By coupling a critical justification of the value of diversity with less critical 

justifications (diversity for improved business outcomes and/or improved individuals), they 

therefore fashioned a less controversial argument for the value of diversity. Indeed, the business 
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case for diversity was an account initially advanced by U.S. HR professionals to justify 

controversial antidiscrimination practices (Kelly and Dobbin 1998), and diversity workers 

nowadays couple equality with business-case justifications for diversity (Boxenbaum 2006; 

Özbilgin and Tatli 2011; Tomlinson and Schwabenland 2010). By conforming critical diversity, 

interviewees were able to achieve something closer to the “ethical praxis” that Rhodes (2017) 

calls for: supporting movement towards social justice and utilizing the business case argument in 

order to make that desired movement seem reasonable. By pairing equality-based arguments 

with individual-benefits arguments, they likewise created accounts of diversity that appealed to 

both oppressed and oppressor groups.  

Accounting for Perspectives on Diversity 

In attempt to more closely capture interviewees’ personal meaning-making about diversity, I 

additionally asked them to discuss experiences that shaped their understandings of the concept. 

Here, interviewees focused on two categories of experiences: intergroup contact and 

discrimination. Generally, they suggested that experiences with intergroup contact led them to 

value diversity for business and improved individuals, while experiences with discrimination and 

unequal treatment led them to value diversity as a social justice project.  

Intergroup Contact  

One way that interviewees accounted for their understanding of diversity was by discussing their 

experiences with intergroup contact throughout their lives, focusing more so on experiences as 

children and young adults. Interviewees generally argued that intergroup contact helped them to 

see, respect, and value differences between people.  

 Most broadly, interviewees discussed how their experiences with intergroup contact 

enabled them to learn about and recognize difference. Interviewees repeatedly cited experiences 
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while 1) growing up, 2) attending school and/or college, 3) participating in the workforce, 4) 

travelling and moving across states and/or countries, and 5) adjusting to life with a spouse and/or 

children as experiences that pushed them to see difference. For example, when asked about 

experiences that shaped her understanding of diversity, a white woman responded:  

I think it's just—honestly, college. When you meet so many different people and you 
learn about other people's cultures and other views. I think that is kind of what has made 
me even more open to what diversity means. 
 

Interviewees noted a wide range of life experiences, including attending college, from which 

they learned to question their taken for granted assumptions of homogeneity and to see the 

reality of difference between people. Many referenced explicit lessons about difference when 

reflecting on how they learned about diversity in school (e.g., in college classes and debates) and 

from their parents, but also implicit lessons about difference that they gathered, for example, 

through knowing people different from themselves in the family structures or neighborhoods 

they were raised in. Also, they discussed how experiences gathered as young adults, such as 

entering the workforce, were especially helpful for expanding the understandings of difference 

and diversity that they had developed as younger people. For example, when asked about 

experiences that shaped their understanding of diversity, some referenced how prior to entering 

the workforce they had not seriously reflected on ability as an axis of difference. However, once 

they started working with people who had what are often referred to as disabilities, they came to 

see how ability constituted another form of difference. Interviewees argued that these life 

experiences pushed them to expand their understanding of difference by broadening horizons and 

helping them to understand different perspectives, which improved who they were as people.  

Interviewees further mused that some life experiences in particular were especially 

influential in pushing them to interact with people who were “different” and for teaching them 
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the importance and value of difference. Interviewees reflected on how their parents, early on in 

their lives, had planted the seeds of general respect for difference. For example, in talking about 

growing up, one white man noted how his parents taught him the importance of “fundamentally 

respecting all people and see the value in all people, regardless of where they come from, what 

they do, behaviors, circumstances, color of skin, gender, sexual orientation […].” Family was 

cited as an early agent of socialization that led interviewees to believe it is important to respect 

difference. However, interviewees also discussed how growing up and ultimately leaving their 

families for either college and/or work pushed them to further interact with a range of people 

who were “different” and help them to broaden their appreciation of difference.  

A number of individuals with at least one privileged identity specifically cited interacting 

with people who were different from them as an experience that encouraged them to unlearn 

stereotypes. In working with women and people of different nationalities, for example, one racial 

minority man realized that, “people from different places are [just] as smart, women are as 

capable as men, right. And all of those ideas, just start pfft, sizzling.” Here, this man indicates 

that firsthand experiences working with women and people from other nations led him to 

question stereotypes and then appropriately adjust his perceptions of these groups. He later went 

on to explain how he thought that experience with people who are different from oneself reverses 

a lack of respect for others (i.e. bias), “because once you're exposed, your ideas change.”15  

Interviewees argued that by gathering more interpersonal experiences with those who 

occupied categories of social difference, they developed a deeper understanding of and 

appreciation for difference, which, they reasoned, enabled them to better get along and work 

with others. They suggested that experiences in college and the workplace ultimately led them to 

                                                        
15 This argument is supported by previous research that finds a negative association between intergroup contact and 
prejudice (Pettigrew and Tropp 2006).  
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place a greater value on difference than they had initially developed as young people and to 

realize the advantage of diverse teams. As one racial minority woman noted, her experience in 

graduate school helped her to realize that groups comprised of individuals with diverse social 

identities leads to “an explosion of different ideas that come together and can create new things.” 

Finally, interviewees also discussed how later (i.e. more recent) life experiences pushed 

them to think further about their understanding of diversity and the value of difference. Some 

interviewees (all of whom were white, except for one) noted that having children not only helped 

them to broaden their understanding of difference, but led them to reflect on the values and 

beliefs that they wanted to instill in their children. These (mostly white) interviewees were able 

to enact and further reinforce their understanding of the value of difference by teaching their 

children to respect and not look down on people who have different social identities than they 

do. They posited that this was necessary in order to ensure that their children would grow up to 

be good and successful people. The other more recent life experience that interviewees cited was 

media conversations, especially around politics, in recent years. Here, interviewees suggested 

that the increased attention to social difference within the media in recent years, and the wider 

range of voices that are being heard or reflected in the media, led them to think more about social 

difference. Many interviewees who made this assertion did not dig too deeply into why or how 

politics and the media pushed them to better understand diversity; rather, they simply argued that 

increased attention to difference in politics and media helps to reinforce their ability to see 

difference and the importance of different perspectives.  

Overall, interviewees argued that they came to recognize differences, respect differences, 

and to realize the value of differences through experiences with a wide range of agents of 

socialization. In pointing to positive experiences with intergroup contact, they were essentially 
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providing accounts of how they learned cultural logics of value in difference, respect, and 

tolerance (Creed et al. 2002) that buttress the business case and individual case for diversity, 

thereby reconstructing less critical perspectives on diversity. As previously mentioned, the 

business case and individual case for diversity normalize systems of oppression by failing to 

question patterns of societal inequality (Mayorga-Gallo 2019; Smith and Mayorga-Gallo 2017) 

and cater to privileged groups, the beneficiaries of increased “difference” (Bell and Hartmann 

2007; Warikoo 2016). One might therefore expect primarily whites and men to point to 

experiential lessons in the value of difference and respect for others when accounting for their 

perspectives on diversity. However, racial minorities and women spoke of the positive impact of 

intergroup contact in similar ways as did whites and men, suggesting that this perception holds 

cultural sway and buy-in among individuals with marginalized identities as well (indeed, people 

generally tend to positive feelings with diversity; Bell and Hartmann 2007). Yet it is also likely 

that the socioeconomically privileged positions of interviewees played a role in homogenizing 

their responses, as middle-class individuals who are attempting to construct a progressive 

identity may find individualized notions of diversity more easily accessible and useful for their 

cause (Berrey 2015).  

Experiencing and Seeing Discrimination and Inequality 

In contrast with previous research, which finds that people tend to avoid considerations of 

inequality when talking about diversity (Bell and Hartmann 2007; Embrick 2011), many 

interviewees also accounted for their understanding of diversity by pointing to experiences or 

observations of discriminatory treatment and systemic inequality. Here, interviewees often 

discussed the existence of discriminatory people (both actual and abstract) or the difficulties that 

marginalized groups face due to discrimination. Interviewees who advanced a more critical 
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perspective took this discussion a step further, pointing to the structural foundations of 

inequality.  

In accounting for their understanding of diversity, interviewees discussed learning about 

(and being reminded of) discriminatory people via their firsthand experiences and observations. 

They cited experiences that occurred while they were growing up, attending school, and 

participating in the workforce as formative experiences that taught them about the reality of 

discriminatory individuals and therefore shaped their understanding of diversity. One racial 

minority participant discussed being told by a classmate that they were only accepted to their 

university as an affirmative action acceptance, and explained how this experience impacted their 

thinking:  

It really opened my eyes, like people really do think like this. People are really—like 
people say, racism isn't dead. It's very much alive. And that was like—I never really "got 
that got that" until that moment. I was like, wow. Yeah. Different people from different 
areas still think this way. That was really hurtful. (italics in original) 
 

Interviewees noted that if they were previously unaware of the existence of discrimination, or if 

it was an idea that had existed solely in the abstract, first and secondhand experiences that they 

attributed to discrimination led them to better grasp its reality. Interviewees suggested that such 

experiences informed their understanding of diversity by pushing them to see that there is 

opposition to diversity: “some people don't accept diversity, they just don't,” as one racial 

minority woman stated. Many mentioned that the turn in U.S. politics since the 2016 election 

further reminded them of this reality. In pointing to experiences with discrimination as formative 

experiences through which they learned about opposition to diversity, interviewees also 

implicitly constructed discrimination as the opposite of diversity.  

In addition to highlighting experiences with individuals who are sexist, racist, 

homophobic, etc., many interviewees also discussed the difficulties that discrimination causes for 
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individuals with marginalized identities. Interviewees with at least one marginalized identity 

drew on firsthand experience and discussed the difficulties with tokenism and exclusion they had 

encountered. Here, they discussed dealing with things like being excluded from social networks 

and feeling like their voice was not heard or valued, both in school and at work. For example, 

one white woman reflected on not being heard at work, discussing the difficulties she had dealt 

with when attempting to share her ideas during meetings: “not only are you completely ignored, 

but somebody else repeats it, and it’s the greatest idea since sliced bread, right.” Interviewees 

mentioned experiences of exclusion such as this (which are commonly referenced in relevant 

literature) in order to point to the harm done by biased (anti-diversity) individuals. Interviewees 

who would not be subjected to such difficulties, on the other hand, discussed hearing from 

individuals with marginalized identities about their experiences. For example, one white 

interviewee noted that “the day after he [Trump] became president, a lot of my African-

American friends tweeted how they were like scared to go outside and things like that,” and that 

this made her “open her eyes even more” to the difficulties her Black friends were dealing with. 

By pointing to awareness of discrimination faced by marginalized groups, like pointing to 

experiences with discriminatory people, interviewees constructed diversity as something that is 

inherently tied, yet is an opposing force, to unfair treatment. However, interviewees did not 

necessarily link these micro-level recognitions of discrimination to broader patterns of 

inequality.  

Interviewees (20 out of 31) argued that discriminatory people and difficulties faced by 

marginalized individuals were not solely about individuals, but also about broader patterns, by 

linking them to social institutions. These interviewees reflected on how institutions such as 

education, work, and politics foster differential treatment and a lack of access to resources for 
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marginalized social groups. For example, one racial minority woman discussed seeing one of her 

friends’ difficulties with coming out, and then contextualized that by discussing how 

heterosexism was, “pushed by community, I think, and the school that I went to […] I guess it's 

kind of like brainwashed, in a sense.” In pointing to the institutional context within which 

discrimination occurs, interviewees drew on and indicated what scholars call “structural schemas 

of inequality,” which position unequal life outcomes as arising from discrimination rooted in 

social interactions and social institutions, and encourage skepticism of meritocratic claims (Cech, 

Blair-Loy, and Rogers 2018).  

Interviewees suggested that they learned these structural arguments by seeing that some 

people have different (more challenging) experiences than others and inferring that these 

differences are socially caused rather than “deserved” (c.f. Mijs 2018). Some pointed to how this 

happened in the course of making sense of their firsthand experiences. For example, one man 

discussed experiencing difficulties in graduate school, and inferring that this was because he 

came from a working-class background:  

I had peers who […] kind of knew what they were doing because they had role models 
that might have done the same thing, whereas I didn't really know what I was doing. I 
decided to get a [graduate degree] just because it seemed like a good idea at the time. But 
then I got into it, and, you know, I didn't even know, like, OK, I'm supposed—I'm 
supposed to write research papers. Like, am I just supposed to write something and then 
submit it, or like, what am I supposed to do? […] For me, the learning curve was greater, 
I feel, that way.  
 

This interviewee did not infer that his difficulties in graduate school were due to his personal 

inadequacy or inability; rather, he saw that he lacked resources compared to his peers, and 

therefore had to work harder to succeed. Like this man, many interviewees highlighted firsthand 

experiences with marginalization and ability to compare one’s experiences to others around them 

as alerting them to structural limitations tied to social identities. However, other interviewees 
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discussed inferring structural foundations of inequality not by reflecting on comparisons between 

oneself and others, but by drawing comparisons between two different groups. These 

interviewees highlighted their experiences with travelling or moving to different locations and 

being able to compare the social conditions. For example, one participant saw intensified racism 

in the U.S. versus their home country, and therefore came to the conclusion that here, race is a 

“problem” that unjustly precludes some people’s opportunities. Despite comparing groups, 

interviewees who cited these types of experiences still discussed witnessing differential 

treatments or outcomes and inferring that they were due to structural causes.16  

Interviewees also cited learning about structural inequality more directly through school 

or politics. Some interviewees referenced college courses that explicitly dealt with this topic. 

One white woman summarized this argument concisely: “My Western Civ professor explained to 

us how old white men had formed our society, and it just kind of went from there.” Those who 

posited learning about inequality in school suggested being predisposed to social or structural 

explanations of inequality, and simply having an ‘aha’ moment when presented with them by 

professors.17 On the other hand, some interviewees presented their observations of politics in 

recent years as experiences that helped them to see structural inequality and that were highly 

influential to their perspective on diversity. One white woman volunteered an extremely 

poignant discussion of this:  

We kid ourselves here that we're such an open, free society and everybody is equal and I 
think we've always done it. And I think education is part of the problem. We lie in history 
classes. No, people have not been free and people have not been equal and it's really to 
the point where, I think we fooled ourselves for a really long time. And all of a sudden, 

                                                        
16 These findings lend support to Mijs (2018), who theorizes that experiences with heterogeneity enable individuals 
to observe variation (e.g. in individuals’ effort or resources and corresponding outcomes) and infer structural causes 
of such variation. 
17 This finding aligns with Warikoo’s finding that critically-oriented diversity initiatives (that explicitly teach 
students about social problems and social inequities) can lead students to adopt structural frameworks in order to 
make sense of issues that they “had intuitively understood in the past” (Warikoo 2016:71).  
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all that exclusion is now legitimized. It's fine to treat people differently. It's actually 
admired by a very large portion of the population to say, “those people are lesser than me 
and they don't deserve what I have.” […] I hate it. I absolutely hate it. I'm disillusioned. 
I'm disheartened. […]  

 
The worst part is once he [Trump] is in charge and everyone around him is just like that, 
and you start seeing people that you've known your whole life, and they think it's a good 
thing. That's the worst part, and you realize how... how divided we really are, on that 
most basic issue, that for the longest time, even if we didn't think really hard about it, we 
all felt like we were moving in the right direction. Right. We know slavery stopped. 
Right. We know it was wrong. We know Jim Crow was wrong. We know segregation 
was wrong. We know discriminating against women is wrong, or discriminating against 
any religion is wrong. We're moving in the right direction. [But] no, no, we're not. […]  

 
And now it's fine. You know, it's: “those are fine upstanding people that are marching 
with their swastikas and their shaved heads and killing people.” Literally. People are 
killing other people for stuff like this. It's not fine [with me]. None of it is. […] Kids are 
now bullying other kids openly in school, whereas before they'd be afraid they were 
gonna get in trouble. Now it's legitimized. It's OK to pick on those Hispanic kids. Right. 
Or people that have English as their second language. It's fine. It's expected. “I'm making 
America better by brutalizing these people and getting rid of them. Kick them out!” It's 
all considered ok by a very large part of the population and a bunch of people that I know 
and—but I think I don't think I can—I don't think I can know you anymore. I thought I 
knew you and I don't. […] 

 
This interviewee points to the existence of abstract and specific discriminatory people, the harms 

done to marginalized groups by discriminatory people, and how, given recent political events, 

she came to see that such discrimination is “legitimized” and “considered ok by a very large part 

of the population” (hence recognizing structural inequalities). Throughout her discussion, she 

implicitly invokes a civil rights master frame and other cultural logics of equality and fair 

treatment (Creed et al. 2002) to support her argument that the disconnect between how things are 

and how we say they are (in addition to the disconnect between how things are and how they 

should be) is unjust and in need of addressing. Given that this discussion was in response to my 

asking about experiences that shaped her understanding of diversity, in discussing discriminatory 

people as morally deficient, she implicitly constructs supporters of diversity as morally good. 

She frames diversity as a “moral imperative dictating both the recognition and acceptance of 
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differences” (Bell and Hartmann 2007:899) and suggests that valuing and advocating diversity is 

the way to move forward towards a more just society. However, she points to recent political 

events as the catalyst that pushed her to see just how important diversity is. Other interviewees, 

like this woman, similarly argued that while they had some inkling of social inequality 

previously, the recent presidential election made them see the structural foundations of inequality 

even more clearly. These interviewees purported having a clearer view of hate groups and 

hateful actions than they had before, and suggested that realizing that these actions were being 

institutionally supported and legitimized led them to see the value of diversity for opposing the 

politics of hate.  

Overall, in discussing their experiences with discrimination and recognition of societal 

inequalities as factors that shaped their understanding of diversity, interviewees constructed an 

interconnectedness between diversity and inequality. Interviewees generally had an easier time 

speaking about inequality and linking it to diversity than previous researchers (Bell and 

Hartmann 2007) would suggest. Too, in accounting for their perspectives on diversity, 

interviewees’ inclination to construct diversity as indicating multiple group differences—not just 

race—became clear. Previous research suggests that Americans tend to conflate “diversity” with 

“race” more than any other legally-protected category (Bell and Hartmann 2007; Hartmann 

2015), yet interviewees referenced experiences related to gender, class, sexuality, and ability, 

and nationality, in addition to race. Interviewees’ construction of diversity as a force opposing 

inequalities including and extending beyond race seems to reflect the broader political context 

and increasing attention to issues of inequality in recent years (for example, given the #MeToo 

movement). Recent shifts in public discourse likely increased both awareness of various forms of 
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social inequalities and the perceived legitimacy of pointing to social inequalities when advancing 

claims on diversity (cf. Tomaskovic-Devey and Avent-Holt 2019). 

However, there was some variation regarding how and to what end interviewees 

discussed inequality-related experiences in accounting for their understandings of diversity. 

Some interviewees discussed their recognition that discriminatory people exist yet did not 

recognize the implications of this for marginalized individuals or society, rather portraying 

discriminatory people as “bad apples.” By pointing to the existence of discriminatory others, 

these interviewees suggested the need for everyone to embrace all differences and respect one 

another (again, an argument that implicitly benefits the privileged), justifying a less critical 

perspective on diversity. Meanwhile, others similarly discussed discriminatory individuals yet 

contextualized them within wider systemic inequalities, directing attention towards the negative 

outcomes of discrimination. Interviewees who advanced this societally-oriented argument 

signaled the need for social change directed towards equity, justifying a more critical perspective 

on diversity by pointing to the existence of structural inequalities.  

That virtually any individual in this sample could theoretically be aware of structural 

inequalities, yet only some interviewees actually discussed them, illustrates the role of individual 

agency in constructing perspectives on diversity. All interviewees are employed in a highly 

segregated industry within which structural inequality is apparent. Likewise, the political context 

(which some referenced as alerting them to the reality of structural inequalities) is evident to all. 

It was not due to a perceived disconnect between diversity and discrimination that some 

participants did not connect diversity and inequality: almost all participants linked diversity to 

discrimination, but some simply left it at that. Most, though not all, of those who minimized the 

impact of structural inequalities enjoyed white or male privilege (in addition to socioeconomic 
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privilege), and most, though not all, of those who highlighted the relevance of structural 

inequalities occupied positions of race or gender disadvantage. Individuals’ social identities seem 

to factor into—but not determine—their perspectives on diversity. While those who occupy 

marginalized positions may have a deeper understanding of the harms of structural inequality 

rooted in their lived experiences, they may or may not choose to incorporate this into their 

perspectives on diversity. Likewise, while privileged group members’ lived experiences may be 

felt as less confined by structural inequalities, they may nevertheless construct perspectives on 

diversity that reflect awareness of and concern with altering the status quo. This suggests that 

social identities and group interests can shape diversity perspectives, yet ultimately actors choose 

to mobilize or minimize their influence.  

Discussion  

Conforming critical diversity enables individuals to advance their interest in diversity for 

equality by drawing on an uncritical argument for diversity that is widely accepted and unlikely 

to encounter stigmatization in the workplace. In doing so, actors who lean towards more critical 

perspectives maintain their concern with remedying inequalities, but justify it by arguing that 

reducing inequalities leads to improved business outcomes or “better” people, rather than 

framing reduced inequality as an end in itself. Interviewees did the work of conforming critical 

diversity by synthesizing it with a less critical framework, pairing critical justifications of 

diversity with less critical justifications in order to make a more socially “legitimate” argument 

(c.f. Skrentny 1996) that better meshed with their initial definitions of diversity. Sociologists 

who advocate for remedying social inequalities in the course of their research have made similar 

arguments: for example, Herring and Henderson (2012) take this tactic in suggesting that we 

should convince organizations to support critical diversity by convincing them of the business 
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case. By conforming critical diversity to make it exist in harmony with a dominant uncritical 

perspective, critical supporters ensure that they remain within the bounds of legitimacy and 

therefore have a better shot at advancing their interests (Skrentny 1996). The outcome of this 

work is a conforming critical diversity perspective: a moderate diversity perspective that 

reconciles critical and uncritical perspectives. Conforming critical diversity as a diversity 

perspective defines diversity as all differences but places more weight on categories of 

inequality, and seeks to remedy such inequalities while justifying this aim based on business 

and/or individualized benefits.  

 Conforming critical diversity is a tactic that actors employ within cultural contexts that 

render determinedly critical perspectives questionable at best. Through the lens of meritocratic 

and individualistic ideologies, which dominate in the U.S. (Hochschild 1995; Kluegel and Smith 

1986; Skrentny 1996), arguments for remedying inequalities may be seen as arguments for unfair 

“special treatment” (Seron et al. 2018). Whites and men show lower levels of support for policies 

that enact redistributive goals (Scarborough et al. 2019), but even individuals (e.g. White 

women) who could benefit from equity-focused policies may resist them on the basis of their 

perceived bias (Williams et al. 2014). Advancing a critical perspective in the workplace could 

therefore lead to uncomfortable conflicts with those who adhere to dominant cultural ideologies.  

When conforming a critical perspective is deemed prudent, rather than reinventing an 

entirely new perspective, actors can easily draw on the pre-existing uncritical framework. 

Individualized and business-justified accounts of diversity now dominate business organizations 

(Collins 2011; Omanović 2009; Özbilgin and Tatli 2011; Tatli 2011; Vertovec 2012), and align 

with the “good for business” master frame and cultural ideals of tolerance and individual value 

(Creed et al. 2002). Such uncritical perspectives on diversity are, by design, largely 
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uncontroversial: they were adopted with the aim of minimizing the controversiality of diversity 

by widening its appeal (Berrey 2015; Dobbin and Kalev 2013; Herring and Henderson 2012). 

Indeed, individuals tend to be more accepting of all-inclusive and uncritical frames of diversity 

(Cundiff, Ryuk, and Cech 2018; Scarborough et al. 2019). By working to conform or 

“depoliticize” (Kreiter and Scarritt 2019) a critical diversity perspective by incorporating 

elements of uncritical diversity, interviewees protected themselves from the potential backlash 

that could ensue from advancing solely critical perspectives.  

However, interviewees did not simply copy uncritical frameworks, but rather engaged in 

agentic mobilization of uncritical arguments to fashion their conforming critical perspective. 

They mobilized varying definitions of diversity by defining diversity broadly as all difference, 

but in talking further about the meaning of diversity, focusing primarily on categorical 

inequalities. They navigated varying accounts of the value of diversity by foregrounding 

arguments for diversity based on its benefits for businesses and/or individuals, while arguing that 

the ultimate value of diversity is movement towards equality. By incorporating an uncritical 

perspective alongside a critical perspective, they were able to maintain their personal perspective 

on diversity yet simultaneously conform to a culturally normative perspective. Interviewees 

likewise illustrated their agentic construction of a conforming critical perspective in pointing to 

both experiences with intergroup contact and recognition of social inequality as factors that 

shaped their perspective on diversity. These findings are perhaps most similar to Creed et al.’s 

(2002) discussion of frames used by employee advocates of nondiscrimination policy, in which 

the authors find: “advocates manage the tension between the idealism of the civil rights and the 

instrumentality of the good for business master frames by deploying tailored renditions of the 

good for business frame” in order to legitimate nondiscrimination policy (Creed et al. 2002:492). 
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Like Creed et al.’s advocates, many interviewees utilized “good for business” and “civil rights” 

master frames in order to account for the value of diversity. However, they placed greater weight 

on inequalities and the need for equitable treatment, and this overarching concern became even 

more clear in their accounts of their understandings of diversity. This suggests that conforming 

critical diversity is a “tailored rendition” (Creed et al. 2002) of a critical diversity perspective.  

Conclusion 

These findings contribute to the literature on diversity by lending qualitative and analytic 

attention to the meanings that employees associate with and construct regarding diversity, a 

previously understudied area (Roberson 2019). While previous research suggests the potential 

for simultaneous critical and uncritical diversity perspectives (Boxenbaum 2006; Özbilgin and 

Tatli 2011; Tatli 2011; Tomlinson and Schwabenland 2010), it does so via studies of employees 

who work in “the field of equality and diversity” and does not examine how actors within the 

same organization advance conflicting diversity perspectives (Özbilgin and Tatli 2011). In 

studying definitions and accounts of diversity among tech employees and managers, I contribute 

to previous research examining the conceptual blurriness of diversity by proposing the concept 

of conforming critical diversity. This concept provides a means of explaining the work that 

individuals do in order fashion their critical frames of diversity as legitimate, a way of capturing 

simultaneous critical and uncritical accounts of the value of diversity, and a method of 

reconciling critical and uncritical perspectives on diversity.  

Like actors within the diversity field, interviewees framed diversity as involving both 

individual and group-based differences (Özbilgin and Tatli 2011; Tatli 2011) and drew on both 

business-case and equity-focused accounts of diversity’s value (Boxenbaum 2006; Özbilgin and 

Tatli 2011; Tomlinson and Schwabenland 2010). This suggests that employees outside the 
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diversity field are picking up on and mobilizing the same cultural discourses that are advanced 

by actors within the field. However, interviewees also drew on an individualized account of the 

value of diversity. To my knowledge, only one previous study on the varying meanings of 

diversity suggests individually-accrued value as a potential justification of diversity within 

business organizations (Boxenbaum 2006). Perhaps the reason this justification has received less 

attention in previous research is because those in the diversity field are well-versed in business 

and equity cases and have no need for an additional justification of the value of diversity. 

Diversity as creating “better individuals” may arise as a justification of diversity when actors 

want to argue for diversity but lack knowledge or comfort with the business or equity cases, 

which seem common (even if controversial) arguments among those who work in the diversity 

field (e.g. Özbilgin and Tatli 2011; Tatli 2011; Tomlinson and Schwabenland 2010).  

Examining differing diversity perspectives among actors who work for the same 

organization can illustrate the potential for conflicts over the meaning of diversity (Özbilgin and 

Tatli 2011). Diversity is a keyword with varying meanings (like other keywords; Ghaziani and 

Ventresca 2005), and it can therefore be manipulated by actors to support their interests 

(Özbilgin and Tatli 2011). In utilizing multiple definitions and justifications of diversity, 

interviewees appeared to advance an interest in minimizing potential organizational conflicts. 

This tendency for participants to reframe their critical diversity perspectives in less controversial 

ways was likely tied to workplace inequalities. The gendered and racialized nature of 

organizations tends to constrain racial minorities’ and women’s agency to challenge the status 

quo (Acker 2006; Ray 2019). Most of the interviewees who advanced (conforming) critical 

diversity perspectives were racial minorities and/or women, and therefore may have lacked 

agency to advance staunchly critical perspectives (and would likely feel the relational 
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consequences of doing so even more strongly). Future research examining diversity meaning-

making via both interviews and ethnographic observations within organizations would help to 

clarify how actors navigate and advocate conflicting meanings of diversity in the workplace.  

However, in addition to organizational hierarchies, social actors are also limited by 

broader cultural “boundaries of legitimacy” that confine the potential routes of actions 

individuals may take to advance their interests (Skrentny 1996). Skrentny notes that “discourses 

of advocacy are ultimately enabled, shaped, and constrained by taken-for-granted rules of a 

cultural nature” (Skrentny 1996:10). The tendency of all interviewees to say they value diversity, 

and of those who value diversity for equality to couch this value in all-inclusive terms, suggests 

taken-for-granted rules dictating that actors purport to value diversity and frame this value in 

terms of benefits for the privileged. The concept of conforming critical diversity enables 

researchers to recognize how uncritical diversity perspectives may be used not only to perpetuate 

the status quo, but also in attempt to challenge it, by making critical diversity arguments more 

widely appealing. Yet while conforming critical diversity may gain wider traction and generate 

less opposition than staunchly critical diversity, its watered-down nature suggests a limited 

potential for generating social change. 
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CHAPTER 4: AVOIDING, COMPROMISING, AND (RARELY) ASSERTING: TECH 

WORKERS’ TACTICS OF “DOING DIVERSITY” 

Introduction 

Race- and gender-based discrimination and underrepresentation abounds in the high-tech 

industry (Alfrey and Twine 2017; Ashcraft et al. 2016; U.S. Equal Employment Opportunity 

Commission 2016) in spite of tech companies’ diversity efforts (e.g. Dean and Bhuiyan 2020; 

Kraus 2020; Shahani 2017). “Doing diversity” is a means for business organizations, such as 

those that make up high-tech, to construct an image of themselves as supporters of diversity and 

to convey themselves as measurably diverse (Ahmed 2007; Thomas 2020). Yet diversity is a 

social construct with various potential meanings: it might be defined broadly, as “all 

differences,” or more narrowly, as including only those differences that are legally protected 

(Berrey 2015; Collins 2011; Herring and Henderson 2012; Thomas 2020; Vertovec 2012). When 

organizations adopt a broad definition of diversity and prioritize its “doing” over its outcomes, 

diversity initiatives have little impact on, and can even exacerbate, organizational inequalities 

(Berrey 2015; Collins 2011; Thomas 2020).  

The institutionalized meaning of diversity within a given organization is a product of 

power struggles between social actors (Özbilgin and Tatli 2011; Thomas 2020). As the literature 

on organizational change illustrates, formal organizational policies are not unilaterally 

implemented; rather, their meanings and outcomes are relationally negotiated by employees (e.g. 

Ezzamel, Willmott, and Worthington 2001; Kellogg 2011; Vallas 2003). One way researchers 

may therefore better understand the mixed effects of diversity initiatives is by examining how 

individual workers relationally construct diversity. Yet previous research rarely examines how 

individuals “do diversity,” and when it does, tends to focus on the efforts of diversity 
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professionals (Brewis 2019). Those who work outside of the diversity field also warrant 

consideration: in addition to comprising the majority of the workforce, they are likely to have 

different approaches to navigating diversity, as doing so is not part of their job duties.  

The current study draws on in-depth interview data collected from employees and 

managers of a large US-based technology company in order to examine how individuals (in 

mostly technical, but also sales positions) navigate diversity at work. As previous scholarship is 

particularly limited with regards to theoretical conceptualizations of how workers “do diversity,” 

I first synthesize insights from organizational theory with empirical research on diversity and 

inequality in organizations in order to identify key theoretical considerations. Following, through 

analysis of interview data, I identify three tactics that individuals may use to “do diversity” at 

work: avoidance, compromise, and assertiveness. Results show that given perception of diversity 

as a “political” and risky topic, most interviewees said they avoided or treaded carefully around 

discussions of diversity in the workplace. Very few interviewees, all of whom were white, 

indicated comfort to speak about diversity in an open and assertive manner. How interviewees 

navigated diversity at work reflected their positioning within their organizational inequality 

regime and their attempts to conform to the social expectations of their workplace. Given the 

impact of social context on individuals’ “doing diversity,” organizations might empower 

individuals to support equity at work by creating spaces in which diversity and inequality can be 

discussed openly, especially by those with marginalized identities, without the threat of damage 

to one’s professional image. 

Conceptualizing “Doing Diversity”  

In previous work, “doing diversity” is considered as an organizational attempt to project a 

commitment to and image of diversity that rarely translates into meaningful practice (e.g. Ahmed 
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2007; Thomas 2020). As these organizational attempts at impression management can have little 

impact on organizational inequalities (Ahmed 2007; Berrey 2015; Collins 2011), and can even 

exacerbate inequalities by heightening exploitation of marginalized groups in the service of 

constructing a positive image (Thomas 2020), researchers tend to be quite critical of them. Given 

a focus on organizational diversity, however, diversity research rarely considers how individuals 

“do” diversity and inclusion, and when it does examine “doing diversity” at the individual level, 

tends to examine diversity workers (Brewis 2019). This research considers how diversity 

workers define diversity (e.g. as including legally and non-legally protected differences; Berrey 

2015; Thomas 2020) and attempt to create diversity (e.g. by trying to increase the numerical 

representation of racial minorities in high-ranking positions; Berrey 2015), particularly 

highlighting the impact of organizational and cultural constraints on these efforts.  

Researchers have done little to conceptualize “doing diversity” and what it might entail 

for everyday workers. The general disconnect between scholarship on organizational diversity 

and organizational inequalities discourages a comprehensive view of this phenomena. The 

tendency of organizational diversity research to focus on diversity workers (e.g. Berrey 2015; 

Boxenbaum 2006; Carrillo Arciniega 2020; Özbilgin and Tatli 2011; Tatli 2011; Thomas 2020; 

Tomlinson and Schwabenland 2010) largely prevents consideration of how everyday actors who 

are not diversity workers may also agentically enact diversity at work. Further, while research on 

organizational inequalities examines how marginalized workers adapt to their workplace and in 

doing so inadvertently perpetuate organizational inequality regimes, it typically does not 

explicitly consider “doing diversity” (e.g. Alfrey and Twine 2017; Kenny and Donnelly 2020; 

Rhoton 2011), making it difficult to determine how or whether individual actions that perpetuate 

inequality fit into this concept. In the following pages, I therefore offer a general theoretical 
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framework of individual-level “doing diversity” informed by organizational theory and research 

on diversity and inequality in organizations. I argue for attention to variation across two 

dimensions of “doing diversity”: the type of diversity perspective being advocated, and the 

extent to which individuals’ “doing diversity” is passive or agentic. While the former dimension 

is an explicit topic of interest within scholarship on organizational diversity, the latter is often 

overlooked.18  

Variance in Diversity Perspectives 

Diversity is a “keyword” in the sense that it has ambiguous and varied meanings that are 

mobilized by different groups of actors to advance a range of different ends (Ghaziani and 

Ventresca 2005; Vertovec 2012). Uncritical frames of diversity center the value of “all 

differences,” both legally- and non-legally protected (Berrey 2015; Edelman et al. 2001) and 

support the interests of privileged groups by minimizing and obscuring inequalities (Collins 

2011; Mayorga-Gallo 2019). Critical diversity frames, on the other hand, define diversity as 

legally-protected differences and center the importance of movement towards equity and social 

justice, thereby supporting the interests of people with marginalized identities (Herring and 

Henderson 2012). The breadth of uncritical frames of diversity means that they effectively 

subsume critical diversity perspectives (Herring and Henderson 2012), and therefore critical and 

uncritical diversity perspectives are not mutually exclusive. Given the varying potential 

meanings of diversity, individuals may similarly say they support diversity, yet in reality be 

                                                        
18 Avery (2011) is one notable exception: he theorizes an active-passive dimension of individual-level support for 
diversity. However, Avery makes this argument from an organizational psychology perspective, utilizing the active-
passive distinction to signify whether attitudinal support for or opposition to diversity initiatives translates into 
behavior (here, passivity indicates the absence of behavior). In contrast, I consider the active vs. passive dimension 
from a sociological perspective, centering actions (rather than attitudes or intent), the context of organizational 
inequality regimes, and the meaningful consequences of even passivity.  
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supporting very different things: critical diversity, uncritical diversity, or a muddled perspective 

that falls somewhere in between. 

Uncritical diversity operates, for individuals, in much the same way as it operates for 

organizations: as a show of support for diversity that in reality tends to benefit the privileged. 

People tend to associate positive feelings with broad and all-encompassing uncritical diversity 

perspectives, which define diversity as “all differences” (Bell and Hartmann 2007; Berrey 2015), 

and thereby group categories of inequality, like gender and race, along with other forms of 

difference (Edelman et al. 2001). This perspective on diversity dominates business organizations 

(Berrey 2015; Embrick 2011; Özbilgin and Tatli 2011) and aligns with dominant US cultural 

logics of individual value and respect (Creed et al. 2002). Uncritical diversity makes it 

particularly easy to enact diversity because when everyone and everything is considered 

“diverse,” practically anything one does can be considered an instance of “doing diversity” 

(Thomas 2020). As a result, privileged groups particularly benefit from it: “doing” uncritical 

diversity enables the construction of a morally good sense of self without having to recognize 

how much one benefits from systemic inequality (Berrey 2015; Mayorga-Gallo 2019; Smith and 

Mayorga-Gallo 2017). Similarly, advancing an uncritical perspective enables privileged groups 

to support diversity only when it offers them benefits, and to easily reject it in other situations 

(Mayorga-Gallo 2019; Smith and Mayorga-Gallo 2017). When individuals “do” uncritical 

diversity, they contribute to a version of diversity that minimizes the continuing impact of social 

inequalities and the importance of addressing them, thereby perpetuating systems of oppression 

(Collins 2011).  

However, individuals may also support critical diversity, and thereby challenge the status 

quo, by directing attention towards the social foundations of inequality and calling for movement 
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towards equity and fair treatment (Herring and Henderson 2012). This version of diversity is 

notably more controversial than uncritical diversity (Herring and Henderson 2012), and may be 

discouraged by organizational discourses, which rather advocate uncritical frameworks (Berrey 

2015; Thomas 2020). Limited previous research examines individuals’ advocacy of critical 

diversity in the workplace, but suggests a tendency to mix and match critical and uncritical 

perspectives rather than advance staunchly critical frames of diversity. Diversity workers who 

have an interest in advancing social justice, for example, endeavor to support equity by pairing 

critical diversity arguments with more socially acceptable uncritical frameworks (Boxenbaum 

2006; Özbilgin and Tatli 2011; Tomlinson and Schwabenland 2010). Similarly, employee 

advocates of nondiscrimination law may call for support from executives by mobilizing 

arguments about business benefits and the desirability of fair treatment (Creed et al. 2002). At 

present, and in part due to such limited research in this realm, whether individuals in business 

organization can successfully mobilize critical perspectives on diversity remains unclear. 

Nonetheless, there does appear some potential, however limited and unlikely to succeed, for 

individuals to “do critical diversity” in attempt to challenge organizational inequalities.  

Individual-level “doing diversity” has clear implications for the meaning and 

implementation of organizational diversity initiatives. Organizational actors engage in discursive 

contests over the meaning of diversity (Zanoni and Janssens 2015), using varying diversity 

perspectives “as frames for allocating resources, prioritizing certain concerns while silencing 

others” (Özbilgin and Tatli 2011:1232). Depending on the meaning of diversity that ultimately 

becomes institutionalized within organizations, diversity initiatives may have more or less of a 

meaningful impact on social inequalities. The institutionalization of uncritical diversity leads to 

symbolic diversity initiatives that perpetuate the status quo (Collins 2011; Ray 2019; Thomas 
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2020). If individual-level “doing diversity” were to advocate critical perspectives, however, it 

could theoretically support organizational change.  

Variance in Passive and Agentic Action 

A second key consideration, especially when considering those outside of the diversity field, is 

the potential for diversity to be done actively and passively (cf. Avery 2011). By focusing on 

how diversity workers “do diversity,” previous research often implies that only explicit, active 

diversity work constitutes “doing diversity” (e.g. Berrey 2015; Thomas 2020). I note that 

recognizing organizations as “inequality regimes” (Acker 2006; Ray 2019; Tomaskovic-Devey 

and Avent-Holt 2019) attunes researchers to the potential for diversity to be done both actively, 

as a means of making claims on organizational resources (Tomaskovic-Devey and Avent-Holt 

2019), and as passively, as a way of navigating interpersonal expectations on the micro-level 

(similar to “doing gender”; Martin 2003; West and Zimmerman 1987). 

Within organizations, categorical inequalities inform how organizational actors perceive 

and interact with one another, and are continuously constructed through claims on organizational 

resources (Tomaskovic-Devey and Avent-Holt 2019). Relational claims-making is the 

“discursive articulation” (Tomaskovic-Devey and Avent-Holt 2019:163) of individuals’ 

deservingness of organizational “respect, resources, and rewards” (Tomaskovic-Devey 2014:56). 

One way that individuals mount such relational claims is by mobilizing specific frames of 

diversity to advance their interests (Özbilgin and Tatli 2011; Zanoni and Janssens 2015), and I 

note that this constitutes actively “doing diversity.”19 However, actively “doing diversity” can 

involve making other claims that do not explicitly utilize the language of “diversity.” As critical 

                                                        
19 For example, when President Reagan effectively cut back the enforcement of antidiscrimination law in the 1980s, 
HR professionals began advocating uncritical diversity as a means of demonstrating their continued value to 
business organizations (Dobbin 2009; Dobbin and Kalev 2013; Kelly and Dobbin 1998), which demonstrates their 
use of uncritical diversity to claim continued employment. 
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diversity highlights the need to address social inequality and discrimination (Herring and 

Henderson 2012), and uncritical diversity enables claims of reverse discrimination (e.g. 

Mayorga-Gallo 2019; Warikoo 2016), notions of equity, inequality, and discrimination are 

interrelated with arguments about diversity, and drawing on these ideas to make claims 

effectively invokes arguments about diversity.20 Moreover, such discursive claims need not 

necessarily be claims of one’s own deservingness. Making claims about other individuals’ or 

entire social groups’ deservingness of resources and fair treatment (or lack of deservingness) also 

constitutes “doing diversity”, as such arguments justify support for (or opposition to) policies 

like Affirmative Action (Skrentny 1996). Generally, given the varied meanings of diversity, I 

argue that actively “doing diversity” involves drawing on arguments about diversity and related 

constructs in order to make claims on resources on behalf of oneself or others, and that such 

efforts constitute “doing diversity” regardless of whether they advance fair treatment and equity 

or perpetuate the status quo.21  

Diversity may also be done passively in attempt to adhere to social expectations. In order 

to manage one’s self-image and effectively mount claims on resources, organizational actors 

must navigate “interaction orders” (Tomaskovic-Devey 2014)—or, in other words, taken for 

granted cultural expectations of the “right” way to act, which vary by situational context and by 

individuals’ categorical identities (Risman 2004). Individuals’ efforts to “do diversity” may be 

constrained by such interactional expectations, particularly when they render discussions of 

                                                        
20 Victims of employment discrimination who seek justice by filing formal claims against their employers, for 
example (e.g. Berrey, Nelson, and Nielsen 2017), are actively “doing critical diversity” by seeking reparations for 
unfair treatment. Likewise, groups of women who organize regular meetings to discuss gender in the workplace 
(Turco 2016) are actively “doing diversity” to make claims on interpersonal support and fair treatment. 
21 While some might see it as problematic to refer to actions that actively perpetuate the status quo as instances of 
“doing diversity,” this is supported by previous diversity research, which frames uncritical diversity as a tool of 
inequality creation and perpetuation. For example, Mayorga-Gallo argues that diversity, as currently uncritically 
practiced, serves as a “white supremacist ideology” (Mayorga-Gallo 2019).  
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diversity and inequality illegitimate. Given the ambiguous and contradictory meanings 

associated with diversity (Herring and Henderson 2012; Mayorga-Gallo 2019; Warikoo 2016), 

diversity can become a difficult and political topic in the workplace, such that even diversity 

workers face notable anxiety about speaking out about diversity due to fear of saying the 

“wrong” thing (Schwabenland and Tomlinson 2015). Situations of reduced ambiguity about the 

meaning of diversity may ease discussions about it for some, yet coerce into silence those whose 

diversity perspectives are not organizationally legitimate (Mikkelsen and Wåhlin 2020), 

particularly racial minorities and women who are not diversity workers (Mikkelsen and Wåhlin 

2020; Turco 2016; Wingfield 2010).22 I note that recognizing such passive inaction about 

diversity is important, as it calls attention to how “doing diversity” can involve following “paths 

of least resistance, which define certain behavior and values as appropriate and expected” 

(Johnson 1997:79–80). Individuals’ means of “doing diversity” are often swayed by social 

pressures; when what is “right” is doing nothing, inaction itself becomes a way of “doing 

diversity.”  

Yet individuals’ empowerment to “do diversity” actively, and the extent to which they 

are confined by pressures to act passively, is shaped by their positioning within organizational 

inequality regimes. Individuals who have greater “relative power” given their categorical 

identities and organizational position are better-equipped to mount claims on organizational 

resources and are more likely to have their claims be positively received (Stainback et al. 2010; 

Tomaskovic-Devey and Avent-Holt 2019). On the other hand, those who have lesser “relative 

power” given marginalized identities and lower positioning within the organizational hierarchy 

                                                        
22 For example, when organizational leaders articulate only positive, uncritical perspectives on diversity, employees 
who face marginalization at work say nothing about these difficulties in order to shield themselves from job loss and 
protect their future employability at the organization (Mikkelsen and Wåhlin 2020). 
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may be less able to successfully mount claims and face greater difficulties in defying 

interactional expectations (Stainback, Tomaskovic-Devey, and Skaggs 2010; also see Ray 2019). 

As one’s positioning within organizational inequality regimes is a reflection of multiple factors, 

individuals—particularly those who have both marginalized and privileged identities—may be in 

some ways empowered to actively “do diversity,” and in other ways pressured to act passively 

towards diversity. Moreover, given the necessity to effectively navigate interaction orders in 

order to make successful claims (Tomaskovic-Devey 2014), individuals may “do diversity” in a 

way that is simultaneously active and passive.  

I therefore argue that the extent to which diversity is done actively or passively is a 

second key dimension of “doing diversity” that demands wider recognition within the 

organizational diversity literature. When individuals passively do nothing about diversity given 

interactional expectations (or lack thereof) rendering silence “appropriate,” their inaction serves 

to perpetuate the status quo. Actively “doing diversity” to claim individuals’ or groups’ 

deservingness of resources may serve to challenge or perpetuate the status quo, depending on the 

diversity perspective advanced. Conceptualizing “doing diversity” along this secondary 

dimension of activity versus passivity therefore helps to capture how inaction (in addition to 

action) has the potential to shape organizational diversity efforts, and attunes researchers to how 

even those who are not diversity workers may actively do diversity. 

The Current Study 

As previous research is limited in its examination of individual-level “doing diversity,” and 

particularly how everyday organizational actors engage in such efforts, further research 

addressing these concerns is needed (Brewis 2019; Thomas 2020). Particularly important, 

sociologically, is consideration of how social contexts such as one’s organization and industry 
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inform individuals’ tactics of “doing diversity.” As Relational Inequality Theory notes, the 

character of inequality regimes varies due to factors internal (e.g. available resources, existing 

rules and practices) and external (e.g. laws and policies) to organizations (Tomaskovic-Devey 

and Avent-Holt 2019). Individuals tactics of “doing diversity” may, following, reflect their 

attempts to conform to both internal and external organizational factors. Within the high-tech 

industry, for example, the 1) normalization of white masculine identities (Alfrey and Twine 

2017; Cooper 2000; Kenny and Donnelly 2020; Wynn and Correll 2017), 2) dominance of 

cultural logics that veil inequality (Cech 2013; Seron et al. 2018), and 3) politicization of 

inequality (Cech 2014; Cech and Waidzunas 2011; Sharp et al. 2012) doubtlessly shape how 

individuals enact diversity. Moreover, as organizational discourses (Mikkelsen and Wåhlin 2020) 

and relational climate (Avery 2011) may legitimize or delegitimize certain ways of “doing 

diversity,” the impact of organizational context is also worthy of consideration. Examining how 

social contexts constrain (and potentially enable) employees’ “doing diversity” sheds light on 

how the meaning of diversity is constructed, and on how organizational diversity efforts come to 

have little impact on, and potentially exacerbate, organizational inequalities (Thomas 2020). 

When social pressures deny individuals the legitimacy to speak openly about experiences with 

discrimination, for example, uncritical frames of diversity and the organizational inequalities 

they veil can continue unchallenged (Mikkelsen and Wåhlin 2020).  

In addition to identifying two key theoretical dimensions along which individuals’ “doing 

diversity” might vary, the current study empirically contributes to research on organizational 

diversity and inequality by exploring high tech workers’ tactics of “doing diversity” and how 

such tactics are contextualized by their industry and organization. I draw on data collected from 

31 in-depth interviews, which were conducted from late June 2019 through early March 2020 
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with employees and managers of a large US-based high-tech firm that I refer to as Weltech 

(please reference chapter 2 for additional information regarding research methods). Weltech 

provides a particularly interesting case in which to study individuals’ tactics of “doing diversity.” 

High-tech companies tend to have “strong cultures” and therefore clear expectations of how 

employees are to act (e.g. Kenny and Donnelly 2020; Kunda 1995) given normalized logics of 

individualism, meritocracy, and depoliticization (Cech 2013, 2014; Metcalf and Moss 2019; 

Wynn 2019; Zilber 2006) and the implicitly racialized and gendered ideal tech worker (Alfrey 

and Twine 2017). Weltech, however, makes efforts to portray itself as a supporter of diversity 

and is lauded by outsiders as a good place to work and a good workplace for women. This 

context arguably lends itself to more discussions of diversity than one might see in other high-

tech companies, yet still demands that workers navigate industry norms that render diversity a 

topic difficult to address.  

Results 

Interviewees utilized three overarching tactics of “doing diversity” at work: avoidance, 

compromise, and assertiveness. In the following sections, I explain each of these tactics and 

discuss who utilized them, their relation to industry and organizational logics, and their 

implications for the meaning of diversity. Table 2 offers a summary of key findings that will be 

discussed. 
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Table 2. Summary of Chapter 4 Results: Tactics of “Doing Diversity” 
 
 Avoidance Compromise 

 
Assertiveness 

Tactics of 
“doing 
diversity” 

Avoiding mentioning 
topics of 
diversity/inequality; 
avoid calling out others 
who act in 
discriminatory ways  
 

Tailoring one’s 
communication 
style/message and/or 
managing with whom 
or when to talk about 
diversity 
 

Openly challenging 
others’ discriminatory 
actions 

Who discussed 
using these 
tactics 

All, but somewhat 
more commonly 
discussed by racial 
minorities vs. whites 
(no notable variation by 
gender or 
critical/uncritical) 
 

More commonly 
discussed by critical 
proponents but no 
notable variation by 
race/gender 
  

White, critical 
supporters 

Active vs. 
passive 
 

Passive Active and passive Active 

Relation to 
industry and 
organizational 
logics 

Conforms to 
depoliticization 
 
Conforms to felt ideal 
worker expectations to 
be “nice” and “easy to 
work with” to 
create/maintain positive 
image 

Strategically navigates 
depoliticization 
 
Strategically conforms 
to some felt ideal 
worker expectations in 
order to eschew others 
in a more legitimate, 
less risky manner 

Challenges 
depoliticization 
 
Willingly defies felt 
ideal worker 
expectations and 
instead initiates 
conflict, given relative 
power to do so 
 

Implications for 
meaning of 
diversity  

Diversity becomes a 
private concern  

Diversity becomes a 
topic to be manipulated  
 
 

Diversity becomes a 
topic worthy of 
contention 

 

Passive Avoidance  

One tactic that many interviewees (23) utilized to navigate diversity at work was that of passive 

avoidance. This tactic was a self-protective strategy of smoothing workplace relationships by 

passively sidestepping conflict and avoiding anything that might lead to it. Notably, interviewees 
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used this tactic to navigate not only diversity, but also “difficult topics” and “difficult situations” 

writ large. Avoidance could involve doing nothing in response to others’ rude, discriminatory, or 

unethical actions (even hiding one’s frustration about these actions), not challenging the 

authority or opinions of other people, and avoiding or leaving potentially challenging people or 

situations. Interviewees who utilized avoidance to “do diversity” reported eschewing discussions 

of diversity with their coworkers. When asked about their impressions of their colleagues’ stance 

on diversity, interviewees typically made comments like, “it’s not something we tend to talk 

about,” and therefore suggested ignorance about whether their colleagues favored diversity. 

Racial minorities and women also suggested utilizing avoidance to deal with what they perceived 

as racialized and gendered treatment at work. One racial minority interviewee, for example, 

reflected on being singled out by receptionists to show their badge upon entering company 

buildings, which they noted was a “kind of normal” experience for them. When asked if they 

ever said anything to the receptionists in response to this unfair treatment, they highlighted their 

preference to avoid saying anything by responding:  

It's almost like, what's the point? Because again, am I here to learn? Am I here to do 
business? Am I here for this meeting? Or am I here to solve this person's biases against 
me, or against people like me? No. I'm here to work. I'm here to work. Now, sometimes if 
I'm outside of work and it happens, yeah, I might have time that day to confront that 
person and ask them what they're about. But when I'm here, it's business. Because the last 
thing I need is for me to be having this maybe contentious conversation, you know, with 
a receptionist, and then I have my boss walk in and see this going on. Who wants that? 
Now, the issue is not about her [the receptionist]. Now the issue is about me. 
  

Rather than speaking out about the racial discrimination they faced, this interviewee tried to (as 

they put it) “figure out ways of mitigating it or […] of not having it bother [me] as much.” By 

“mitigating it,” they meant attempting to reduce the likelihood that such treatment would 

occur—for example, by attempting to blend in with a group of coworkers when entering the 
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building. The assumed lack of agency to actively advance one’s interests, as indicated by this 

interviewee, was common among those who did diversity via avoidance.  

The range of interviewees who indicated “doing diversity” through passive avoidance 

was striking. While one might expect uncritical supporters to show greater comfort broaching the 

topic of diversity at work given the domination of uncritical diversity in business organizations 

(Berrey 2015; Embrick 2011; Özbilgin and Tatli 2011), uncritical proponents portrayed diversity 

as a difficult topic that demanded avoidance in a similar manner as did more critical proponents, 

suggesting uncertainty about the right way to address diversity given its generally ambiguous 

meaning (Schwabenland and Tomlinson 2015). Both men and women, and whites and racial 

minorities, indicated use of this tactic. However, avoiding discussions of diversity and inequality 

at work was somewhat more commonly mentioned by racial minorities than whites, suggesting 

racialized discomfort and increased exposure to the social repercussions of mentioning 

controversial topics. Previous research offers similar conclusions about minority groups’ 

difficulties with “doing diversity” in the workplace, illustrating, for example, the silencing of 

racial and ethnic minorities’ experiences with marginalization at work (Mikkelsen and Wåhlin 

2020; Wingfield 2010).  

Interviewees suggested “doing diversity” passively in an attempt to meet expectations of 

being flexible “team players.” Interviewees discussed felt pressure to showcase flexibility (in the 

sense of exhibiting openness to change, willingness to learn new things, and adaptability to new 

situations) in order to maintain a positive professional image. They also discussed pressure to 

portray themselves as “team players” with interpersonal skills, which they perceived as involving 

having general communication skills, being willing to help others, being respectful of others, 

being nice or friendly, and knowing the “right” things to say in any given situation. The “team 
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player” aspect of these perceived ideal worker expectations played a particularly influential role 

in leading interviewees to “do diversity” in a passive, avoidant manner. One racial minority 

woman, for example, discussed pressure to be nice, professional, and know which topics to 

avoid, and how this prevented her from bringing up concerns of inequality:  

Just be nice to everyone, cordial to everyone, be professional, [a] team player, be 
collaborative. If someone's asking for your help, help them as much as you can. And. […] 
Like, don't ruffle any feathers, unfortunately. So if I wanted to have a conversation about 
race, that might ruffle feathers. Then you're not really seen as, you know, a good team 
player. So there really is a fine line between what you can say and what you can't say. So 
you want to be a good team player. Because you don't want like a lot of attention on you, 
especially in that kind of way. If you have a conversation about race or gender, people 
will start having eyes on you, start nit picking you, start looking at you through a 
microscope. So. Just try and be positive and be helpful.  
 

She suggests that in order to be a team player, one must be nice and “professional,” but also 

cannot “ruffle any feathers”—it is important to know which topics not to bring up at work. Race 

and gender, she notes, are too controversial of topics, and she worries that bringing up these 

topics will lead to criticism and ostracism on behalf of coworkers, detracting from her team 

player image. Because interviewees saw diversity as intertwined with questions of politics (as 

discussed in chapter 3), and both as uncomfortably deep, even “taboo” topics (as one interviewee 

noted) that could create conflict, they saw these topics as better-off sidestepped at work. Passive 

avoidance of topics of diversity and inequality enabled interviewees to meet felt flexible team 

player expectations because it indicated their willingness to prioritize “being nice” and company 

goals over personal interests.  

Moreover, interviewees passively avoided speaking out about diversity and inequality, 

and thereby maintained their professional image, given the potential negative emotional 

consequences of “doing diversity” in a more active manner. One white woman, for example, 

discussed using avoidance to deal with “some minor sexism here at work” —i.e. unwanted one-
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on-one attention from older men who tried to strike up personal conversations with her. She 

recalled a time when one of them even joked about the potential inappropriateness of his actions, 

and how she resorted to a passive response:  

He said something about like, (mimicking a low, masculine voice) “now, I hope it’s okay 
I’m stopping by your office; I don’t want to have a talk with HR later!” or something like 
that, and said it in a ‘you never know nowadays!’ [manner] […] Like, ‘you would never 
do that cause you’re not crazy, right, am I right?’  
So […] that was a moment where I was like, do I say something…? Do we go into 
this…? I’m trying to just work… I’m kind of tired… I wouldn’t have—I would’ve said 
something and I would not have—I wouldn’t have feared for my job, I feel like HR 
would’ve protected me fine, but it just wasn’t worth like the emotional effort to be like 
“actually, you’re annoying me, please leave me alone.” 

 
In addition to noting her desire to avoid the stress of defying interactional expectations, she also 

suggests concern about potential risks to her professional image. Given the discomfort of saying 

anything to call out his seemingly discriminatory behavior, and, implicitly, due to the potential 

threat to her job, she chose to say nothing. One racial minority man similarly suggested his desire 

to “do diversity” passively to avoid discomfort and awkward interactions: “I've never openly 

discussed diversity with them [my coworkers]. I don't know, America has become so P.C. And, 

like, usually some of these topics can be sensitive. […] You never know how you're going to 

shock people.” He suggests that diversity and inequality are stressful topics to discuss, in part, 

because it is difficult to know how others will respond and how one’s professional image might 

be harmed as a result. Previous research similarly notes the stress employees experience about 

openly speaking out about diversity given the potential negative implications for others’ 

impressions of them (Mikkelsen and Wåhlin 2020; Schwabenland and Tomlinson 2015).  

Interviewees’ tendencies to “do diversity” through passive avoidance is contextualized by 

the high-tech industry and the specific organization for which they work. Avoiding topics of 

inequality conforms to the high-tech norm of depoliticization, which devalues public welfare 
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considerations in favor of “real” technical concerns (Cech 2014), and renders such social topics 

political and therefore off-limits (Cech and Waidzunas 2011; Sharp et al. 2012). This norm of 

depoliticization is intertwined with logics of individualism and meritocracy, which dominate 

STEM fields, portraying inequalities as the result of individual efforts and actions (Cech and 

Blair-Loy 2010; Cech et al. 2018; Seron et al. 2018; Wynn 2019), and justifying avoidance of 

discussions about social inequalities. Additionally, avoidance of “difficult topics” like diversity 

and inequality enables interviewees to conform to felt expectations of interpersonal skills 

advanced, if not necessarily by the tech industry (which actually normalizes antisocial workers; 

Alfrey and Twine 2017), then at least by the specific organization for which they work. Turco’s 

study of a “conversational firm” suggests that in high-tech organizations that endeavor to create a 

more communicative environment, communication and other interpersonal skills may become 

more widely expected of workers. Yet as lines of communication in bureaucratic organizations 

can never be truly “open,” employees may nonetheless encounter topics—such as those relating 

to inequality—about which their felt ability to speak openly is limited (Turco 2016). 

Interviewees’ discussions of Weltech portrayed it in a similar manner as Turco’s “conversational 

firm,” suggesting a climate of relatively open communication and collaboration that offers 

employees voice, but that also dissuades discussion of difficult topics like diversity and 

inequality given potential surveillance.23 Interviewees who perceived issues with discrimination 

and inequality in their workplace seemed especially anxious about broaching these topics. Doing 

so would call into question the “official reality” (Jackall 1988) of Weltech as pro-diversity, and 

might pose a potential threat to their future success in the organization (Mikkelsen and Wåhlin 

2020).  

                                                        
23 As Turco notes, “what is open and visible is open and visible for surveillance” (2016:57).  
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Overall, by “doing diversity” through passive avoidance, interviewees both adhered to 

interactional expectations that render diversity political, and reconstructed diversity as a political 

topic to be avoided. Fear of saying something “wrong” (Mikkelsen and Wåhlin 2020; 

Schwabenland and Tomlinson 2015) and desire to avoid accountability for “doing diversity” in 

an “incorrect” manner (cf. West and Zimmerman 1987) led interviewees to “do diversity” by 

simply avoiding it. As a result, they constructed diversity as a private concern in their workplace. 

While this effort might protect individuals’ employability and shield them from uncomfortable 

social interactions, it undermines potential support and connection between those who share 

similar diversity perspectives. This tactic has particularly notable implications for critical 

diversity supporters: those who value diversity as a means of advancing social justice yet do 

diversity via avoidance ultimately perpetuate the status quo.  

Compromise 

Many interviewees (22) also navigated diversity at work by making compromises. Interviewees 

utilized compromise to “do diversity” (and in order to navigate “difficult topics” more broadly) 

given a general recognition that they might not be able to achieve what they wanted without 

bending somewhat to others’ wishes. They made compromises about diversity by tailoring their 

communication style or message and by managing with whom or when they spoke about it. By 

making compromises about diversity, interviewees suggested an assumption that one can “do 

diversity” in a somewhat active manner, if one generally respects interactional expectations 

while doing so. 

Interviewees indicated various means of compromising about diversity by tailoring their 

communication style or message. One method involved discussing diversity and inequality with 

coworkers only indirectly, via conversations about politics. Interviewees framed politics as a 
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euphemism for diversity, suggesting that talking about political opinions is a way of talking 

about diversity without explicitly recognizing one is doing so.24 One white woman, for example, 

noted that conversations about “which party they support, which policies they support within 

those parties,” enabled her to gather coworkers’ standpoint on inclusion, and their 

“understanding of diversity and its impact.” Interviewees likewise tailored their discussions of 

diversity and inequality by only broaching these topics in a joking or lighthearted manner. For 

example, one racial minority woman recalled talking about the Google Memo briefly with a 

coworker, “but it was just kind of like a joke kind of thing, like that's hilarious that this person 

thinks that this is how this works.” This, like conversations about politics, was a way of 

gathering insights into coworkers’ stance on diversity by “doing diversity” somewhat actively, 

yet in a compromising style seen as more acceptable at work. Finally, during their interviews, 

critically-leaning interviewees also tailored their message in order to conform critical diversity 

(as discussed in chapter 3). Interviewees who valued diversity for its potential to advance social 

equity couched this value in terms of its contributions to business and individual outcomes, 

illustrating their compromising efforts to advance critical diversity in a manner that would appeal 

to a wider audience.25  

Interviewees also indicated doing diversity via compromise by managing with whom or 

when they talked about diversity and inequality at work. Here, they recalled waiting to discuss 

and seek support about diversity and inequality until they were around others who they had 

                                                        
24 Previous researchers similarly find that individuals use diversity as a euphemism for race (Bell and Hartmann 
2007; Hartmann 2015). 
25 As few interviewees reported engaging in meaningful conversations about diversity with their coworkers, they 
likely had not encountered situations (other than their interviews) in which they had to conform critical diversity at 
work. However, the fact that all critical interviewees took this approach in their interviews—which some explicitly 
noted was the first time they had ever talked about diversity in a meaningful manner in a work context—suggests the 
likelihood that they would conform critical diversity if ever in a situation where they were having a more in-depth 
conversation about diversity with coworkers. 
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inferred had a similar perspective on diversity as they did. Interviewees suggested making this 

inference in various ways: based on shared status as a racial minority or woman, shared 

membership in the same diversity and inclusion group, or through conversations—such as those 

about politics. For example, one racial minority woman noted that she went to coworkers for 

support, but that she would only go to other women for support with gender-related issues, and 

only other racial minorities for support with race-related issues, given that men and whites were 

not likely to be very understanding of concerns regarding gender and race, respectively. This 

compromise made her efforts to seek help more fruitful, and also reduced the likelihood of any 

conflict arising as a result of such efforts. By managing with whom or when they spoke about 

diversity (as they did when tailoring how they spoke about it), interviewees minimized the 

potential negative outcomes of speaking out.  

While there was no notable variation by race or gender in terms of who made 

compromises about diversity, it was more commonly indicated by critical proponents. This 

suggests that those who are critical may have more reason to be careful about how, when, and 

with whom they talk about diversity and inequality, given the wider legitimation of uncritical 

diversity perspectives in business organizations (Berrey 2015; Embrick 2011; Özbilgin and Tatli 

2011), and the potential risks of defying the organizationally legitimate version of diversity 

(Mikkelsen and Wåhlin 2020). Nonetheless, some uncritical proponents also indicated use of 

compromising tactics (for example, only discussing diversity with their work friends), 

illustrating that diversity may be a seen as a difficult-to-address topic at work regardless of one’s 

personal diversity perspective. This is likely due to diversity’s general ambiguity and 

controversiality, and the threat posed to one’s professional image if one says the ‘wrong’ thing 

(Mikkelsen and Wåhlin 2020; Schwabenland and Tomlinson 2015). For example, speaking about 
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diversity in a way that belies discriminatory attitudes or in a way that conveys support for 

redistributive policies each could be judged as ‘wrong,’ despite reflecting opposing viewpoints 

(Skrentny 1996).  

Interviewees utilized compromise in order to somewhat actively “do diversity” at work 

while simultaneously protecting their image as a flexible team player. As previously noted, 

interviewees discussed felt pressures to portray themselves as being flexible in the sense of being 

open to change, willing to learn new things, and adaptable to new situations. They also felt a 

need to portray themselves as “team players” who (among other things) were nice or friendly, 

respectful of others, and who knew the “right” things to say. These felt expectations of being a 

flexible team player served as both a constraint on and a resource that enabled actively “doing 

diversity.” In one sense, these pressures deterred interviewees from talking openly about 

diversity in the workplace. At the same time, interviewees used these expectations to their 

advantage, so that they could talk about diversity and inequality with their coworkers (perhaps in 

order to infer whether their coworkers had a similar perspective on these topics as they did) in a 

way that diffused the potential harm done to their professional image. Making compromises 

about diversity enabled interviewees to do something about diversity while minimizing risk to 

their image because doing so 1) indicated flexibility regarding when, how, and with whom they 

talked about diversity and inequality and 2) made such potentially difficult discussions go more 

smoothly.  

By making compromises about diversity, interviewees also worked to attenuate the 

potential emotional toll of actively “doing diversity” in the workplace. One racial minority 

woman, for example, discussed being careful about when she mentioned diversity, as this helped 

to reduce the emotional risks of doing so:  
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With some people I would not get into that conversation [of diversity]. […] I've talked 
about it during lunch with a couple of [coworkers], but it's never a big group. It's when 
we will have one on one lunch, and then if I feel like, by tapping into some questions, 
that they share similar thoughts about it, I will go into it. And if I have even a little 
suspicion that they don't, I won't even touch it at all, because I mean… in a way, I don't 
want to ruin my relationship with them, because I know that like especially if they're at 
work, I don't want to even look at them. And I guess I would also categorize them and 
put them in the bucket, like, ‘oh, they don't like diversity’ or something. […] But like it's 
not usually a topic I would talk to someone about, in the big group, at the same time.  
 

While she suggests that such compromise is useful because it helps to reduce the risk to her 

professional image, she also notes that this helps her to feel better about working with her 

coworkers. She fears the negative emotional toll of knowing that she works with others who 

“don’t like diversity,” and how this would make it hard for her to “even look at them.” 

Following, she does diversity in a moderated way, only discussing it with those who she has 

reason to believe see it in a positive light, in a similar manner to herself. As her quote illustrates, 

“doing diversity” via compromise can simultaneously reflect tactics of avoidance.  

Interviewees’ compromises about “doing diversity” are shaped by the high-tech industry 

and their specific organization. By discussing diversity and inequality only in certain ways and 

only in certain situations, interviewees constructed an adaptable self that conforms to logics of 

high-tech progressivity and agility (Alfrey and Twine 2017; Kunda 1995). Interviewees also 

strategically navigated the high-tech norm of depoliticization, which renders diversity and 

inequality controversial (Cech 2014; Cech and Waidzunas 2011; Sharp et al. 2012), and 

therefore difficult to address at work. However, in making compromises about how they talked 

about diversity, interviewees (most of whom were critical supporters) more actively did diversity 

than broader high-tech norms of depoliticization (e.g. Cech 2014; Seron et al. 2018; Sharp et al. 

2012) would suggest. Their willingness to broach such topics, albeit in a compromising manner, 

was likely supported by Weltech’s efforts to portray itself as an advocate of diversity and 
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work/life balance. Such efforts to indicate support for diversity on behalf of top management 

generates organizationally dominant and legitimate accounts of diversity, which employees then 

tend to echo (Mikkelsen and Wåhlin 2020). Such organizational indication of support for 

diversity may even spark conversations about diversity amongst small groups of employees 

(Turco 2016). Interviewees likely felt comfortable “doing diversity” in a compromising manner, 

despite expectations of depoliticization in high-tech, given a feeling that such efforts were 

organizationally legitimate.  

Overall, by “doing diversity” via compromise, interviewees again conformed to 

interactional expectations that render diversity a political topic, and also reconstructed diversity 

as political. Desire to maintain an image as a flexible team player and to reduce the potential 

emotional toll of “doing diversity” actively at work led interviewees to tread carefully around 

diversity in the workplace. Bringing up difficult topics of diversity and inequality in only the 

“right way” and/or at the “right time” reflected interviewees’ attempt to adhere to some 

interpersonal expectations in order to eschew others in a more legitimate, less risky manner. In 

doing so, interviewees constructed diversity as a topic that demands manipulation in the 

workplace, and engaged in a somewhat active, yet also passive, version of “doing diversity.”  

Assertiveness  

Notably, a very small number of interviewees (three) conveyed themselves as assertively “doing 

diversity” in addition to “doing diversity” via compromise and avoidance. These interviewees 

highlighted specific situations in which they used an aggressive approach of actively doing 

diversity without compromise and standing their ground despite potential challengers. All of the 

interviewees who suggested assertiveness about diversity were critical supporters and white—

two were white women, and one was a white man—and discussed making efforts to censor or 
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put a stop to others’ discriminatory actions in certain situations. For instance, one of the white 

women, when asked if she had talked with her coworkers about diversity, responded: 

There are a couple of people that…we have had very direct conversations. Specifically to 
the point of [me] saying to them, ‘you cannot say that. That is—you're basically ignoring, 
you're basically not appreciating diversity. And completely ignoring inclusion. You 
cannot say things like that.’  
 
(AW: What's an example of something that they've said before that you've had that 
conversation about?) 
 
Just again, with respect to specific conversation around respect to illegal immigrants. And 
policy. And ‘if you don't want to end up in a cage, don't come across the border’ kind of 
stuff.  
 

This white woman recalls directly censoring “a couple of people” who made blatantly 

discriminatory comments about undocumented immigrants. As her quote exemplifies, the 

situations in which these interviewees recalled acting assertively about diversity appeared to 

involve more blatant discrimination than the situations in which interviewees recalled avoiding 

confrontation. Individuals have an easier time recognizing discrimination in workplace social 

interactions when it is “particularly blatant” (Berrey et al. 2017; Britton 2017:16), and 

interviewees may have felt that speaking out in these situations was more legitimate due to the 

lack of ambiguity about which side was the “right” one to be on. As all of these interviewees 

were white, critical supporters, censoring others for acting in a discriminatory manner likely also 

lent to their ability to construct a morally good, progressive identity (Berrey 2005; Smith and 

Mayorga-Gallo 2017; also see Sherman 2017).  

These interviewees suggested assumed empowerment to be assertive about diversity (in 

some situations), which challenged industry norms of depoliticization and defied expectations of 

being a flexible team player. This empowerment to challenge social expectations likely arose 

from their positioning as whites in a racialized organization (Ray 2019) that indicates support for 
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diversity. Inequality regimes offer racial minorities reduced agency, and whites greater agency, 

to make claims on organizational resources (Ray 2019). As uncritical diversity tends to dominate 

business organizations and effectively reinforces white privilege (Berrey 2015; Collins 2011; 

Embrick 2011; Mikkelsen and Wåhlin 2020), whites who seek to make claims on diversity likely 

gain more legitimacy from organizational diversity initiatives to do so (than do racial minorities). 

Previous research supports this line of reasoning: for example, Wingfield finds that while Black 

professionals feel unable to speak out about their experiences with discrimination in diversity 

training, they see their white coworkers talking about race unrestrictedly (Wingfield 2010). 

By “doing diversity” actively in specific situations, these few white, critical interviewees 

constructed progressive identities and (to some extent) challenged discrimination in their 

workplace, fashioning diversity as a topic worthy of contention. This assertive approach stands in 

stark contrast to “doing diversity” via avoidance or compromise. Yet while these interviewees 

defied social expectations of being a flexible team player, they were empowered to do so by their 

status as whites within a racialized organization (Ray 2019). Moreover, as they recalled only 

actively “doing diversity” in situations of obvious discrimination, the lack of situational 

ambiguity about the “right” way to “do diversity” also seemed to support their ability to act 

agentically (Schwabenland and Tomlinson 2015). If individuals only speak out about 

discrimination in response to obvious cases, instances of covert discrimination go ignored. As 

assertiveness was empowered by organizational inequalities and seemed to benefit the whites 

who enacted it, this tactic likely reinforced the status quo to some extent, while simultaneously 

undermining it by challenging others’ discriminatory beliefs and attitudes.  
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Discussion and Conclusion 

This study contributes to research on the social construction of organizational diversity. While 

previous research points to “doing diversity” as a form of impression management enacted on 

behalf of organizations (Ahmed 2007; Berrey 2015; Thomas 2020), it rarely considers how 

individuals outside of the diversity field define and navigate diversity in the workplace (Brewis 

2019). I argue that individual-level “doing diversity” varies across two dimensions: the type of 

diversity perspective an individual adheres to, and the extent to which they enact diversity 

actively or passively. Through analysis of in-depth interviews with 31 employees of a large high-

tech organization, I identify three specific tactics that individuals may use to navigate diversity at 

work: avoidance, compromise, and assertiveness. Avoidance suggests a tendency to act passively 

towards diversity in an attempt to conform to interactional expectations, and was indicated by a 

diverse range of interviewees. Compromise represents a somewhat active yet also somewhat 

passive means of doing diversity, and was more common among critical interviewees. The 

uncommon tactic of assertiveness represents an agentic, active way of doing diversity and was 

used solely by interviewees who were white, critical diversity supporters. 

High-tech norms of depoliticization (e.g. Cech and Waidzunas 2011; Sharp et al. 2012) 

and felt expectations of being flexible “team players” in the workplace shaped the tactics that 

interviewees utilized to navigate topics of diversity and inequality. Given a perception of 

diversity and inequality as highly politicized, uncomfortable topics, many interviewees avoided 

mentioning them at work, and in doing so, effectively constructed diversity as a private concern 

not appropriate to discuss in the workplace. Yet interviewees also strategically navigated the 

“inappropriate” topic of diversity by making compromises about how or when they spoke about 

it, thereby constructing diversity as a topic to be manipulated. In making compromises about 
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diversity, interviewees utilized somewhat more active tactics than broader norms of high-tech 

depoliticization might suggest, and likely enjoyed some legitimacy to do so given Weltech’s 

formal diversity initiatives. However, only three interviewees indicated addressing diversity in 

an unquestionably active and non-compromising manner, and all were white, critical supporters. 

This suggests racialized empowerment to defy interactional expectations and mobilize the 

legitimacy offered by formal diversity initiatives in order to actively do diversity.  

While previous diversity research frequently highlights varying conceptualizations of 

diversity (e.g. Bell and Hartmann 2007; Berrey 2015; Boxenbaum 2006; Embrick 2011; Herring 

and Henderson 2012; Mayorga-Gallo 2019; Özbilgin and Tatli 2011; Smith and Mayorga-Gallo 

2017; Thomas 2020; Tomlinson and Schwabenland 2010; Warikoo 2016), it often overlooks 

how individuals who are not diversity workers navigate concerns of diversity in the workplace. 

The findings of this study align, to some extent, with previous research on diversity workers. 

Like diversity workers, “regular” employees encounter social expectations that constrain their 

abilities to “do diversity” in the way they might like to (Berrey 2015; Thomas 2020). They 

similarly deal with anxiety about the “right” way to address diversity and the potential 

consequences of doing diversity in a way that is “wrong” (Mikkelsen and Wåhlin 2020; 

Schwabenland and Tomlinson 2015). They may manage these anxieties by making compromises 

about how they address diversity at work, as diversity workers do by combining social justice 

and business case justifications for diversity (Özbilgin and Tatli 2011; Tomlinson and 

Schwabenland 2010). However, as the job responsibilities of everyday workers do not entail 

managing diversity, they may also navigate this discomfort and ambiguity by simply avoiding 

concerns of diversity. This study points to inaction—or passively “doing diversity”—as a 
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particularly influential form of “doing diversity” that is often overlooked by previous research 

given a focus on diversity workers (Mikkelsen and Wåhlin 2020 is one notable exception).  

This study also suggests the importance of considering how individuals’ diversity 

perspective may condition whether they actively “do diversity.” Most of those who used 

compromise or assertiveness (the more active approaches) were critical diversity proponents and 

indicated doing diversity in a manner that in some way sought to challenge discrimination or 

inequality. Critical supporters might have more interest in actively doing diversity in order to 

seek fair treatment, claim moral superiority, or encourage organizational change. However, the 

lack of interviewees who recounted actively doing uncritical diversity may also be due to the 

sample size and/or the limits of in-depth interviews (for example, it seems unlikely that uncritical 

white interviewees would be forthcoming about, or perhaps even aware of, having acted in ways 

that protect their racial privilege). How common is it for everyday individuals to actively 

advance critical and/or uncritical diversity at work? Under what conditions might they actively 

advance a more or less critical perspective? Future research should further attend to these 

concerns, perhaps by combining in-depth interviews with ethnographic data. In-depth interviews 

help to capture how individuals adopt inactive means of doing diversity, and are particularly 

helpful for explaining why those who value diversity for equity might ultimately do nothing to 

advance equity at work. However, participant observation might better capture how individuals 

actively and uncritically “do diversity.”  

Social context plays a key role in shaping how organizational actors “do diversity,” and 

how individuals “do diversity” also has important implications for organizational inequalities. 

When social actors construct diversity as a topic to be avoided or manipulated in the workplace, 

inequalities are likely to either go ignored and unchecked, or to be dealt with in a solely symbolic 
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manner (e.g. Berrey 2015; Thomas 2018). Moreover, when the extent of social actors’ 

empowerment to “do diversity” is delineated by their social identities, dismantling organizational 

inequalities seems further unlikely. However, this study suggests some steps that organizations 

might take to enable micro-level support for equity and fair treatment. Adopting more specific, 

critical definitions of diversity would help to reduce uncertainty about diversity’s meaning 

(Thomas 2020) and offer legitimacy to those who hope to advance critical perspectives. Creating 

“relational spaces” (Kellogg 2011) in which critical diversity supporters can speak openly about 

their concerns and collectively negotiate potential actions would also help, though this would 

likely benefit privileged groups the most. Developing virtual and anonymous “relational spaces” 

might hold even more promise, offering marginalized groups voice while minimizing the risks 

they shoulder when speaking about diversity (cf. Turco 2016). 
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CHAPTER 5: PROGRESSIVE AND DISCRIMINATORY? INSIDERS’ EVALUATIONS 

OF HIGH-TECH DIVERSITY 

Introduction 

Underrepresentation of and discrimination against women and racial minorities remains a 

pressing issue in the high-tech industry. Women made up about 36% of high-tech workers, 

whereas Blacks and Hispanics make up about 7.5% and 8% of high-tech workers, respectively 

(U.S. Equal Employment Opportunity Commission 2016). Racial minority women in particular 

are extremely underrepresented—for example, Black women and Latina/Hispanic women each 

comprise only about 1% of software developers (Ashcraft et al. 2016). The numerical 

underrepresentation of women and racial minorities creates and is perpetuated by discriminatory 

work cultures, or “chilly climates” that disadvantage minority groups (Alfrey and Twine 2017; 

Twine 2018; Wynn and Correll 2018). While issues of underrepresentation and discrimination in 

high-tech have garnered frequent attention from not only scholars, but also the news media in 

recent years (e.g. Bogost 2019; Harrison 2019; Hu 2014; O’Brien 2018; Selyukh 2016; Shahani 

2016), high-tech companies have pushed back against this narrative by publicly stating their 

support for diversity and equity (e.g. Dean and Bhuiyan 2020; Kraus 2020; Shahani 2017). High-

tech companies attempt to maintain an image of progressivity and portray themselves as 

supporters of the common good (Alfrey and Twine 2017; Kunda 2006; Zilber 2006), even when 

the experiences of minority groups in high-tech suggest otherwise.  

High-tech companies’ contention that they support diversity, coupled with other’s 

condemnation of discrimination and inequality in high-tech, represents a conflict over the 

framing of diversity in the industry. Diversity frames (or perspectives) can be used to advance 

varying group interests and make claims on organizational resources (Özbilgin and Tatli 2011; 
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also see Tomaskovic-Devey and Avent-Holt 2019). How organizational actors make sense of 

and relationally negotiate the meaning of diversity shapes the enactment of diversity within high-

tech firms. Diversity initiatives have little impact on organizational inequities when they enact a 

diversity frame that protects the interests of privileged groups and perpetuates the oppression of 

minority groups (Collins 2011; Ray 2019). Yet only little previous research considers how 

diversity is socially constructed in business organizations (Thomas 2020), and that which does 

tends to focus on diversity meaning-making amongst diversity workers specifically (e.g. Berrey 

2015; Boxenbaum 2006; Özbilgin and Tatli 2011; Tatli 2011; Thomas 2020; Tomlinson and 

Schwabenland 2010). Moreover, while other research speaks to how workers navigate the 

intensified inequalities of the high-tech industry (e.g. Alfrey and Twine 2017; Kenny and 

Donnelly 2020), it overlooks how tech insiders reconcile the two clearly contradictory frames of 

diversity.  

The current study draws on in-depth interview data collected from employees and 

managers at a US-based high-tech firm in order to examine how tech insiders make sense of 

diversity and inequality in high-tech. I find that interviewees reconcile notions of high-tech as 

discriminatory and unequal with that of high-tech as progressive by foregrounding other 

dominant cultural discourses. Neoliberal discourse, along with arguments about the importance 

of intentionality, played a prominent role in interviewees’ deliberations of diversity and 

inequality in high-tech. These narratives enabled interviewees to portray high-tech as both 

progressive (because it values diversity, because it is trying to advance diversity) and 

discriminatory (because it devalues diversity, because it treats diversity as a check-box). 

Interviewees additionally framed high-tech as both progressive and discriminatory by noting 

variation between companies in the industry. The ultimate result of such deliberations was a 
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diversity frame that perpetuates the status quo by accepting inequality and highlighting progress, 

even though many interviewees valued diversity for its potential to advance equity and social 

justice. I argue that interviewees’ tendency to advance arguments that ultimately perpetuate 

inequality (despite many valuing diversity for equity) arises due to their uncertainty about how to 

“appropriately” discuss a topic so politicized as diversity in the high-tech industry. Contexts that 

reduce uncertainty about “appropriate” ways of speaking about diversity and inequality would 

likely enable more open discussions, but only among individuals whose diversity perspectives 

enjoyed broader legitimation.  

Background 
 
Scholarship examining the reproduction of organizational inequalities notes that organizations 

are not gender- or race-neutral; rather, organizations themselves are gendered and racialized 

(Acker 1990; Ray 2019). Cultural schemas (or logics) and material resources coconstitute one 

another, creating and maintaining organizational inequalities (Acker 1990; Ray 2019; also see 

Zilber 2008). Symbolic constructs of the “ideal worker” articulate, justify, and perpetuate 

divisions based on ascriptive inequalities within work organizations (Acker 1990), stipulating 

that all workers meet a certain set of expectations, though it is easier for dominant groups (e.g. 

men, whites, non-parents) to do so (Acker 2012). Within high-tech, “ideal” tech workers are 

those who are intensely committed to work (as evidenced by obsession about one’s work and 

working long hours) and have a “geeky” personality and high-level coding or quantitative skills 

(Alfrey and Twine 2017; Cooper 2000; Kenny and Donnelly 2020; Wynn and Correll 2017). 

One’s ability to conform to this gendered and racialized notion of the ideal worker influences 

others’ evaluations of their competence (Alfrey and Twine 2017) and one’s personal evaluations 

of their “fit” within the profession (Wynn and Correll 2017). Those who do not effortlessly 
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conform to notions of the ideal worker must go out of their way to nonetheless construct an 

appropriate identity. For example, women may attempt to downplay their femininity through 

dress and communication in order to enhance their fit in high-tech work (Alfrey and Twine 2017; 

Kenny and Donnelly 2020). Even with their efforts to fit in, women, and particularly Black or 

Latina women, are excluded from opportunities, social networks, and mentorship (Alfrey and 

Twine 2017; Mickey 2019; Twine 2018).  

These organizational inequalities are justified by broader ideologies (Ray 2019) such as 

meritocracy and individualism, which dominate the high-tech industry (Metcalf and Moss 2019; 

Wynn 2019; Zilber 2006). Engineering culture socializes incumbents into ideologies of 

depoliticization and meritocracy starting in college (Cech 2013, 2014). This effectively 

discourages individuals from considering issues of social justice and inequality, which are 

considered “political” topics that are unrelated to engineering work (Cech 2013). Such 

individualized perspectives disadvantage STEM employees’ ability to see the structural 

foundations of STEM inequality (Cech and Blair-Loy 2010) and the harms done by chilly 

climates to marginalized group members (Cech et al. 2018). They also found weariness of 

diversity initiatives, which some individuals in STEM fields perceive as offering unmerited 

benefits to minority groups (Kent, John, and Robnett 2020; Seron et al. 2018; Williams et al. 

2014). When outcomes are believed to be merit-based reflections of individual talent and 

dedication, structural sources of inequality go overlooked and unchallenged (e.g. Cech 2013).  

Awareness of the continuing grip of inequality in high-tech is unfurling beyond the 

academy and increasingly coming under public and media scrutiny. In recent years, the news 

media has consistently highlighted and criticized the lack of gender and racial diversity in high-

tech (e.g. Bogost 2019; Harrison 2019; Hu 2014; O’Brien 2018; Selyukh 2016; Shahani 2016). 
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Articles about how to increase diversity in high-tech have become widely available (e.g. 

Chakravorti 2020; Li 2019; Williams 2020). This attention to the question of high-tech diversity 

and inequity was reinvigorated in early August 2017, when a Google software engineer 

published a memo decrying Google’s diversity programs, calling such programs 

“discrimination” and arguing that women’s low representation in the tech industry is due to 

biological rather than socially constructed differences (Conger 2017). News articles reporting on 

related instances of discrimination and inequality in high-tech are a now-common occurrence. 

Most recently, Google made headlines yet again for its questionable firing of an artificial 

intelligence ethics researcher who advocated for marginalized groups (Ghaffary 2020).  

Nevertheless, high-tech companies attempt to construct an image of being “democratic 

and progressive,” and purposefully “market their products as designed to ‘make the world a 

better place’” (Alfrey and Twine 2017:30). A key aspect of high-tech culture is the narrative that 

new technology solves problems, results in progress, and generally creates benefits for people 

(Kunda 1995, 2006; Metcalf and Moss 2019; Zilber 2006). Despite (or perhaps because of) the 

media spotlight on inequality in high-tech, tech companies have made a noticeable effort to 

manage the narrative about diversity and to maintain this air of progressivity. Google’s response 

to the Google Memo, which involved firing the employee in question (McGregor 2017; Wattles 

2017), and a statement by Google’s chief diversity officer affirming diversity as a key 

component of Google’s values (Shahani 2017), provides a strong example of these efforts. A 

more recent example is high-tech’s response to the George Floyd protests and the Black Lives 

Matter movement, in which companies such as Microsoft, Apple, and Google, publicly pledged 

their support for racial equity and justice (Dean and Bhuiyan 2020; Kraus 2020). These efforts to 
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maintain an image of progressivity and support for diversity contradict the reality of inequality 

and discrimination in high-tech (Alfrey and Twine 2017). 

How organizational actors make sense of and reconcile these contradictory frames of 

diversity and discrimination in high-tech has the potential to shape the institutionalization of 

diversity and equity work in the industry. The meaning of diversity within organizations is 

socially constructed and contested by organizational actors (Zanoni and Janssens 2015), who use 

different perspectives on diversity “as frames for allocating resources, prioritizing certain 

concerns while silencing others” (Özbilgin and Tatli 2011:1232). Notions of high-tech as 

discriminatory could be mobilized to advance critical diversity perspectives (Herring and 

Henderson 2012), drawing attention to issues of inequality in the industry and thereby working 

to counter the status quo. On the other hand, notions of high-tech as already progressive could be 

used to silence or water down more critical diversity perspectives instead perpetuate the status 

quo.  

Yet little previous research examines how employees navigate and reconcile the varying 

potential meanings of diversity, and most of that which does exists in the fields of management 

and organizational behavior (Boxenbaum 2006; Özbilgin and Tatli 2011; Tatli 2011; Thomas 

2020; Tomlinson and Schwabenland 2010), with Berrey (2015) and Thomas (2020) providing 

notable exceptions. Thomas (2020), for example, examines the construction and negotiation of 

diversity at a public university in the southern United States. He finds that at the university in 

question, the institutionalized definition of diversity is overly broad and ambiguous (i.e. 

uncritical), and the diversity efforts that follow from it therefore reproduce the status quo. 

Diversity workers at the university, who discussed their desire for progressive social change, 

nonetheless mobilized the uncritical diversity narrative that was in part responsible for the lack 
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of progress they desired (Thomas 2020). Berrey (2015) comes to similar conclusions regarding 

the (re)production of uncritical diversity in a large corporation. Despite providing important 

insights into meaning-making about diversity, these researchers, like other researchers beyond 

sociology (Boxenbaum 2006; Özbilgin and Tatli 2011; Tatli 2011; Tomlinson and Schwabenland 

2010), focus on those who work within the diversity field. However, as previous literature on 

organizational change illustrates, everyday actors also shape the implementation and outcomes of 

organizational change initiatives (e.g., Crowley et al. 2014; Ezzamel, Willmott, and Worthington 

2001; Kellogg 2011; Vallas 2003, 2006), and their diversity meaning-making therefore likewise 

warrants consideration.  

Moreover, while research examines how employees perceive diversity initiatives and 

inequality in STEM (Cech et al. 2018; Seron et al. 2018; Sharp et al. 2012; Williams et al. 2014), 

and how employees navigate gendered and racialized STEM workplaces (Alfrey and Twine 

2017; Kenny and Donnelly 2020; Twine 2018), it fails to examine how high-tech actors 

reconcile conflicting notions of inequality and progressivity in the industry, or how this shapes 

the meaning of diversity. That which comes the closest to doing so is Metcalf and Moss’s 

examination of how “ethics owners” within the tech industry enact ethics in such a way that they 

perpetuate “broader and longer-standing industry commitments to meritocracy, technological 

solutionism, and market fundamentalism” (Metcalf and Moss 2019:470). These scholars focus 

not on how tech insiders make sense of the conflicting state of diversity and inequality in the 

industry, but instead how those who do ethics work (in high-tech) navigate broader cultural 

logics within the industry that contradict the practice of ethics. Again, the topic of diversity 

meaning-making among actors who do not do “diversity work” demands independent 
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consideration given its implications for diversity initiatives, especially within an industry as 

unequal as high-tech.  

The current study therefore contributes to the literature on workplace diversity and 

inequality by examining how organizational actors within the high-tech industry reconcile 

competing notions of high-tech as progressive and discriminatory, and the implications of this 

for their diversity perspectives. I draw on data collected from 31 in-depth interviews, which were 

conducted from late June 2019 through early March 2020 with employees and managers at a 

large US-based tech firm (please reference chapter 2 for additional information regarding 

research methods). I find that interviewees settle competing notions of high-tech as progressive 

and discriminatory by foregrounding broader cultural logics that support the interests of 

privileged groups and by highlighting variation between tech companies. These tactics enable 

them to ultimately fence-sit, framing high-tech as both progressive and discriminatory. In doing 

so, interviewees reconstruct a narrative of diversity that mostly reinforces the status quo, 

portraying diversity as something that does not demand any action on behalf of individuals 

because it will inevitably be resolved with time. I argue that these findings illustrate how 

individuals’ comfort in advancing certain diversity frameworks can be constrained by broader 

contexts in which diversity is politicized and its “appropriate” framing uncertain—such as that of 

the high-tech industry. 

Results 

Does High-Tech Value Diversity? Centering Neoliberal Arguments 

When asked about their perceptions of diversity in the technology industry, about half of 

interviewees argued that high-tech does not treat diversity as a top priority—rather, it values 

other things more than diversity. The general argument here was that tech companies are 
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businesses, and that they therefore prioritize ends associated with business success over those of 

diversity and social justice. In particular, interviewees posited that tech companies treat skill, 

speed, and profit as higher priorities than representational diversity. For example, one white 

woman, when asked if she thought high-tech valued diversity, explained what she thought to be 

the tech industry’s line of reasoning with regards to hiring employees with the requisite skills: “I 

think […] they are just looking for who can do the job and if it happens to be they get a diverse 

group, yay? If they don't, so what.” Here, she suggests that tech companies are not necessarily 

opposed to having a diverse workforce, but it simply does not register as a prominent concern of 

theirs. A racial minority man likewise argued that tech companies care more about profit than 

diversity:  

I think a lot of companies, again, they're just focused on the bottom line. They're not 
focused on some greater social justice initiative. They just want to be profitable. And I 
think things like diversity and inclusion are probably far down the pecking order if you 
look at corporate priorities. 
 

Subsequently expanding upon this argument, he indicated that tech companies engage in a trade-

off between, on the one hand, profit, and on the other hand, having a diverse workforce and 

valuing the contributions of marginalized groups. In arguing that high-tech prioritizes other 

things more than diversity, other interviewees similarly conveyed an assumption that companies 

must focus either on the bottom line or on workforce diversity. They suggested that high-tech 

companies are apathetic towards and devalue workforce diversity because it is not a key business 

outcome. However, this devaluation can have negative effects as it enables continued 

underrepresentation. As one white man noted, “They aren't going to prioritize diversity over 

other things […] and if you don't value it more than those other things, then like it's not going to 

happen.” As interviewees tended to view diversity and discrimination as interrelated opposites 
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(as discussed in chapter 3), in pointing to devaluation of representational diversity, they implied 

a continuation of hiring discrimination in the industry.  

A small subset of these interviewees argued that tech companies might see diversity as 

something that actively challenges their goals. These interviewees posited that a prioritization of 

speed serves to justify a lack of concern with representational diversity in high-tech. In other 

words, in high-tech, it is seen as very important for companies to “move fast,” and having a 

diverse workforce can actually undermine quick forward movement. One white man 

summarized: 

The concept of fail fast is big. It's a common mantra. And so it's very much about moving 
quickly, and if you're talking about diversity of perspectives and stuff, and even 
experience—they don't... in general, those seem pretty undervalued. Because the goal is 
to do something. Quickly. You don't have time to be inclusive, maybe. 
 

These interviewees suggested that by bringing more voices to the table, and thereby increasing 

the number of perspectives or arguments to consider, company decision-making processes could 

be slowed down. This prioritization of speed, they argued, works to directly discourage any pro-

diversity actions on behalf of tech companies, and explains why tech companies do not place 

much value on representational diversity. These interviewees therefore saw tech companies as 

not only devaluing representational diversity, but perhaps even opposing it given its tendency to 

contradict fast forward movement, thereby justifying homogenous workplaces on the grounds of 

efficiency.  

While interviewees’ pointing to representational diversity as devalued in high-tech did 

not notably differ by race or gender, more and less critical proponents advanced this argument in 

different ways. For more critical supporters of diversity, their tone and word choice suggested 

they were pointing to this devaluation to illustrate the continuing issues with diversity and 

discrimination in the industry and their discontent with this situation. For example, one 
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interviewee discussed how tech clearly values profit above all else and then went on to say, 

“maybe that’s just me being cynical about it, but I think that’s realistic,” in recognition of their 

pessimism about the state of diversity in the industry. Like other more critical interviewees, this 

individual suggested disappointment in what they perceived as high-tech’s devaluation of 

diversity. However, for less critical supporters, their tone and word choice suggested that they 

did not see such devaluation as particularly problematic. Rather, they conveyed it as more of an 

unbiased statement of fact. Note the seeming detachment in an uncritical interviewees’ 

statement: “The tech industry values corporate profits and corporate profits tend to go up when 

you sacrifice diversity for other things that you can recruit for.” While less critical supporters 

seemed apathetic towards the purported devaluation of diversity in high-tech, their willingness to 

mention it reflected some awareness of narratives about underrepresentation.  

Though many portrayed tech as valuing other things more than diversity, the vast 

majority of interviewees (27) argued that tech companies also have to value diversity in order to 

achieve or maintain a position at the forefront of the industry, and did so regardless of their race, 

gender, or personal perspective on diversity. Here, interviewees constructed representational 

diversity as a means for tech companies to achieve other aims, utilizing the common business 

case argument for diversity. In making this point, they most often focused on how diverse work 

teams support the creation of new ideas and better products. According to one white woman:  

In technology, you need something new every five minutes. And so if we all think the 
same, we can't think of a new biggest and latest and greatest thing, you know, but if we're 
different, and we all come from different backgrounds and we have different ideas, then 
we can generate that new big thing. 
 

Like many other interviewees, this woman suggests that representational diversity actually 

enhances productivity and creative ability on teams and is therefore beneficial, rather than having 

the detrimental effect of slowing down decision-making processes. Interviewees equated 
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“diversity” with different “perspectives,” but here, they drew on business case discourse to frame 

such variegated “perspectives” as a benefit. Interviewees often, relatedly, highlighted the need to 

have diverse teams in order to create products that cater to diverse consumers and customers. 

Moreover, some noted that having diverse work environments leads to happier employees and 

thereby helps to reduce turnover. By pointing to representational diversity’s ability to generate 

new ideas, stronger products, and happy employees, interviewees highlighted the contributions 

of diversity to business profits. Notions of continuous change and progress in the tech industry 

often underlay these arguments, as one interviewee clearly noted: “Advances in the tech industry 

are happening so fast; if you aren’t diverse, you risk being left behind.” From this perspective, 

workforce diversity is not antithetical to quick progress, but actually a necessary condition of 

successfully keeping up with it, becoming an indicator of technological in addition to social 

progressivity.  

All but two interviewees (12/14) who posited that high-tech companies devalue 

workforce diversity also argued that high-tech companies have to value workforce diversity. 

Interviewees made these seemingly contradictory arguments about the valuation of 

representational diversity high-tech fit with one another by mobilizing neoliberal and capitalistic 

discourses. They utilized economic logics to suggest that the value of diversity hinges on its 

ability to provide economic value—or benefits that can ultimately be turned into an economic 

value—for businesses (Carrillo Arciniega 2020).26 Such a “business case” for diversity tends to 

dominate business organizations (Embrick 2011; Özbilgin and Tatli 2011) and is assumed to be 

more widely legitimate than alternative arguments for the value of diversity (Carrillo Arciniega 

2020; Özbilgin and Tatli 2011; Tatli 2011). Through a neoliberal lens, it makes sense that 

                                                        
26 Diversity professionals in the U.S. utilize similar economic arguments to justify the value of diversity to a 
presumptively white male audience unconcerned with social justice initiatives (Carrillo Arciniega 2020).  
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companies might prioritize other concerns over that of representational diversity, yet 

simultaneously seek representational diversity in order to increase profits and support other 

business outcomes. Neoliberal capitalistic discourse provides a common thread through which to 

reconcile perspectives on high-tech as both discriminatory and progressive by explaining both 

tendencies as outgrowths of the drive for profit. 

However, mobilizing neoliberal and capitalistic discourses ultimately reinforces 

narratives of diversity that support the interests of dominant groups. Centering the economic 

value of diversity appeals to white men and neoliberals, thereby reconstructing a racialized, 

gendered, and classed notion of diversity (Carrillo Arciniega 2020). “Diverse” individuals 

become commodified objects, valued for their contributions to the privileged (Mayorga-Gallo 

2019). When the value of diversity hinges on its potential to provide business benefits via diverse 

work teams, this renders diversity invaluable and unnecessary in situations when it does not 

contribute to business (Noon 2007). As a result, a lack of concern for increasing representational 

diversity in tech companies can be easily justified, and responsibility for diversity diffused, when 

diversity is seen as out of line with business interests. Hiring discrimination likewise becomes 

justifiable in the name of productivity and profit. Regardless of interviewees’ intentions—

indeed, many supported equity-advancing efforts—centering neoliberal arguments when 

evaluating the state of diversity in the technology industry had the ultimate effect of excusing 

tech companies’ failed efforts to increase workforce diversity (and even discrimination within 

tech companies) as simply a result of doing good business.  

Does High-Tech Support Diversity? Centering the Importance of Intent 

When asked about their perceptions of the meaning and treatment of diversity in the tech 

industry, interviewees also discussed the extent to which high-tech does and does not sincerely 
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support diversity, with many framing diversity as a means of company-level impression 

management. These interviewees argued that tech companies attempt to indicate (but not truly 

enact) support for diversity in order to conform to pro-diversity pressures arising from U.S. 

culture, media, and politics in recent years. For example, when asked how he thought the tech 

industry defined diversity, one white man argued that “there are a variety of political pressures—

and political in this case, not just ‘being from Washington’ type of political, but public opinion 

type political” that leads tech companies to put on a show of supporting representational 

diversity. By putting on presumably insincere shows of diversity, interviewees suggested, tech 

companies attempt to portray themselves as “socially responsible” or ethical, and avoid being 

exposed as otherwise by the news media. Hence, interviewees framed tech companies as 

claiming to support diversity in order to both defend against accusations of discrimination and 

actively portray themselves as ethical diversity supporters.  

Interviewees took particular issue with the notion that tech companies only indicate 

support for diversity in order to manage their public image. One white woman conveyed the 

attitude among interviewees that high-tech companies are exploiting representational diversity 

for their own benefit: 

We are an industry who still seems to really want to tout that we are inclusive. It's kind of 
made a big deal of. It's, you know, everything from going and making sure that when you 
post a picture that there's somebody on there that is an ethnic minority, somebody in a 
wheelchair, somebody with glasses, somebody who is stereotypical of what those 
different categories are. An older person. I mean, it's very intentional. […] I don't know 
what's real and what is being championed because they think it's the right thing to do. 
[italics added] 
 

Given the sense that tech companies indicate support for diversity because it’s the “right thing” 

(i.e. expected) rather than a reflection of their true desire to support marginalized groups, 

interviewees perceived companies’ attempts to do diversity as hollow and insincere rather than 
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authentically progressive. They implied that they would feel more hopeful about the state of 

diversity in high-tech if tech companies seemed to truly care about advancing equity.  

Given their questionable motives, interviewees argued, tech companies simply act as if 

they are supporting representational diversity, but do not make sincere efforts to create good 

work environments for marginalized groups, and may even fail at making their workplaces more 

representative. In other words, interviewees perceived tech companies as treating diversity like a 

“check box” (a term that some actually used) and putting on diversity initiatives as a form of 

window-dressing. One racial minority woman explained this perspective quite clearly, 

highlighting the disconnect between formal shows of diversity and the actual social environment 

of tech companies:  

I think diversity has become a metric that people try to meet. […] You need your 
numbers to look a certain way so you can make a press release and say, "look, we are 
diverse. We care." […] What I've noticed, just from talking to my friend, she works at a 
different tech company, and she was saying that they have a diversity and inclusion 
person, but their job isn't really to do anything, it's just to be a head of a group to say, 
"look, we're trying." And I think if you looked at tech as a whole, you'll find the same 
thing.  

 
She later went on to explain that, for tech companies, “so as long as you can make it look good to 

the outside world, you can kind of claim that you're doing right.” She suggests that both formal 

diversity initiatives and numerical summaries of representational diversity belie the non-

inclusive environment of high-tech. Like other interviewees, she illustrates concern that tech 

companies only care about appearing to be diverse, implying that as a result of only insincere 

effort, companies may retain discriminatory practices. While this perspective did not seem 

connected to interviewees’ race or gender, it was a bit more common among critical proponents: 

11 out of the 16 interviewees who discussed diversity being used by high-tech companies as a 

means of impression management were critical supporters. However, this is not particularly 
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surprising, given critical proponents tended to be more aware and disapproving of organizational 

and societal inequalities.  

Most interviewees, though (28), nonetheless highlighted the extent to which they thought 

high-tech companies support diversity and are improving at doing so. Their highlighting of tech 

companies’ intent and effort to support representational diversity (e.g. “I think they’re trying,” 

which I heard numerous times) provided a stark contrast to criticisms of high-tech’s questionable 

motivation for and treatment of diversity. Interviewees seemed to draw comfort from the notion 

that tech companies offer at least some level of support for diversity, seeing this support (even if 

insufficient) as preferable to indifference. For example, one white woman who discussed high-

tech treating representational diversity as a “check-box” also centered how much high-tech 

“cares” about such diversity:  

I think the tech industry… definitely values being a progressive industry, and what is 
progressive now is being diverse. And I do think the companies are actually really trying 
to figure out how to do this. […] But I don’t think they know how to go about it. And I 
don’t know if anyone really does, I mean, universities are trying to do the same thing 
right now, and schools are trying to do the same thing. We have more segregated schools 
than we did in the 1970s, so, I don’t know if the fact that they haven’t found the silver 
bullet is an indication that they don’t care enough, I think it’s just that—I do think now, 
just like, in the last five years, they’re starting to care about the meat of it and the actual 
substance of it. 
 

Here, she suggests that while high-tech has not yet found the “silver bullet”, they at least want 

and are trying to advance diversity, which she sees as improvement compared to how they 

treated it previously. She (like other interviewees) explains the lack of progress to this point by 

noting that inequality is extremely complex, and that solving it may take a number of years. 

Nonetheless, given tech companies’ intent to support diversity nowadays, she (and other 

interviewees) concludes that there is hope for the future of diversity in high-tech. 
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Interviewees argued that tech companies’ support for representational diversity will 

inevitably lead them to get better at addressing it, but that companies need more time to refine 

their diversity practices. Interviewees frequently made arguments like “it’s getting better” or “I 

think we’re getting there,” to highlight progress towards, but not yet realization of, 

representational diversity and inclusion in high-tech. One racial minority woman (also quoted 

above, discussing diversity functioning as a “metric”), when asked to elaborate on her thoughts 

about the state of diversity in the industry, argued:  

Maybe in the next 15-ish years it'll get to a good spot. I would say that I don't think it's 
getting worse. I think there is enough push for it to be important that you're going to at 
least get enough people in the room to—if you listen, there will be people saying things. I 
think slowly but surely, the numbers are growing, and [all] aspects of diversity.  

 
She implicitly recognizes the not-ideal state of diversity in high-tech, but nevertheless highlights 

promise for the future given that companies seem to be moving towards, rather than away from, 

representational diversity and inclusion of diverse voices. Practically all interviewees, regardless 

of their race, gender, or personal perspective on diversity, similarly framed tech companies as 

progressively trying to address diversity and suggested that they will eventually succeed at doing 

so. Moreover, all but two interviewees (14/16) who critiqued high-tech companies’ diversity 

work as having questionable motives and outcomes nonetheless put an optimistic spin on this 

argument, suggesting that this work at least symbolizes movement in the right direction. 

Thomas’s (2020) interviews with university diversity workers similarly reveal a willingness to 

center the importance of organizations trying to support diversity, despite suggestions of 

dissatisfaction with these efforts. 

Focusing on the importance of intent enabled interviewees to frame tech companies’ 

support for diversity as insincere yet nonetheless promising for the future. Such highlighting of 

intentionality is encouraged by dominant diversity discourse in the U.S., which defines diversity 
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as “all differences” (equating individual and group differences; e.g. Berrey 2015; Collins 2011; 

Embrick 2011) and encourages action to address diversity on solely the individual level (e.g., 

Berrey 2015; Williams, Kilanski, and Muller 2014). When diversity is about privileged 

individuals trying to be inclusive (rather than systemic dismantling of inequality), good 

intentions become a benchmark for gauging support for diversity (Mayorga-Gallo 2019; Smith 

and Mayorga-Gallo 2017). Diversity initiatives come to serve as a performance of both 

organizational commitment to diversity and actual organizational diversity, even when they fail 

to advance equity (Ahmed 2007; Thomas 2020). Hence, it is not the outcomes of diversity that 

matter so much as companies’ intent to support diversity, which can be conveyed through purely 

symbolic efforts. While many interviewees were put off by the perception that tech companies 

have unsuccessful diversity initiatives and questionable motives for adopting them, they 

nonetheless noted that companies were at least making some effort in the diversity arena. They 

argued that the presence of such effort indicates promise, and that the longer high-tech tries to 

advance workforce diversity and inclusion, the more successful it will be at doing so. The notion 

of intentionality therefore provided them a way of reconciling notions of high-tech as 

progressive and discriminatory by directing attention towards high-tech’s flawed yet nonetheless 

present diversity work.  

However, organizational inequalities continue regardless of whether discrimination is 

intentional (Ray 2019), and centering intent rather than outcomes in discussions of diversity 

prevents recognition of and perpetuates inequalities (Mayorga-Gallo 2019; Smith and Mayorga-

Gallo 2017). Focusing on intent ultimately reconstructs a narrative of diversity that appeals to the 

interests of privileged groups by minimizing and/or excusing continued inequalities (Mayorga-

Gallo 2019; Smith and Mayorga-Gallo 2017). When organizational diversity initiatives are 
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evaluated on the extent to which they reflect effort to advance diversity, the outcomes produced 

become inconsequential (Thomas 2020). Supposed barriers to achieving diversity become a 

legitimate excuse for a lack of movement towards equity. Likewise, intentionality becomes a 

way of diffusing disapproval of the current state of diversity by redirecting attention towards the 

promise of the future. While some interviewees were clearly dissatisfied with the state of 

diversity (and discrimination) in high-tech, they effectively excused tech companies’ failure to 

advance diversity by valorizing effort and suggesting inevitable improvement through trial and 

error. Though this argument enabled interviewees to construct hopefulness for the future of 

diversity in the industry, it also provided a justification for eschewing micro-level pro-diversity 

action. If interviewees had centered outcomes rather than intent of high-tech diversity work, they 

would have likely come to much more sobering conclusions. 

Overall Diversity in High-Tech: Highlighting Variation 

When asked about their perceptions of diversity in the high-tech industry, interviewees also 

noted the variation that they believed to exist between tech companies in terms of their valuation 

of and support for representational diversity. While many interviewees (22) noted this variation, 

they did so in differing ways. The most commonly mentioned version of this argument 

(mentioned by 13 interviewees) purported that big companies are stronger proponents of 

diversity than are startup companies. When interviewees offered explanations for this reasoning, 

they utilized the business case narrative to suggest that big companies’ greater efforts to support 

diversity arise due to their greater need to cater to diverse customers and/or portray themselves 

as pro-diversity, whereas startup companies, on the other hand, are necessarily preoccupied with 

goals of creating niche products and moving fast. One racial minority woman, for example, 
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discussed how the types of products that companies create informs whether they see diversity as 

valuable:  

For big organizations, I think they see diversity as a way of making sure that they cover 
their bases for what their customers are. Diversity is a way of making sure that they 
basically have that broad perspective so that they can cover […] all kinds of different 
customers. […] Small organizations… [create] niche kind of products. They understand 
their customer. But that doesn’t mean they’re gonna have to be diverse, cause their 
customers aren’t diverse. They’re very finite. 
 

While she notes that big companies must value diversity in order to be successful, she argues that 

startup companies cater to a very limited array of customers and therefore see no need to have 

diverse teams working on diverse products. Another way interviewees expressed this argument 

was by framing startups as managing greater “constraints,” which distract from representational 

diversity. For example, one white man noted that in startup companies, pressure to “be the first 

to market and to hell with whether or not it was a good decision and it hurts people in the 

process,” prevents startups from including diverse voices in the decision-making process. Given 

the perception that bigger companies face greater demands and have greater ability to diversify 

as compared to startups, these interviewees framed larger, more established tech companies as 

showing the greatest potential to support diversity and serving as informal industry leaders in this 

regard.  

A small number of interviewees (4), however, discussed variation between companies to 

argue the reverse: that startup companies show greater promise for advancing diversity. They 

drew on a similar idea as the aforementioned group—the notion that startup companies have 

different cultures than big companies—but focused on how startups tend to be comprised of 

younger people, who (they argued) tend to show greater support for diversity. For example, one 

interviewee noted that “startup culture tends to skew a little bit younger, I would think, 

demographically, and demographically we [younger people] tend to favor, or see the importance 
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of diversity a little bit more.” By focusing on age dynamics that support rather than constraints 

that limit startups’ ability to support representational diversity, these interviewees likewise 

highlighted variation between companies but portrayed startups as more promising.  

Finally, other interviewees (5) highlighted diversity in the U.S. high-tech industry as 

varying depending on the location under consideration. These interviewees noted that the West 

Coast shows greater support for representational diversity and inclusion and that therefore, high-

tech workplaces located out west likely do more to advance diversity. Some specifically 

contrasted workplaces located in the southern U.S. with those located in Silicon Valley. One 

interviewee, for example, when asked if they thought the tech industry valued diversity, 

responded, “I think so. I felt more that way in California, because there are so many different 

nationalities. […] The tech industry brings diversity together—not as much here, but then again, 

we are in [the south].” She and other interviewees took it for granted that there might be greater 

support for diversity within West Coast workplaces given the tendency of western states to be 

more politically progressive.  

Regardless of the specific argument they made, by pointing to variation in diversity work 

between companies, interviewees suggested that it is difficult to make generalizations about the 

collective high-tech industry. There were no clear differences across race or gender, or between 

more or less critical proponents, in terms of who did or did not contest high-tech generalizations 

(or which specific argument they chose to do so). Highlighting between-company variation 

enabled interviewees to advocate notions of high-tech progressivity by suggesting that even if 

some companies do not advance diversity, many undoubtedly do. It also enabled them to 

implicitly recognize the potential of continued discrimination in the industry: the notion that only 

some companies make effort to advance diversity reflects an assumption that others do not, and 
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may rather maintain discriminatory practices. By centering variation in high-tech, interviewees 

therefore recognized notions of high-tech as progressive and discriminatory as both potentially 

true, depending on the specific arena under consideration. In doing so, they tempered the 

political nature of their evaluations. Diversity is an extremely political topic, yet tends to be 

enacted in a depoliticized manner in the high-tech workplace because “anything that goes against 

‘business as usual’ is open to being framed as political or unfair” (Sharp et al. 2012:566). By 

highlighting both frames of diversity in high-tech, interviewees catered to both sides of this 

politicized topic. Simultaneously, they constructed hopefulness for the future by drawing 

particular attention to the arenas in which high-tech diversity shows the most promise.  

Discussion and Conclusion 

This study contributes to the literature on workplace diversity and inequality by examining how 

tech insiders reconcile two conflicting frames of high-tech diversity. While previous research 

examines the negotiation of diversity’s meaning amongst diversity workers (Berrey 2015; 

Boxenbaum 2006; Özbilgin and Tatli 2011; Tatli 2011; Thomas 2020; Tomlinson and 

Schwabenland 2010), perceptions of diversity initiatives and inequality in STEM fields (Cech et 

al. 2018; Seron et al. 2018; Sharp et al. 2012; Williams et al. 2014) and employees’ gendered and 

racialized experiences in high-tech (Alfrey and Twine 2017; Kenny and Donnelly 2020; Twine 

2018), it largely overlooks how everyday high-tech actors make sense of the state of diversity 

and inequality in their industry. I find that tech insiders reconcile the contradictory notions of 

high-tech as discriminatory and progressive by mobilizing narratives that benefit the privileged 

and by contesting the notion of a unified tech industry. Even when they recognize issues of 

inequality in the industry, they diffuse these concerns by centering progress and suggesting the 

inevitability of future movement towards diversity.  
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Interviewees used three key tactics of balancing critical and uncritical perspectives, 

ultimately highlighting uncritical framings of diversity in high-tech. They centered economic 

logics to frame the tech industry as valuing diversity for its contributions to business outcomes, 

and devaluing diversity because it is not a business outcome. They mobilized narratives about 

the importance of intent in order to frame high-tech as trying and improving at advancing 

diversity, yet nonetheless having questionable motives for doing so. Interviewees also 

highlighted variation between companies to note that the industry can be both progressive and 

discriminatory, depending on the type of company under consideration. Collectively, these 

tactics enabled interviewees to applaud high-tech companies as progressive while criticizing 

them as somewhat discriminatory. While many interviewees valued diversity for social justice, 

their deliberations about diversity in high-tech reconstructed a largely uncritical narrative of 

diversity by diffusing discontent and centering positive notions of high-tech progressivity. These 

results parallel Metcalf and Moss’s (2019) overarching findings regarding how “ethics owners” 

in high-tech navigate broader industrial discourses. Metcalf and Moss’s “ethics owners” were 

“all engaged in some form of critique of their own industry,” yet they nonetheless defined ethics 

in such a way that it affirmed, rather than deconstructed, broader industry-level logics (Metcalf 

and Moss 2019:471). While my interviewees discussed their perspectives on diversity rather than 

ethics, and while they did not work in the diversity field (which would provide a more direct 

parallel to ethics workers), they showed a similar tendency to indicate both criticism and buy-in 

to cultural logics, and a comparable ultimate result: reconstructing a notion of diversity that does 

little to challenge the status quo.  

Interviewees’ tendency to resort to arguments that ultimately reinforce systems of 

oppression, despite many of them valuing diversity for equity, reflects the politicization of 
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workplace diversity (e.g. Sharp et al. 2012) and individual uncertainty about how to navigate two 

contradictory yet dominant frameworks of diversity in high-tech. Like they do when attempting 

to maximize their employability through online and reputational impression management (Duffy 

and Chan 2019; Halpin and Smith 2017), I suggest that individuals deal with uncertainty about 

how to best manage impressions when discussing diversity-related topics in the workplace. 

Given the contentious nature of topics of workplace inequity and diversity, which is exacerbated 

within the high-tech industry, individuals open themselves up to employment risk when 

discussing these topics, regardless of what they actually say. As Turco finds, even in a high-tech 

firm that offers employees voice to openly critique management, employees may still carefully 

monitor how they speak about “sensitive issues” like gender on internal messaging boards due to 

potential surveillance (Turco 2016). This potential risk is just as real in the specific type of 

workplace social interaction on which this study is based: the in-depth interview (as Kunda 

notes, “interviews themselves are a form of self-presentation, in this case to an audience of one”; 

Kunda 2006:162). To deal with this uncertainty, interviewees appealed to both frames of 

diversity in high-tech (high-tech as both progressive and discriminatory), yet individually and 

collectively centered progress rather than critiques of the industry.  

Moreover, I argue that the temporal context likely serves to exacerbate or ameliorate this 

uncertainty. The final interview that I conducted took place during early March 2020, prior to the 

widespread public recognition of the racialized impacts of COVID-19, the George Floyd protests 

and the normalization of support for Black Lives Matter, and the 2020 presidential election. In 

early 2020, when Trump had not yet lost the election and discussions about institutionalized 

racism had not yet swept the nation, highlighting uncritical “happy talk” diversity narratives 

(Bell and Hartmann 2007) in the workplace was likely the less-risky tactic, even if individuals 
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would have preferred a different approach. Nowadays, foregrounding arguments that criticize the 

status quo may seem more feasible to those who hold more critical diversity perspectives. Future 

research utilizing a comparative approach to examine whether individuals are more willing to 

advance critical diversity arguments in contexts that render such arguments less risky (for 

example, early versus late 2020, or within professional industrial cultures that are more versus 

less equitable) would help speak to these considerations.  

When tech insiders utilize logics that support the interests of privileged groups to 

reconcile contradictory and politicized diversity narratives, and reconstruct a largely uncritical 

diversity framework in so doing, this serves to perpetuate inequality in the industry. In making 

sense of the state of diversity in high-tech, interviewees ultimately framed progress towards 

diversity as inevitable, and the current state of things as not particularly problematic. While they 

implied that high-tech diversity is desirable and valuable, and that movement towards diversity is 

“progress,” the kind of diversity that came to life through interviewees’ words was a diluted 

diversity that was permissive of inequality and therefore posed little to no challenge to the status 

quo. If even the most critical supporters lack comfort to openly advance critical frames and 

advocate equity in high-tech, the institutionalization of an equity-advancing diversity seems 

exceedingly unlikely. However, given the potential for contextual factors to not only constrain 

but also enable individuals’ agency to make claims on organizational resources (Ray 2019), 

alteration of gendered and racialized organizations, such as those that comprise the high-tech 

industry, remains possible.  
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CHAPTER 6: CONCLUSION 
 
Continuing racial and gender inequalities in the workplace (e.g. Berrey, Nelson, and Nielsen 

2017; Tomaskovic-Devey and Avent-Holt 2019; Vallas 2012), and particularly within the high-

tech industry (e.g. Alfrey and Twine 2017; Ashcraft, McLain, and Eger 2016; U.S. Equal 

Employment Opportunity Commission 2016), could potentially be reduced via well-

implemented diversity and equity initiatives. However, diversity initiatives only sometimes lead 

to a reduction in workplace inequalities, and can even exacerbate race and gender disparities 

(Berrey 2015; Dobbin and Kalev 2016; Dobbin et al. 2015; Kalev et al. 2006; Thomas 2020; 

Williams et al. 2014). This is, in part, because the meaning of diversity and the means of 

enacting diversity are socially constructed and negotiated by individuals (Özbilgin and Tatli 

2011; Thomas 2020). When organizations adopt broad, uncritical frames of diversity, diversity 

initiatives are more likely to have a negligible or negative impact (Berrey 2015; Collins 2011; 

Thomas 2020). Even if organizations were to adopt specific, critical frames of diversity, the 

impacts of diversity initiatives could be attenuated by individual-level resistance (cf. Ezzamel, 

Willmott, and Worthington 2001; Kellogg 2011; Vallas 2003). Given their implications for 

inequality creation and reproduction, processes of meaning-making about diversity are an 

important empirical concern for sociologists (Thomas 2020). However, little previous research 

examines diversity meaning-making, and often does so through study of diversity professionals 

(Zanoni and Janssens 2015; e.g. Berrey 2015; Özbilgin and Tatli 2011; Tomlinson and 

Schwabenland 2010). This dissertation contributes to the literatures on organizational 

inequalities, workplace diversity, and organizational change by examining how organizational 

actors in a high-tech firm, outside of the diversity field, construct the meaning of diversity. 
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Summary of Results and Contributions 

First, I examine how interviewees (all of whom purport to value diversity) define diversity, 

account for the value of diversity, and account for their diversity perspective. While all 

interviewees initially indicated uncritical definitions of diversity, hidden variation in their 

diversity perspectives emerged through their discussions of diversity’s value and how they 

learned it. Some interviewees suggested critical diversity perspectives by framing diversity as 

valuable for its contributions to marginalized groups and social justice, and pointed to 

experiences with discrimination and observations of the social foundations of inequality as 

factors that informed this perspective. Almost all interviewees (even those who advanced these 

more critical frames) also further suggested uncritical diversity perspectives by framing diversity 

as valuable for its contributions to businesses outcomes and (privileged) individuals, and by 

pointing to experiences with intergroup contact as experiences that informed this perspective. 

Hence, while some interviewees advanced staunchly uncritical perspectives on diversity, others 

indicated uncritical and critical perspectives. I therefore build upon Herring and Henderson’s 

(2012) discussion of “critical diversity” to develop the concept of conforming critical diversity. I 

define conforming critical diversity as 1) a diversity perspective that combines critical and 

uncritical frames of diversity, and 2) something that is done by critical diversity proponents in 

order to construct a framing of diversity that is more socially acceptable and legitimate. This 

concept draws analytical attention to how frames of diversity that might initially appear similarly 

uncritical can be advanced by social actors who value diversity for differing reasons. While 

previous research tends to portray diversity ideology as a means of advancing privileged groups’ 

interests (e.g. Bell and Hartmann 2007; Mayorga-Gallo 2019), these findings illustrate that 
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additionally, individuals may use diversity ideology with the goal of challenging the status quo 

(though whether this is effective remains open to question).  

Second, I examine interviewees’ tactics of “doing diversity” in the high-tech workplace. I 

identify three tactics of doing diversity used by interviewees—avoidance, compromise, and 

assertiveness. A wide range of interviewees simply avoided discussions about diversity at work, 

thereby “doing diversity” in a passive manner in order to conform to social expectations that 

render topics of diversity undesirable and political (Cech 2014; Cech and Waidzunas 2011; 

Sharp et al. 2012). Many interviewees also “did diversity” in a somewhat active manner by 

making strategic choices about how and when to speak about it, a tactic more commonly 

indicated by critical interviewees. By making compromises about diversity, interviewees 

navigated social expectations that render diversity an uncomfortable and political topic, and 

likely felt empowered to do so given their organizational context, which offered some legitimacy 

to concerns of diversity (Mikkelsen and Wåhlin 2020; Turco 2016). Only three interviewees, all 

of whom were white, critical supporters, did diversity actively and assertively by speaking about 

it in an open and uncompromising manner. These interviewees defied felt social expectations, 

and were likely empowered to do so given their status as whites in a racialized organization (Ray 

2019). This chapter contributes to previous work on the social construction of diversity within 

organizations by 1) synthesizing literatures on organizational theory, organizational inequalities, 

and diversity in organizations to outline two key theoretical dimensions of individual-level 

“doing diversity,” and 2) exploring how individuals who are not diversity workers navigate 

concerns of diversity at work, particularly pointing out that passive inaction is itself a form of 

“doing diversity” (a concern often overlooked by previous research).  
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Third, I examine how interviewees reconcile contradictory perspectives on diversity that 

exist within the high-tech industry. While those outside of high-tech criticize the industry for its 

continued racialized and gendered nature (e.g. Alfrey and Twine 2017; Bogost 2019; O’Brien 

2018; Wynn 2019), high-tech companies attempt to portray themselves as progressive supporters 

of diversity and the common good (e.g. Alfrey and Twine 2017; Dean and Bhuiyan 2020; Kraus 

2020; Kunda 1995; Shahani 2016; Zilber 2008). I note that these inconsistent messages regarding 

whether high-tech is progressive or discriminatory represents a conflict over the framing of 

diversity in the industry. Interviewees reconciled these contradictory frames by foregrounding 

neoliberal logic, centering the importance of intent behind companies’ diversity efforts, and 

highlighting variation between companies within the industry. Ultimately, their deliberations 

contributed to an uncritical perspective on diversity in high-tech by noting the existence of 

discrimination but suggesting that it will inevitably be resolved. I argue that the two dominant, 

contradictory frames of diversity in high-tech create immense uncertainty about how to 

“appropriately” evaluate the state of diversity in the industry, and that this explains interviewees’ 

tendency to resort to arguments that (while sometimes critical) are ultimately permissive of 

inequality. I therefore contribute to previous research addressing the construction of 

contradictory diversity perspectives in organizations (e.g. Thomas 2020) and employees’ 

navigation of high-tech cultural logics (e.g. Kenny and Donnelly 2020; Kunda 1995; Metcalf and 

Moss 2019) by exploring how individual meaning-making about diversity is enabled, 

constrained, and confused by narratives about diversity in one’s broader industry. In doing so, I 

also capture how tech insiders evaluate the state of diversity in high-tech, a concern that previous 

research fails to address.  
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Broadly, this research is contextualized by, and contributes to, continuing sociological 

debates about the influence of structure and agency. Sociological diversity research tends to 

implicitly minimize the impact of worker agency on diversity initiatives by focusing on the 

quantitative relationships between formal diversity initiatives and managerial representation (e.g. 

Dobbin, Schrage, and Kalev 2015; Kalev, Dobbin, and Kelly 2006), by overlooking how 

individuals might agentically mobilize diversity in ways that challenge broader uncritical 

diversity discourse (e.g. Berrey 2015; Embrick 2011; Mayorga-Gallo 2019; Williams, Kilanski, 

and Muller 2014), or by overlooking how non-diversity workers also agentically construct 

diversity (e.g. Berrey 2015; Thomas 2020). I consider diversity initiatives through the lens of the 

sociological literature on organizational change, which illustrates the importance of recognizing 

worker agency and social relations in shaping organizational outcomes (e.g., Crowley et al. 

2014; Ezzamel, Willmott, and Worthington 2001; Kellogg 2011; Vallas 2003, 2006). This 

literature suggests that more attention to everyday worker’s agency and perspective is needed. 

By examining how employees construct the meaning of diversity, and do so within 

organizational and industrial contexts, I speak to how individuals’ diversity meaning-making is 

both agentically constructed and shaped by external forces. Social expectations within 

interviewees’ organization and discourses about diversity within their industry both served to 

constrain individuals’ meaning-making about diversity, yet interviewees also agentically 

mobilized discourses about diversity in order to create diversity perspectives that better 

advocated their personal interests. Interviewees generally reconstructed uncritical diversity 

perspectives—however, that some interviewees employed uncritical frames to advocate critical 

diversity suggests the potential for diversity discourse to be mobilized to support social justice 

ends. Collectively, these studies contribute to the literature by broadening the study of the social 
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construction of diversity in organizations and arguing for the importance of studying how 

everyday actors engage in this process.  

Limitations and Future Research Directions 

Like all research, this study has its limitations. For one, the sample was notably 

socioeconomically privileged: all interviewees worked in professional positions, identified as at 

least middle class, and held at least a bachelor’s degree. There are various potential reasons that 

this may have contributed to the general similarity of responses between interviewees of 

different races and genders. Diversity may be a means for middle-class individuals to excuse 

their privilege while constructing a progressive identity (Berrey 2015), which may have shaped 

interviewees’ diversity perspectives. As professional workers, interviewees likely had a stronger 

stake in the organizational hierarchy, which may have discouraged them from challenging 

workplace expectations (Embrick 2011; Hodson 2001), and therefore intensified the impact of 

the organizational context on their diversity meaning-making and their reports of it. Moreover, 

corporate diversity efforts often focus on creating race and gender diversity specifically among 

higher-status (exempt) jobs, thereby perpetuating class-based inequalities (Berrey 2015), and 

interviewees’ status as exempt professional workers may have led them to offer generally more 

favorable evaluations of diversity in the tech industry. Future research might address this concern 

and capture wider variation in diversity meaning-making by constructing a sample that reflects 

variability in socioeconomic status in addition to race and gender, for example, by also sampling 

individuals who work in non-exempt positions. 

Additional limitations of this study arise from its reliance on data collected via in-depth 

interviews with employees of one firm. While interview data are valuable for developing in-

depth understanding of participants’ beliefs, understandings, and lived experiences (Arksey and 
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Knight 1999; Brinkmann and Kvale 2015; Lamont and Swidler 2014), and more specifically, of 

how interviewees make sense of diversity, they do not capture employees’ day-to-day actions in 

their workplace. Future research might utilize ethnographic in addition to interview data in order 

to examine how individuals enact diversity meaning-making at work and thereby shape the 

institutionalization of diversity in their work group or organization. Relatedly, while focusing on 

employees of one organization is useful because it enables consideration of within-organization 

contests over the meaning of diversity (Özbilgin and Tatli 2011), doing so limits insights into 

how organizational characteristics shape diversity meaning-making. Future research, especially 

that which focuses on how diversity meaning-making is shaped by organizational context, might 

compare ethnographic data collected from a few organizations in order to better speak to this 

concern. Kellogg (2011) is a strong example of a qualitative study that utilizes a comparative 

ethnographic approach in order to examine how processes of change vary across organizations.  

Finally, as is typical in qualitative research, the findings of this study are not 

generalizable in the traditional sense sought by quantitative work. However, the intent of this 

research was not to develop generalizable findings, but to generate an in-depth understanding of 

how employees make sense of diversity, and do so within their organizational and industrial 

context. To this end, I continued data collection until I felt confident that data saturation had 

been reached given the lack of new themes arising in the data. Future research, nonetheless, 

might utilize representative surveys alongside qualitative methods to determine the 

generalizability of key findings to the broader population of high-tech employees in the United 

States.  
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Theoretical Implications 

The findings of this dissertation have numerous implications for current theoretical approaches 

and future theoretical endeavors. Most broadly, the findings of this study call into question the 

common divide between sociological and psychological approaches to studying diversity 

meaning-making, which can be seen as one example of division between the two micro-oriented 

“faces” of social psychology (symbolic interactionism and psychological social psychology) 

(House 1977). Psychologically-oriented social psychological research on diversity draws 

particular attention to how social group identities (Avery 2011; Chen and Hooijberg 2000; 

Kidder et al. 2004; Richard, Fubara, and Castillo 2000) and perceptions of bias in diversity 

initiatives (Cundiff et al. 2018; Kidder et al. 2004; Richard et al. 2000) inform individuals’ 

diversity perspectives and level of support for diversity efforts. This research centers cognitive 

processes, focusing on diversity attitudes that are learned and subject to change based on 

situational cues. On the other hand, sociological research reflects the symbolic interactionist 

tradition, drawing attention to diversity as a construct that is interpreted and (re)created by social 

actors (Berrey 2015; Collins 2011; Sharp et al. 2012; Thomas 2020; Williams et al. 2014). 

Extending House's (1977) argument outlining the different yet complimentary “faces” of social 

psychology, I note the symbolic interactionist approach to studying diversity meaning making 

offers important insights into psychological social psychological research on diversity.  

A symbolic interactionist perspective on diversity meaning-making could be beneficial to 

(yet not too radical of a shift in perspective for) psychological social psychologists because it 

balances intrasubjective and social considerations (House 1977). This study illustrates the value 

of striking such a balance. For example, interviewees’ reflection on various personal experiences 

that shaped their understanding of diversity—such as observations of political change or 
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experiences with discrimination—illustrate the importance of recognizing diversity as something 

that is interpreted by individuals, informed by factors such as group interests and the lessons 

spread by agents of socialization. Simultaneously, interviewees’ deliberations indicate the need 

to recognize diversity perspectives as socially negotiated: interviewees’ efforts to discuss 

diversity in a socially acceptable manner, thereby reconstructing uncritical frames of diversity, 

underscore the importance of social expectations and outcomes. It is only through social 

interactions that personal perspectives on diversity become externally meaningful, yet it is 

individual people who engage in this social meaning-making, drawing on their own pre-existing 

thoughts and beliefs. These considerations could help to strengthen psychologically-focused 

research on diversity perspectives in order to more accurately capture diversity meaning-making 

as it exists in the real world, by connecting cognition to action (cf. Ridgeway 2011; Stainback, 

Tomaskovic-Devey, and Skaggs 2010) rather than focusing on cognition exclusively.  

I note that for future sociological studies of diversity, utilizing a relational approach that 

incorporates the three relational concerns of categorical inequality, symbolic boundaries, and 

intersectionality (Vallas and Cummins 2014) would be quite useful. This study endeavored to 

integrate these three considerations by 1) examining how actors with varying levels of relative 

power within the organization engage in efforts to maintain or challenge organizational 

inequality, 2) foregrounding how symbolic “boundaries of legitimacy” (Skrentny 1996) inform 

individuals’ meaning-making about diversity at work, and 3) considering how the intersection of 

race, gender, and job position shape individuals’ diversity perspectives. The first two of these 

approaches were instrumental in developing the key conclusions of this study, for example, the 

finding that individuals who personally value diversity for social justice might nonetheless enact 

(in their social interactions) a version of diversity that perpetuates the status quo given the 
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constraints of social expectations on personal perspectives. Though the intersectional approach 

played a less central role in this study, it was fundamental in explaining individuals’ varied 

diversity perspectives and accounts of these perspectives, as discussed in chapter 3. Discounting 

any one of these relational concerns would have detracted from the explanatory power of this 

study and its empirical contributions. Future sociological research should continue to incorporate 

these three relational concerns in order to further elaborate on diversity meaning-making and its 

role in the reproduction of relational inequality.  

Additionally, this research collectively suggests the importance of theoretically and 

empirically recognizing diversity meaning-making amongst actors outside the diversity field. 

Organizational diversity theory and research overwhelmingly focuses on actors positioned within 

the diversity field as the agents who construct diversity (e.g. Berrey 2015; Boxenbaum 2006; 

Özbilgin and Tatli 2011; Tatli 2011; Thomas 2018, 2020; Tomlinson and Schwabenland 2010), 

with limited exceptions (e.g. Mikkelsen and Wåhlin 2020). However, as my research illustrates, 

those who work far outside of the diversity field—and even in an industry in which professional 

norms actively discourage concern with inequality and diversity (Cech 2014; Cech and 

Waidzunas 2011; Sharp et al. 2012)—also meaningfully interact with this topic. While diversity 

workers shoulder the responsibility for spreading awareness of and instituting programs aimed at 

advancing (or at least purporting to advance) diversity in organizations, everyday employees also 

encounter situations in which concerns of diversity are highly salient. In their efforts to navigate 

these situations, individuals may reconstruct or challenge the organizationally legitimate 

definition of diversity (as illustrated in chapter 4). This is particularly important because the 

shared meaning of diversity in organizations shapes the implementation of diversity initiatives 

(Thomas 2020; also see Ray 2019, Zilber 2008). While this study does not directly examine the 
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implications of such meaning-making for organizational diversity efforts, my findings suggest 

that this should be an explicit point of study in future research. I hope that future studies might 

examine the implications of diversity meaning-making at the organizational level by evaluating, 

for example, the relationship between dominant organizational diversity perspectives, types of 

diversity initiatives, and levels of participation in diversity initiatives.  

Finally, this research highlights the importance of continuously revising theoretical 

understandings of diversity meaning-making (or perspectives) with the times in order to ensure 

their continued relevance. Previous research shows that Americans tend to utilize diversity as a 

way of talking about positive notions of difference, distanced from considerations of inequality 

(Bell and Hartmann 2007; Embrick 2011), while nonetheless generally conflating “diversity” 

with “race” in particular (Bell and Hartmann 2007; Hartmann 2015). My findings, while 

suggesting this remains true for some people, convey a greater concern with social inequality and 

recognition of more types of inequality than previous research would suggest. One of my early 

interviewees, in discussing her shifting understanding of diversity, succinctly offered an 

explanation for this by noting that diversity has, “become in the last five years […] more a part 

of our social consciousness.” I tend to agree with her evaluation. Recognition of social 

inequalities in public discourse (which only intensified in the months following my data 

collection, and is thus likely not even fully captured by my research) seems to play an integral 

role in swaying the collective conversation about diversity. Such public discourse has likely 

fostered greater awareness of inequality and greater perceived legitimacy of pointing to social 

inequality when discussing diversity (cf. Tomaskovic-Devey and Avent-Holt 2019), and I 

believe this may have contributed to the more critical diversity perspectives voiced by my 

interviewees. That interviewees in some ways centered concerns of inequality and social justice 
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when speaking about diversity suggests the need, in future research, to consider whether 

diversity discourse could potentially serve to challenge the status quo—a consideration that 

previous research tends to discourage. Moving forward, especially given the ever-evolving social 

landscape, it seems important to avoid assuming that diversity frames will always be used to 

support the interests of dominant groups, even though they often have been used for this purpose 

in the past.  

Practical Implications 

As an empirical examination of sense-making about organizational diversity and inequality, this 

study also offers many practical implications. It delves into the “black box” of workplace 

inequality, particularly that which exists in STEM fields, suggesting that one way inequality is 

perpetuated is through the silencing of marginalized groups and critical perspectives on diversity. 

When perspectives that challenge the status quo are rendered “political” and “uncomfortable” 

topics that cannot easily (if ever) be broached in the workplace, experiences of marginalization 

become invisible and workplace inequality continues unchallenged. However, legitimation and 

normalization of critical diversity perspectives would help to ensure that marginalized group 

members’ voices were widely listened to and conversations about inequality more widely 

recognized. This would also help to normalize support for not only fair treatment at the micro-

level, but also for meaningful diversity and equity initiatives within organizations. In the 

following paragraphs I therefore discuss how various stakeholder groups—universities, business 

organizations, and professional associations—could work to advance critical diversity. 

Institutions of higher education could play an important role in spreading support for 

critical diversity. My findings echo those of previous researchers in suggesting that recognition 

of the social foundations of inequality lends to critical diversity perspectives (cf. Scarborough, 
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Lambouths, and Holbrook 2019; Skrentny 1996). Some of my interviewees specifically cited 

college courses as instigators of their more critical perspectives on diversity. Institutions of 

higher education could therefore explicitly encourage critical diversity perspectives by teaching 

about how inequality is generated and how to think critically about its social foundations 

(Warikoo 2016). Universities could also indirectly foster critical diversity perspectives by 

advancing intergroup contact within courses and extracurriculars (Warikoo 2016). When 

students of privilege interact with peers from less advantaged backgrounds, they can more easily 

see variation in individuals’ experiences, and might correctly infer that the greater challenges 

faced by some are not “deserved” but rather socially created (Mijs 2018). For instance, some of 

my interviewees recalled seeing differing levels of privilege and disadvantage between people 

when growing up, and then inferring social inequality as the cause of these differences, as a 

turning point that fostered a critical perspective on diversity. While such intergroup contact 

might help foster critical perspectives among the privileged, it would be important to ensure that 

it would also benefit, rather than exploit, disadvantaged students (cf. Mayorga-Gallo 2019).  

Business organizations also have an important role to play in fostering and legitimating 

support for critical diversity. For one, organizations should adopt definitions of diversity that 

center a focus on categories of inequality rather than “all differences” —doing so is a necessary 

prerequisite for developing meaningful diversity initiatives (Thomas 2020) and for enabling 

meaningful discussions about inequality. Organizations should also endeavor to create 

“relational spaces” (Kellogg 2011) where employees who have marginalized perspectives can go 

to discuss topics of diversity and inequality with others who will be supportive. This study shows 

that employees, and particularly those with marginalized identities and/or who advance critical 

perspectives, may feel discouraged from broaching topics of inequality and diversity at work 
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given concerns about the potential professional consequences (cf. Mikkelsen and Wåhlin 2020). 

As I note in chapter 4, creating virtual spaces for discussion that ensure anonymity (cf. Turco 

2016) might be particularly helpful in enabling discussions of “difficult topics” while protecting 

discussant’s identities.  

Organizations could also make efforts to ensure that individuals in managerial positions, 

and particularly those who oversee large numbers of people, have reason to meaningfully support 

critical diversity. Adopting the practice (common in academic job applications) of requiring job 

candidates to submit diversity statements might help to support this end. However, as this study 

shows, social context also plays an important role in shaping individual actions. While cultural 

change is a slow process, endeavoring to promote only managers who have a strong 

understanding of inequality to begin with, and then offering incentives or resources to managers 

to support critical perspectives once on the job (e.g. offering paid time off or stipends for 

diversity work; Thomas 2020)) might be a useful combination.  

Finally, professional associations could likewise work to support and normalize critical 

diversity. Like business organizations, professional associations could make efforts to adopt a 

more specific definition of diversity, centered on social inequality (Thomas 2020), and publish 

this definition publicly. This would help to legitimate discussions of inequality in the workplace, 

and might also help to reduce conflicts over the framing of diversity, such as those that are 

salient within the high-tech industry. In a similar vein, other research suggests the promise of 

using independent monitoring systems to hold corporations accountable to supporting workers’ 

rights (Vallas 2012). Professional associations could work towards developing monitoring 

systems aimed at evaluating diversity discourse and initiatives within organizations, meting out 

rewards and penalties should companies fail to meet professional standards.  
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Conclusion  

Building upon the literatures on organizational inequalities, diversity, and organizational change, 

this study has examined how employees and managers of one large US-based high-tech firm 

make sense of diversity. It has called for attention to how everyday workers, in addition to 

diversity workers, construct varied and sometimes seemingly contradictory meanings of diversity 

in the workplace. It has highlighted the importance of social contexts—including organizational, 

industrial, and cultural contexts—in shaping how individuals intrasubjectively and socially make 

sense of diversity. Simultaneously, by drawing attention to some individuals’ potential to 

agentically mobilize contextual resources and sometimes even defy social expectations, it calls 

for future research that examines how diversity may be used not only a means of perpetuating the 

status quo (as previous research has illustrated it often is) but also as a potential tool for social 

justice proponents to foster more equitable organizations.  

At the most general level, this research shows how people attempt to broach political 

topics in a socially acceptable manner when interacting with others whose personal perspectives 

are unknown. Individuals attempt to tread carefully around controversial topics by seeking a 

middle ground between their personal perspective and what they believe is the socially 

“legitimate” thing to say or do. In doing so, they render discussion of political topics possible 

and diffuse potential conflict that could arise as a result of such discussion. Individuals might 

have greater motive to engage in this “perspective management” in contexts that render others’ 

impressions and evaluations of oneself particularly important (e.g. when interacting with 

managers at work). Marginalized groups undoubtedly deal with heightened pressures to manage 

what they say about political topics and heightened consequences should they not do so. Though 

this research has focused on the case of diversity meaning-making within the high-tech 
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workplace, its findings help to elucidate how people in the present day navigate “controversial” 

topics in everyday life—an especially relevant concern in this era of widespread political 

polarization.  
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Appendix A 
 

Interview Schedule 

Pre-Interview 

• Introductions and restate the purpose of the study  
• Ask interviewee to read and sign the informed consent form 

o Draw their attention to the voluntary nature of this research and their right to 
cease participation at any time 

• Offer a brief overview of the interview structure  

Interview 

Opening/Background 

1. How did you end up working here? 
a. How long have you worked here? 
b. How long have you worked in the tech industry? 

Perceptions of Relational Dynamics 

1. Tell me about what an average day at work looks like for you.  
a. On an average day, do you spend more time working with others, or do you spend 

more time working alone? 
2. How do you get along with your coworkers? 

a. Do you ever feel like your coworkers support you? (Example of a time this 
happened?) 

b. Do you ever feel like your coworkers exclude you? (Example of a time this 
happened?) 

3. Without naming any names, have you ever worked with any particularly difficult 
coworkers? (If so) What happened? 

a. How did you go about resolving that? 
4. Without naming any names, have you ever worked with any particularly difficult 

superiors? (If so) What happened? 
a. How did you go about resolving that? 

5. Without naming any names, have you ever worked with any particularly difficult 
customers/clients? (If so) What happened?  

a. How did you go about resolving that? 
6. You mentioned having regular meetings with coworkers. How do people tend to get 

along in meetings? 
a. Do people ever have any difficulties with communicating in meetings? How so? 

7. Do people that you work with have any social get-togethers, either during or outside of 
work? Can you tell me a little bit about them?  

a. How do people get along in these kinds of events? 
b. What kinds of things do people talk about during these social events? 

8. In general, how do you think people get along here?  
9. What do you like most about working in your current job? What do you like least?  
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Defining Diversity  

1. Now I want to talk about your understanding of diversity. If somewhat asked you to 
define diversity, what do you think you would say? 

a. Do you think there is any difference between diversity and inclusion? How so?  
b. Do you think diversity (and inclusion) is valuable? Why or why not?  

2. Have you always thought about diversity (and inclusion) in this way?  
a. Was there a particular event or experience that influenced how you think about 

diversity?  
a. Personal experience? 
b. Experience during primary/secondary school or college?  
c. Family influence?  

i. If so, do you think having kids influenced your ideas about 
diversity/inclusion? 

d. Political event? 
e. Can you think of any other factors that we haven’t talked about yet 

that shaped your understanding of diversity?  
3. Do think your work friends or colleagues understand diversity in a similar way to you? 

Do you ever talk with them about diversity?  
4. Do you think [Weltech] uses a similar definition of diversity as you do? 

1. What can you tell me about the diversity programs here? 
a. Have you participated in any diversity-related trainings or workshops at work? 

i. What was that experience like? 
b. Have you had any contact with other organizational diversity initiatives, such 

as with a diversity officer, recruitment programs, or networking programs? 
Can you tell me about your experience with them?  

5. Do you think the tech industry more broadly, beyond [Weltech], operates by a similar 
definition of diversity as you do?  

Perceptions of Tech Culture  

Now I have some more questions about the tech industry more broadly. I am interested in your 
perceptions, so try not to worry too much about whether you have enough evidence to support 
your answer.  

1. Do you think the tech industry values diversity?  
a. What do you think the tech industry sees as valuable about diversity? 

2. How do you think companies in the tech industry usually go about increasing diversity?  
a. Would you say the tech industry’s attempts to increase diversity have been 

successful or unsuccessful? Why? 
3. To the extent that there is a lack of race, gender, or age diversity in tech, do you have any 

ideas about what might cause this pattern?  
4. Do you think that lack of diversity in the tech industry is an issue? Why or why not? 
5. What advice would you give to someone from an underrepresented group looking to 

work and be successful in the tech industry?  
6. Do you think there are any general expectations in the tech industry about what makes a 

good tech employee? 
a. What are the expectations about the types of skills tech employees should have? 
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b. How difficult do you think it is for people to meet these expectations? What types 
of people are able to meet these expectations? 

7. Did you hear about the Google Memo?... Can you tell me what you remember?  
a. Synopsis if necessary: The Google memo was a memo that was written and 

published in August 2017 by a Google software engineer. The author criticized 
Google’s diversity programs, calling such diversity programs “discrimination.”  

b. If no:  
a. Have you heard of anything similar happening at other tech 

companies?  
b. Have you heard similar ideas voiced before?  
c. How common do you think perspectives like this are within the tech 

industry?  
c. If yes:  

a. How common do you think perspectives like this are within the tech 
industry?  

b. Do you remember talking about the Google memo with people you 
worked with, when it first happened? What do you remember about 
those interactions? 

c. Since the Google memo, do you think there have been any shifts in 
how the tech industry treats diversity?  

Vignettes  

1. Finally, I have a few different vignettes describing work-related social interactions and I 
was hoping to ask you about your perceptions of these vignettes. Do you mind taking a 
minute to read through these one by one and tell me how you might interpret them? (see 
Appendix B for vignette text).  

2. I’ll give you a minute to read over the first vignette. <pause>. How would you interpret a 
scenario like this?  

a. What do you think is happening here?  
b. Have you ever seen anything like this?  
c. Repeat for vignettes 2 and 3  

Post-Interview 

• Thank the interviewee for their participation.  
• Ask if there is anything else they would like to talk about or anything else they’d like to 

mention in relation to previous questions that they haven’t mentioned yet.  
• Ask them to complete the brief demographics questionnaire (see Appendix C for 

demographics questionnaire).  
• Wrap up by thanking them again and asking if there is anything they would like to ask 

me.  
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Appendix B 
 

Vignettes 
 

• Vignette 1: John is a thirty-year-old Black male who works as a systems engineer at a 
mid-sized tech company. One morning, as John walks into work behind a few of his 
friends, he notices a new receptionist at the front desk. The receptionist says nothing to 
John’s friends as they pass by her, but she then singles John out, loudly saying to him, 
“Can I help you?” John awkwardly pauses and digs out his work badge, flashing it in her 
direction. The receptionist nods and says, “Never mind.” John then continues on into 
work, wondering why his friends hadn’t received the same treatment from the unfamiliar 
receptionist.  
 

• Vignette 2: Mary is a thirty-year-old White female who works in human resources. She is 
applying for new jobs, hoping to move into a position that offers a higher salary than the 
job she currently holds. She obtains an interview for a training consultant position at a 
well-regarded tech firm, and excitedly visits the hiring managers’ office for her interview 
on a Thursday afternoon. The interview begins with the hiring manager asking her 
routine questions, mostly regarding her experience in the field and her relevant skills. 
Then, he asks her if she plans to have children. Mary attempts to hide her surprise, 
pausing for a moment to collect her thoughts before quietly stating, “I’m not sure…” The 
hiring manager nods, writes a quick note on the paper in front of him, and then redirects 
the interview by asking Mary about her references.  
 

• Vignette 3: Dan is a 65-year-old White male who has worked as a software developer for 
the same firm since 2011 (when he obtained his bachelor’s degree in computer science 
and left his first career as a biology teacher). One day, the software development manager 
who Dan works under announces that he is leaving for another firm and says that he 
hopes to promote someone from within their team to fill his position. That afternoon, Dan 
seeks out his manager and privately mentions his interest in being promoted. Dan’s 
manager quickly brushes him off, saying that the position is “too demanding” and 
requires too much “flexibility” for Dan to successfully fulfill it. The following week, Dan 
finds out that a younger software developer with only four years of experience has been 
chosen as their new software development manager.  
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Appendix C 
 

Demographics Questionnaire          ID: 
 

1. Please indicate your age: ______ 

2. Please indicate your job title: ____________________________________________ 

3. Please describe the class status with which you identify: _______________________ 

4. Please identify your race(s) and/or ethnicity(ies): _____________________________ 

5. Please describe your gender identity: ______________________________________ 

6. Please describe your sexuality: ___________________________________________ 

7. What is the highest level of education you have completed? ____________________ 

8. Do you have a partner/spouse?_____________ 

o If yes, please describe their race/ethnicity and gender identity: 

________________________________ 

o What is the highest level of education your partner has completed? 

________________________________ 

o What is your partner’s employment status/job? 

________________________________ 

9. Do you have any children? ________________ 

o If yes, how many (and how many boys/girls)? _________________ 

 
 


